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C&~RI

INTRODUCTION
TO predict success in college bas been one of the earliest
and most frequently sought objectives of educational research.
scholastic ability of ind1v1dual students is, in part, the raw
material with which higher education must work to turn out its
finished product.

Admissions officers aDd deans bave long been

interested in the problem of deter.mining who will succeed among
students, once they have been admitted to college.

The recent

trend toward rising enrollments, taxing greatly the

personr~el

and general facilities of colleges and universities, bas
ulated even more concern about the
cessful students.

s.lect~on

st~

of potentially suc-

Collegiate aa.1nistrative personnel believe

that reliable information, readily available and intelligently
bandled, should bring about a better selection program.
The interest of guidance personnel in this same subject is

of more recent development.

In their efforts to help high school

1

2

.tu4ellt. . .lee

ao~rect

4ee1aiolUt about the

~. .

of college . .t-

r1culaUon, aDd to 4.tU'll.lDe 1ntelleatuallf aat1.fy1A9 choic.. of
college, coUDaelora .bax-. tbe 1nter••t of aa.1••iODS officer. in
the 4eteJ:Ja1unt. of college succe...

'l'o 814 h1gb school

_ke a .at1.fy1ag cho1a. of college bec:oae•

.o&'e

a1_ aDd COIIPlex1ty of the e4uaaUolUIl ey.ta

.tudeata

difficult a. the

J..ncZ'......

!'be 41-

varsity that chIIracter1_ h1ghU education in tbe t1D1te4 stat••
18 uuprecedente4. 1

any

Inat.1t.utioaal progzo_ V8zy 1n acope aDd qua-

ODe st.u4eat.~.

John W. Gar"'r obaentMll

'IbeJ:. i . h1ghu education for the ~lf
gifted aDd for the 1... lifted, for the future
prof...1oaal a . tbe future traela_a. 'lbeJ:. 1.
bigher e4ucaUoa with e .trong theontJ.cal bias,
ox- with a .troag pracUaal b1a.. 'l"bIRe is higher
a4tlaat101l 1a eYUY k1D4 of .oaial aDd 8001ol0l1o.l
aOIlt.ext-lU:baa or rarel., hl1910\18 or .ecul.ar,
with or without 8OO18l pretenal0••• 2

chane. . of

IJUCC. . .

in aol.1ege.

'fba opportWLf.U.s

OpeD

to a

lchar1es McArthur, "SUb-culture .... Personality clur1A9 the
College Years-, JoII'M1 of H'HsIS&oMl 82SWlo9Y, xxnxx (rebruary, 1160), 260-267.

2Joha W. Gardau', -BDv to ft1ak about. COlleg.-, AP8M11II
-SlI"
.2&.SJa 91£M9&.CopoUt;J.oa
YoP, 1'57), p. 16.

'Rev

3

g.f..J,)1l1ty.

Aay high-echool 9&'....t. call f1D4 a coll4l9. that will

accept hill, pr:ov14e4 be pub foJ:th .uff1c1ent effort 1Il the . .arc

that he

'8 faced

with a

au"" of cho1cea-wbet.hu'

to go to 001-

leg8, to wb1cb college to aeek adlal••1on, and what cours. of atudy
to .lect.

Yet the .i.aforMtion for wi.. choice 1. not

c~Aly

ira

hia po.....ioll, DOr in tlle po•••••10D of the high .chool and 001lege

~flc1al.

who a4Y1•• b1.II.

Tbe aa.1aa1oD officer'_ taak of aelecting fro. a gXOQp of

applJ.canu tboM who are .,at lJ.k.ly to .ucceed, ie baaed on a
two-fold .,t1...

that of efficiency 1Il the operation of hi. in-

_t1tutioa.. aDd that of att._tioD to the welfare aDd aaUafacUoA
of tha 1Dd1v14ual appl1oaAt.

'lbe cowaaeloJ:' II pro1:)lea of helping

an appl1cant arrive at ara intelligent decision about colleg. 1.
ba.ed ora the cowua.lor·. confidenc. ill tdw prospective atu4tmt·.

ability to _k. wia. choice. provic!e4 that suitabl. 1nfo.:.aUoa.

18 prov14e4 aa a baai. for thea. choice••
St.J:1ctly ap. .ld.D9. the probU111ty a.sociated with
a predict10D appl1.a oDly to a group of iD41v~ua18 id8fttical OD what. . .r lJJI1te4 group of charactu'1at1c8 ar•
. . . . 1D. the pa-e4icUoa. 80M of eM 9&'O\1P will aucceed,
othaI'. will f.il. hctor. ot:lael" t.hal'l tho•• 1deAUfiad
1a pre41cUoa _u the cU.fferenc:e. Ja41v14uale
either .uc0ee4 or fa11, and DO probability atat-.at.

... u..

4

ca;;2. be J8II4e r89acdJ.ng an 1D41vidual. For the group,
howeYer. aaa~ appropriate atabi1ity 1A the criteria of auccua, the percenta,e of failure can be
controlled aad c:ona1derably cU.JU.n1ahe4 by 1nc:r.aa1Ag
the acc:u.racy of prediction. selection ..,baai. . .
qual1"y control by t.he 1nati"ut.ton, counael1Ag pre8\11188 an 1n41v1clual baa
choice aAd helps the
.1Dd.1vJ.clual to aa'ke h1a own choice. 3

.<81

TboaJ. who bave worked with student. recogzU.ze that a part.t-

oS', 11 lAclu4ed, . .y be aigzU.Iicantly tiffer_nt !roII the group

for 1Dtell1gent

\18_

of precU.ction data 1A COIIbinatiOA with data

'1'he staU.tical approach .,st frequqtJ.y used to provide

obJect.1"

datil 111 foree ••t.t.ng college succ••• haa beeD the pre-

c.UctJ.on .tudy.

III dea1gD, pre41ct1on at.udJ... raDge !rca a_le

ex;pectllncy tllbl.. and tabulaUon of 4ate to the .,re 8oph.i..tica
teoJmJ.que. of .ulya1. of vu:iaace aDd cO'Ar1ance, .Ad .ulUple

."

\, paul 1.. Dn. . .l, It A Report of D1ffereat.1al PJ:e41cUoa aad
Pla~nt.a in Colloeg.a and UlUveraiUe •• "
UDpubl1.bed report of
the CoJ.l~. Bntnnce Exam..t1on Board.
(JlIeW York, 1960), p. 2.

5

restricted inquiry into the relationship of a single variable to
grades in a particular course, to broadly based studies of the
relationships among a large number of predictor and criterion
variables.

It is probable that prediction studies will continue

to be used as a tool to supply basic information for college and
secondary school administrative and personnel officers.
THE PROBLEM

Among the factors which have been studied for their validity
in predicting success in college, the criteria of high school performance and scholastic aptitude have been found to be consistently more effective.

The fact that these predictor variable. fall

short of perfect prophecy, however, is cause for concern among serious research workers.

The basic difficulty is one of unsolved

criterion problems: little is known about the meaning of the terms,
"success in college", .. scholastic aptitude",

.t high

school perfor-

mance", and other measures cOllllQOnly employed as either predictor
or criterion variables.

Almo.t as fundamental is the lack of sub-

stantial information about the meaning and importance of the vast
number of non-academic and environmental factors, how "factors
other than those identified and used in prediction,,4 operate as
4

Ibid., p. 2.

6

Cieterm1J lnts oi' college succes ••
The puxpoa. of th18 investigation is to siD9le out for study

two particul.r factora in the enviroament for analysis in
to

college .uccus:

high school .1ze, and status.

r.lat1o~

Geuer.lly, re-

search 1Ja reg.rd to size of secondary schools has reported inconsistent f1DdLngs, the studi•• on high school status, however,
have DeeD f.irly conaisl;ent 11'1 attr.l.but..i.Dg .uper1or perfoxance

to graclWltell of public acbool ••
The v.r1.tiona in cles1gD aDd _t.boc:lology of the r ....rch re-

portecl on both .1_ aad type of high school make a . . .n1ngful 11'1-

ter,pretation difficult.
ful atu4eAt var1e.
t'here is by

f)

~re,

the definition of a succ••s-

great deal frOll 1Datitution to 1uUtut1on.

no ...na su.flicient conforalty in d1f.ferent 1nst1t:Q-

tiona to peJ:ll1t the develoPJI8At: of

ODe

formula that would be

adequete for the yar1ety of edu.cat1onal 1nat1tutions that perIoD

aa.t••iona rea••rch.

Much of the r •••• rch 1., therefore, 1nst.i-

tut,1on-boWld.
s.1nce 001189.. differ With r ••pect to standard. of .dJI1s.ion
aDd quality of work demanded of th.ir students aft.r

a~.s1on,

pract1cea followed by some inat1tution. do not nec•••• rily fit:
tho.e of otber colleges.

In. r.spect to th18, one writer asaerts,

7

A }.)a.io precaution which must be observed is tr~t
college populations vary .. rkedly from one school to
another merely becau8e of such factors as .~8sioD
polici•• , curriculwu offered, atate and local cu.ltural
and economic differences, and the like.
College freshmen at one institution are not typical
of college freshmen throughout the country, it i8 a
fallacy to think this way.5
Th.1a tremeDdous diversity among Amer.1can college. and un.1.vers1tJ.es
baa been cJ.ted by Piabmc:.a as aiga.i.ficant eDOugh to maxe profitable
the study' o£ an iDdLvidual college a. the logical

tift

J:e. . . rch

wu.t

for def1D1-

in identify-ag and clarifying criteria and .til deter-

~ their interrelat1onah.t.pa. 6
There aZ'e ac1cU tiona 1 limitations which render the fiDd1.nga

of doul::Jt.ful value tc the personnel of Catholic colleges aDd aacon-

4ary schools who are .tatareated .t.n forecast.tng academic success
in higher education.

1n

DO

cas. .ta there research on e.ttber

variable done on a CBthol1c college populat.ton.

only two investi-

gations? delineate the Catholic secondary school from the
SWalter S. Monroe, eeL, Stu4ent Population", BnqyclORtSY-a
BducttiR9Il RI.earch (New York, 1950), 1297.
It

~

'Joshua Fishman, "unsolved Criterion Problems in the
Selection of College Stu4eDts", Hana" Edu9.t1smal Revi""
(Fall, 1958), 340-349.

XXVUl

7L• v. Koos, Public.I.!E private SeS994!rx Ed'=!cat1on: COIII?!rltiv. stU4X (Ch1cago, 1931) aDd D. D. Feder, "Pactora Which Aff.c~
Ach1e•••• nt aDd Ita Pred.t.Ct10D at the college Level", ,zo"IJLM1.2f.
the AMeriS!! A'loq&,t199 g! colleg,.t. lei1.trlr., xv (~nuary

8

independent private school.
The purpose of this investigation, therefore, is to cast
light on the relationship of both size and status of high school
to academic success in a particular college and to utilize the
result of the analysis in improving the prediction of performance
during the freshman year in that college.

The institution studied

is a Catholic liberal arts college for women, located in a fairly
large metropolitan center in Florida and drawing local and nonlocal students from both public and non-public secondary schools.
The non-public secondary schools included in this study are high
schools owned and operated by a diocese or a religious order of

th~

Catholic Church, they will be referred to as Catholic, as distingUished from the public schools.
Before reporting the procedure of the study, a brief description of the characteristics of the college and its student body
will be given.
THE COLLEGE
Established in 1940 to serve the needs of the Catholic girl
in Florida for higher education, Barry College is the only

Catho~

liberal arts college for women in the state.
As a Catholic college, its program is based on the outlines
of the philosophy of Catholic education stated by Pope Pius

X.I

9

.. to cooperate with eli vine grace ill fora1ng the true aAd perfect
Chr1stian. NS

It seeks to cOllbina Catholicity and scholarship in

its students by making theology the integrating factor in all subject-matt~r

areati.

In recognizing the value of theolo9Y to orient

and unify alJ. intellec"tual endeavor, the aim of the college seeles

to approach the truly Cat.holic, truly l.i.beral arts idea, to form

the true and perfect Christian. i
of studies

lea~s

Whether the particular program

to a major in Latin or to a certificate in el. . .~

tary educartion, t.he primary objective of the curriculum is to devclop the ir. ".:.ellect in the habit of lmowing the truth, and the w1ll
in the practice of

As a liberal

~~

al';;;

virtues.
college, Barry offe.rs each student back-

ground in trt801ogy and 'lhom.iatic philosophy, in language and

literature, in mat.hematics and the sciences, in history aDd the

social sc1ences,

in the arts of music, painting and sculpture.

From these studies the student acquires not only an

acq~ainta--'-~·

w·ith tne legacy of human culture, but also with the JBeana of

8 pope Pius XI, Cbr.i.stian Education of Youth",
E9CYc1icals (New York, 1939), p. 64.
U

!!!!. Great

9s ister Marie carolyn Rl1nkbamer, O.P., "The Higher Wisdoa
and the Lower Disoiplines," Do!\J,n.i.caQ Edqcat.toyl Bulletin, 1.1
(Sprin~, 1960), l7.
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iDd1v14ual at,taJ.maent of peJ:aoaal culUvaUon.
~of.ss10D81 O~
~ta

As a COIUIeqaeaca,

vocat,1oaal tra1n1ng aust be f1t.ted Lnto •

cours. of study.

Fo~

l~al

e.xample, a great many teachers are pJ:e-

red for pos1t1ona 1n 1nat1tut1ons rang1ng all the way from luat.
rade t.hJ:ough h1gA school to J wU.or collaiJe.

Bach prospective

uchar has beeD broadly tra.1D.ed in the e.aent.1al aDd
ta of all prof. . .1oDaI

COIIIIOn

ele-

1A accuracy of thought aad expZ'esa1on

fora1u.g Jud9lMAt, as well a. 111 t.b.e specific:
ucat,1on necessary for a pa&'t1cular vocat1on. 10

l.a a

~i1eD' Ii

coll.eve, Barry helps to 4evelop a theory of lib-

a1 education which placea wUveraal. and ap.i.r1tual JIOt.beI:'boocl,

h1l.oaophically aDd ;.?·'ychologically \lDders-.;ood, as t.be goal of

• a bulwark aga.i.nst the

upport aAd

re~orcament

.ourc~a

of social disiDtegratioD and as a

of the natuxal aspiration to

~ooG

fouad

Since th.1.s fW'lGt1on of woman comas not fro. what ahe

QQS but from what abe 18, there is an eJlPhasis on both ap.1J:itual
nd int.ellectual formation to prepare the .tuc1eAt. to axeJ:'t • whol_

ome Chl:iat.1aa 1nfluer.u:::8 ill whatever role ahe MY a ••UM.

lOaeorge N. schuster, B4uca1;:1zop..1.a4
1960), p. 42.

HO,.* W1a40a

(lfew York,
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aar'y College is accred.i.ted by the souther. Association of
colleges and secondary schools, and is affiliated with the catho1.1c

University of Ailerica.

The college offers a four-year prograa

leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree with a . .Jar in one of the

academ1c disciplines, and a Bachelor of SC1eoce degr.. in nursing,
elementary education, home econotic., sc1eace, &aU.1c ao4 art.

A

program in secrear1al iic1ence . .y b. pursued. as a two-year terJlina1 courae or as

at

na:.l.l'1Or f1.14 of study.

All students take

foundation cours.s in the princ1,pal f1el48 of learn1Aw dur1Dg the

first two years.

Advanced cour... in the arts, sciences aDd pro-

ferils.1onal. studt.. v11l depeACi on. the parUcular
quiraaent..

-J or and mLnor re-

'l'he fol_ow.ing cours•• are requ1J:ecl of 81.1 caadJ.datea

for the Bacbel.or dainsl

twelve semestar hours of Eng1.1.h (coawpo-

8it1on and EngUah literature), at l.•••t a1x a . . ._tar hours of
mathematics
~nclu41ng,

at least

or sc1ence, twelve semester hours of fox.1gD languag.,
for the B. A. degre., a

su .....ter

of philosophy.

~

of s1x unit. of Lat1n,

hour. of history, aDd twelve .....t.r hours

All students are l.1kewJ.a. required to take two

s ....ster hour. of MAul hygiene, one WlJ.t of parliaaan:tary law,
and four of physical education.

All the Catholic stuaenta take

thirteen hours of theologYJ all IlOn-C8thol.ics talce .four s_star

hours of character e4ucat1on in place o.f the tl;aology requireaeata.

12

A more detailed accoUDt of the requ1rmenta for graduation will be
foUDd in the appenc11x.
The degree raqu1J:eaaents outlined above might be termed r1g14

and trac11tional in coapa:r:.i.son with thoae of many American colleg••
aD.d universities, but the program 18 a logical .1lIp1.8ID8lltation of
the catholic liberal. arts ideal.

Indeed, it is in striking contr•• t:

to t.be elata compile4 by MaQel Newcomer on the amount and nature of
requJ.:r:ed course. in women' a colleges.

Her fiDding. were obtained

fro. college catalog. for 1956-57, aDd are baaed.

OD

figures cov....

about two-th.rda of the DOQ-catholic colleges and a _l.ler properti')n of the Catholic college. in the Un.ite4 statu.
ception of

~glish,

_~aa

than fifty pax

c~t

With the ex-

of the college. sbe

surveyed requJ.red the course. enwaerated above.

This ahe found to

be t.J:ue whether the ):)reakdown iDCluded or excluded catholJ.c

collegea. l l
The admission requirements

are geared with similar logic

toward ach1eviAg academic artJ.c:ulaUoD. of .ecoD4ary-school preparet10n with the

l~.:r:al

art. pattern of collegiate education.

Tbe

high school graduate must present a minimum of fifteen units of

llMabel Newcomer,

A centurx 2!

(New York, 1959), p. 97.

HigbeE ~d~cat1on ~ Women
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acceptable high school course., including the following subjects
completed:

four units of English, two of foreign language, two of

college preparatory mathematics, one of laboratory science; and two
to three of social studies.
~re
~f

other factors considered in admission

academic aptitude as measured by the Scholastic Aptitude Tests
the College Entrance Examination Board, and character, as en-

~orsed

by a clergyman.

The academic achievement of the students is surveyed in broad
~reas

of study twice during the undergraduate program.

The area

tests of the Graduate Record Examination are given to all students
at the end of the sophomore year to determine progress toward the
goals of liberal arts instruction.

The results of these tests are

utilized by faculty advisors in educational and vocational guidanc&
All candidates for graduation take the Graduate Record Examinations
at the end of the senior year.

These tests include an aptitude

test, a measure of general scholastic ability at the graduate
level, one advanced test, a survey of achievement in the student's
field of specialization, and the area tests taken in the sophomore
year.

The latter provide a comprehensive appraisal of the progress

of each student toward the objectives of liberal arts instruction
in three principal areas of human culture:
ities and natural science.

social science, human-

14

The extra-curricular program and general campus life are also
in harmony with the a1ms and objectives of the college.

The

chapel, the center of campus religious life, 1s ol?en daily for
Mass and other devotions, as well as for
ation.

Two

~r1vate

prayer and ador-

Dominican priests, professors of theology and i?hil-

o sophy , reside on the campus and are available for spiritual
counsel.

Campus groups provide special opportunities for relig-

ious study and action.

The Mission Council seeks spiritual and

material assistance for the Chtlrch in its mission locations.

The

Confraternity of Christian Doctrine seeks active lay workers to
participate in parish life by teaching children the truths of God.
The Sodality of OUr Lady and the Third order of st. Dominic offer
means of deepening the spiritual life.
In accordance with the Thomistic and Aristotelian concept
that "man is by nature social", the college provides many opportunities for social living,--student council, class activities,
club meetings, proms and informal dances, and other intellectual
and social events on and off campus.
THE STUDENT BODY

The description of the student body given here is baaed on
an analysis of the characteristics of the three freshmen cl.ss.a:

15

1958-59, 1959-60, aDd 1960-61.
The stud.ats represent, in approxJaately equal proport1on8,

residents and non-residents of Florida.
da gir18 are
the college.

re.1den<~s

Four-f1fth8 of the Plor1-

of JUaa.t. or within

c~t1Ag

41stanee of

The middle Atlantic and north central .ectiona of

the country each oontrJJ;nlte approxiutely thirteen percent of the

total

e.lU"ol~t,

per cent.

aDd the Latin-AMrican countries contribute ten

With the exception of the last-mentioned group, and an

occa81onal student from Europe

0.1' the

"ar Bast, toe student body

1s a native-born Aaer1can population.

There is • higher propor-

tion of public high school graduate. (.1xty per cent) fra. the
.Miami area than of catholic hi9h .chool graduates (forty per cent)
In considering the group as a whole, however, this proporUon is

reversed.

The distribution shown in Table I is for the entire

group of first 8....t.r freshaen admitted dur1Dg the period 1958
through 1960.
There is an axt.J:. . .ly wida range in the si_ of high school
f.rca which the girls COIle.

The _ l l u t class noted is that of a

Catholic high .chool in ., lorida which gs-aeluated A1ae.

'lbe laqe.t

is that of a public school .t.D. JUam1, the graduating cla.s of which
numbered 1,064 graduate••
Of

~

129 catholic high schools represented by the i1rla in
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TABLE I
ClSOGRAPHlCAL DISTJU:OOTION 08 THE J"US.t.I.MIU'I

CLASSBS

or

1958, 1959 and 1960, BARRY COLLaGB

sect100

Total

Southern

Perc_tago

322

53.7

.M1cl<11e Atlant1c

79

13.2

North Cutral

77

12.8

Latin Aaer1can

66

11.0

Bngland.

36

6.0

20

3.3

Sew

South Cutral
Total

600

100

ty, the larpst Catho11c school 9J:aduat1Dg cla. . is 681.

GIlly

twelve of the e1ghty public schools. however, bave 9racluat.1D9

clas... of s1ll11ar s1&o.

Altbou9b there 1• • aubst.ant1al over-

lap, the d1.str1but1ona of the two groups Dy 81&e of graduating
clan is 4ef1n1tely b1l1104al, th_ lIOde of tho Cat.holic ac:bools is
toward tho _11 end, and of the public schools toward the larv_

end.
It is intero.tiDy to note that forty-thr.. per oeat. of the
public school vraauat.s

~

from S.VeD per cent of the public

17

schools.

A~.t

half of the students who have graduated fro.

public schools are products of s.ven large city schools in aDd
n.ar

~am1.

There is DO

c~rabl.

concentration of catholic high

school graduates represented in the population.

The graphical re-

pr••8IltaUon of the 41strJlnation of both students (Figure 1) a1\4
of high scbools (Figure 11) illu.trates clearly both the overlapping aDd the b1.odality of the distributions.
Aptitude for .chola.Uc pursuits is a .1gnificant part of the
character1st1cs of a college population.

SCbolastic aptitude of

the Barry Colloege student population 1. ....ured );)y the College
Entranee Bxaainat10n Board SChola.t1c ApUtude Teat..

FoX' the

fX'e.laen groups be1A9 studied, the . . .n 8ooX'. on the yerbal section 1. 442, the yar1abiUty, a . . . . .urad by the standard deviation, is 996.

The . . .11 score on the _the_tical section is 408,

with a ataadard dev1at1oll of 84.

In co.per1son with the College

Board . . .n of 500, the u.iUty leyel of the stu4ent body can be
described a • •a.ewhat below the ut10nal _an, but within the
range of variability of t.he II1d.4le two th1r4a.

'lbe haurd of

us1Dg a statistical _asure a. a standard of criterion of _r1t
BlUst be oona1dere4, it .uat be r_Jllbere4 that such data reflect
the conpl.ex 1nteracUon of a4ll1ss10n. polic1.. in comb1nat1oa with

reg10gl variaUolUI in the characteristics of entering fr ••hMn,
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also that national norms conceal the very great diversity

t~t

is

typical of American higher education. 12
This estimate of academic aptitude is consistent with another
measure of the ability level of the student body.

In 1956, Barry

College participated in a study of diversification in higher education conducted by the Center for the study of Higher Education,
Berkeley, california, in which data were secured on entering
freshmen from two hundred colleges and universities, these students
constituted a representative sample of the student bodies of more
than 1800 institutions in the nation.

The mean score on the Amar-

ican Council on Education Psychological Examination for the college
was ninety-nine, and the standard deviation, twenty-sixJ this . .an
is two points below the score of the average entrant to all public
institutions, four points below the score of the average entrant to
all Catholic institutions, and five points above the . .an score fox
all institutions in the South.

The scholastic ability of the typ-

ical Barry College student can, therefore, be characterized as
average. 13
12Alfred T. Hill, ~ small College Meets ~ Challenge (New
York, 1959).
13 J • G. Darley, "The Distribution of Scholastic Ability among
Entering students throughout the United states," Unpublished Manuscript, Center for the study of Higher Education (University of
California, Berkeley, 1960).
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religious backgJ:OUDd. o£ the students is, as would De ex-

pect4d, quite bosaogeneous.

Eighty-five per cent. of the student

body are of Roman catholic religion,

and the remaining fifteen per

cent are of various Protestant denomination..
to

It is interosting

note that there is one Jewish girl in each of the freshman

cl..... studied.
The students are largely a middle-class group--the daughters

of professional and busine.. ..n.

A breakdown of the class enter-

1ng in 1960 in regard to occupation of father has been cOIIPared,
in Table II, with stm1lar information compiled by Hewcomer14 on
other type. of woaen's colleg•••
TABLE II
OOCUPATIOMS or PATHIRS OP COLLEGE STUDENTS BY PERCENTAGES
occupation

Va.sar

Private

state

1957-60

WOIIeD'.

Teacher

College.
1961

1958-61

Barry
College
1960

Profe••1OGal aDd
semi-profe.sional

40.8

29.9

21.0

22.2

!Business

JB8D

45.4

41.7

22.2

47.8

collar
workers

10.9

18.5

24.1

15.0

"'nul workUs

1.5

7.7

30.3

13.9

iPaJ:'ll8Z'a

1.2

2.0

2.3

1.1

~te

14Jrewco.ar, p. 133.
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Student retentlon at Barry College followa a pattern SOMeWhat
similar to that of other

catholl~

college..

Slster Allce Jo.eph'.

study15 of Cathollc college stud.nt retention, ba.ed on a representatlYe .ampl. of

~,400

students,

l~lcated

the percentage of

dropouts as 25.6 at the freshman level, 16. 2 at the .ophomore leve ,
and 4.4 and .7 at the JUD10r and senior leyels, respectlvely.

flgure. for Barry College area

of.

fras~n

The

class of 200, ten

per cent do not ca.plete the flrst ....st.r: another ten per cent
attend one .....ter only, aDd an addltional t.n per cent do not r.
turn for the sophoaore year.

'fhere is further dropout at the end

of the sophoJaore and Junior years.

of the total of seventy-seven

graduates in 3w'le, 1960, .1xty had atten4e4 the college for the en-

The rea.ons for dropouts at Barry Colleg. st.11arly

the f1D41ug. of S1.ter Alice

JO••pb. 16

~eflect

Reasons for transfer are.

to be Dearer tw., to attend. a coeducational collage, to obtain

special curricular offerings, to enter the religious life, and because of f1Danoe..

student reasona for discontinuance 1Aclucte

lSsister Alice ~seph MOore, o.P•• Cltbo11c COllfi' stY4!Bt
!ftenUon
.1i!!!. U'!!1t.ed, IMt!' (catholic t1rU.varsity of Aller1ca
Pre•• , w••h1Dgton, D.C., It57), p. 121.

.a

l6Ib14., p. 120.

lack of acadea1c

1Ate~•• t,

lack of finances, aAd

_~r1ag..

InYO-

dropouts are found principally among those girl. diSJl.1.ae4

lun'~J:Y

for low scholarship and for disciplinary reasons.
THB PROCBDUlUI

The follOWing data were collected on three successive groU,ps
of college freshmen, those entering the college in 19Sa, 1959 aDd
1960.

1. Score. on the verbal and mathematical .ect.iona of
sobola.Uc Apt1t.u44t ""at of the Collev_ BDtraDCe :Ixamution Boareh
2. High school average,
3. College grade point average for the freshman year,
4. Size of the high school graduating c1aa.,
5. statu. of high school (public or private),
~

follOWing data were col1e'::ted on only one group of col-

lege freshmen (the class enurillg 1n 1960).
1. score.
2.

OD

the Cal1forD1a ,Language Test, Advanced,

Sco~e. on the
Att1tucle••

Bro~HOlt ... n

survey of study

~b1t8

aDd

'lhe data were firat aDalyu4 to !D••• t1gate the probl_ of

whether there are .ignificant 41fferanees ill the quality of student. who coae to Barry College Irca hLgh .chools of various .izes.
The following null h"./POt.heais vaa te.ted,

2.3

'1'bere are no diffarena.. 1n the relatJ.onsh!p of s1ze of h.i.gh
school to each of the follow.1Ag "ar1abl.st
H1gh school .ver.ge
College gr.de point ••erage
CUB verb.l score
CED _t.heJIiIt1cal score
'1'he toul group was 41...i4ed into three sub-groups 011 the ba...

of 81ze 01 hLgh achool graduat1Dg cl•• s.

For . .ch sub-group aDd

for the total populatioll, the _aa aDd sUDderd deviation of each
of the .bove ....ri.bl.s were ca.puted.

Differenc.. betweaa the

meaas were tested for siga1ficance by the a-ratio t.st.
To 1nvestigate the probl_ of whether

there are s1gDJ.f1aant

differences in the quality of students SeAt to Barry College

~

public and Catholic h1gh schools, the follow1Dg null hypotbeais
was te.ted.

there ara no cUff.rane.s 111 gra4uates of public aa4

catho ~.ic high schools 111 regard to the follov1Dg variabl.s.
81gh school average
COllege grade point average
CBD vemal score
CBBB _th.atical score
For this a . . lys1s, the total was 41v14ed .into two sub-groups
011

t.he basis of status of high schoola.

..a.. and st.ndard cSe.1a-

tio.. were cOJIPUted for each of the variable. foS' the public and
catholic achool populati01U1, and critical raUos VU'e coatpUted for
the differences.
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The aDalysis of the relationship of size of high school to tht
allov", variables was perforJl8d in a sim11ar .manner on

t~

group cce

posed of the 165 members of the 1960 class on whom complete information was available.

The

following

a~tional

variables were in-

cluded in the analysis for this groupa
C8liff)rnia Language (.Mechanics of English)
ca11forDia Languag_ (spelling)
study Habits and Attitudes (Brown-ItJlttmlan Inventory)
The

investigation of the relationah1p of status of high Bchool to

these variable. was performed in a similar manner, aiain using the
1960 freshman class.
Int.er-correlations tor all pairs of 1.D.dependent variables and
the 4e,peDdent. variable were comput.ed for the total group, for each

of the three sub-groups of the t.otal which were for..ed on the baai
of size, for tbe publiC-Catholic group1ng, and for each

From thea.

interrelations~s,

04

the

C~

the relative effectiYeDes& of

each of the predictor variables to the criterion was determined.
~

data were further analyzed by multiple correlation and regr••-

8ion technique..

such analysis . .de it possible to isolate vari-

ables which had betur than chance correlation with the criterion,
to estimate their efficiency singly and in combination, and to
c~ute

the maximum regressiod for the various predictor variable.

2S

It should be emphasized that the conclusions drawn are for a
part1cular populaUon.

Any

gene~'alizations

made from t,h1s study

would not necessarily hold for a college enrol11ng students of
levels of ability 41iferent from those of Barry College.

They

might not apply t.o an inat1tution drawing its students from ti:s.eh
schools di... tr1buted different.ly with respect to s1ze and t.ype.
They llight not. hold for an institution us1ng a 41fferent system
for

t.be

evaluation of student aah!ev...nt or 1n one with methods

of 1Datruct,ion and curricular organization 41ffering from tho.e oj
the colleg8 dealt with 1n this stgdy.

SUmeroua other factors

could be enUlerat.ed. wh1ch wou14 prev8At the f:.Lndings of this stud)
from boldLDg for a particular institution.

COnsequently, broad

generalization. for all institutions on the basis of this st.udy
are not believed t.o be Just.ified and are not made.

For \..he spa-

c1f1a ropulation and s1t.uat1on dealt. with in this study, however,
certa1n generalizations and conclusions of possible practical
value .aaa to be ind1cated.

CBAPTB1t II

CB.Zl'ICAL SUJUfAJlY 0" TBB RBLBVAft RBSBAacB

ftae ):)aCkgJ:Owad a9a1118t wh.1ch th1s study is proJect" is thI:._

fo14.

a br1.f survey of pzed1ct1on stu41.. La general, a auxvey

of 1nft_U9aUOlUl on the sabJect of the relat10D8h1p of type of
h.19h acbool to colleg. succ. .s, aDd finally, a r.y1ev of stwU.ea
coDCerDe4 with the relat1oZUlh.1p of h.1,h achool s1_ to successful
perfo~nce

'!be

in college.

mmerou .tucU..s on the relat1ouh.1p bet.wean . .leoti. .

criteria aDd aca.s..J.c

perfOJ:aaAce

only two studies will be

an

deacr~

.0

aUke ...eat1ally that

one of the .arly iD••• Uga-

Uoaa, at the University of JI1Jme80ta,l . . . based on data obtaiAed

lUD1ver.1ty of Mina••ota stu41e. in Pred1ct1Dg SCbolast1c
Acb1e"IeII8Dt, Part I, College of scieace, Literatur. aDd the Arts.
(IUDn.eapol1s, 1M2), pp. 37-38.
26
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for 454 118n and 373 women who entered the College of scieDCe,
Literature and the Arta of the Univeraity in

1~35.

COefficienta

of correlation, both zero order and multiple, were computed for
. .n and women aeparately and. for the total group between college
grade-point a.erage and .everal predictive criteria.

high achool

raDk, 'three aptitude teats, and a battery of ach1ev81l8.Qt testa.
!be following aorrelat1oaa betwaen the predictive variablea aDd

grade-point average for the total

gro~

are at.11ar to the re18-

tionahiPs other investigatora have found. high achool percentile
rank, • 54,

~r1caA

.50, Ohio state

Council on Bducat101l Psychological BxaIl1D8tioD,

~aychological

Bxa.ination, .46, Minneaota College

Aptitu4e '1'est, .44, Cooperative

Ach1ev~t

General SCience to .37 in BAgliah.

Teata, frOli .25 in

Previoua school aeh1evemant.

bas been consistently found t.o predict college grades aDat accurately, scholastic aptitude is usually D8Xt in value, and acore.
on ach1evament te.ts of le.s value.
'the work of Hoops aDd Jlarahal1 2 at stanford Uni.ersity is a

good illuatration of a more recent atudy bear1n9 out the aa. .
trenda.

The investigation analyzes the relationship of the four-

2aobert Hoops aD4 B&'Ibert llarshall, .fIa U!!4e n r a4\!ate ia ~
Univeraity (stanford, 1957), pp. 41-43.
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year grade-point average. of stanford graduate. to the following
pred1ct1ve criteria,

score. on the verbal and mathematical .ec-

t1on. of the college Entrance Examination Board, high school grad
record, and personal ratings of freshman.
The coefficient of correlation found between verbal and sch
la.t1c aptitude and. college grade point average was .46, between
high school rank and grade point average, • 54, and between aath_
. .tical aptitude aDd grade point average, .22.

The correlation 0

.09 found between personal rating aDd grade-point average 18 typ1
cal of the very low relationship between personal, non-1ntellect1ve attributes and academic ability.
In

.um.ery, the survey of college admission-selection 8tud1e

by F18hman and Pa8anella for the decade 1949-1959 can be c1tad. 3
Of 263 stud1e. reViewed, the high 8chool record correlated roughl
.50 with comprehensive fre.baen-year intellective criteria.

The

correlation of schola.tic aptitude test score. with freshmen intellective criteria averaged .47.

3Joshua A. Pishman and Ann K. paaanella, "College Admis8ionstucUea," RevJ.ew.2t B4\!cational Research, XXX (October 1960),
p. 300.
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'1'HB aBLATION

or

'l'rPB oP HIGH scmOL '1'0

The queation of the coaparative

COLLBGE SUCCESS

perfo~nce

of public aDd pr1-

vate high-.chool graduates ill college has been the subJ eat of a
nuaber of inve.tigations during the last forty years.

8i. .4 re-

port. that there 1. alao.t perfect consi.tency in the conclusion.
reached by various .tudie. that public high-school graduate. do
better college work than do graduate. of private high schools.
As .arly a. 1913, PotterS studied the comparative pertor..aace
during the fre.laan year at the University of Chicago of 170 private-school graduates and 340 public-school graduates.

He found

that fourteen per cent of the private-.chool graduate. aDd twentysix per cent of the pubUc-scbool graduat.. earned honor..
the ten

II

Using

acad..," to apply to all types of private school, Potter

stated that .. the conc:lus1on 1. evident that as an agency prepar1D.g
for college the public high school 1. far superior to the

aca~.·

Harvard University bas been a fertile field for investigation

4aol:)ert. w. S~, "Graduates of Jublic aDd Private scaools,"
'-lorLda SChool BulleUa, XXI (MaJ:'ch, 1959), 23-27.
5o.orge M. PotteJ:', "Relative Bfficieaay of PUblic aDd Private
~c:onc1itry lnatiblt.ioaa," Scml Review, XXI (OctoNr, 1913),

523-37.
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of t.h1a prob l...

In 1922 , Be.tl ey6 repo rted, as a a1no r fiDd ing

in his study of the new pl.n of aOllP rehen a1v_ exall1
nat10 118, that

the men prep ared at the priv .te scho ols obta ined on the aver
.g_
poor er .ark s in high scho ol and colle ge than lien prep
ared at the
publ ic scho ols, but th.t on the coap reben aive exam inati
on the two
grou ps were appro xJ.aa tely equa l in .tta1 aaen t.

B1s . . .n. were

ba.ed on 139 publ ic- aDd 284 pr1v .t....choo l grael uata.
, and the cl.1fferen ce. he foUAd were DOt taste el for stat istic al .iyn1
t1ea nce.
Six year s late r Dean Blnf ord7 found a .1a1 1ar ....
rgin ot

.upc"

Lor1 ty" of Harv ard fre.t .en frOil publ ic h1gh scho ol.
V\}ur tho ••

trom priv ate .cbo ols.

He

repo rted

a~.t

twic e a . . .ny publ 1c-

scho ol grad uate . in the fresh man ala. . on the
v.t....choo l grad uate ..

Unsa tisfa ctory f1Aa l

De.n '.

11.t •• pr1-

r~cor4s

were . .de by

11.2 pe:ra ent of the publ ic-sc hool grad uat.s as cOlIP ared
with 27.4
perc ent of the priva te-sc hool grou p.

COn sisten cy r.the r than sig-

nific ance of the 41ff eren e.s was eaaph aai.ae d.

6.8.

Be.t ley, "Rel ative stanc l.1ng of Stud ents in seaoD dary
Scho ol, Coap reben aive Exam inati ons aAd in colle ge," scg
l !tev:\ew,
KXX (UOv8llber, 1922 ), 141- 47.
7A. C. Banf ord, "Rep ort to the Pres iden t of Harv
ard t1n1v er_1ty, '" off1 c1,l Resr1aw 2l !fam Ed U9:\verl&q, xxv,
Ho. a (1928 ),

U-94 .
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The 1924

PrOS.td1DiS £! the A.soq1ation g! COlleg.. aDd Se-

s:oD4!a Schools .2! .Sb!. Sosth,rn states8 contained a report o~

the

only analysis known to the writ.r which involve. s.vera1 1nst1tutiona

o~

The

higher education.
f1rst-samester grad•• of 12,119 freshmen in s1xteen inati-

tution. were atuclled.

of that nWllber, 10,654 bad been educated .t.n

584 southern public schools, and 1,465 in 112 southern private
schools.

Roeaer report. that 12.2 per cent

o~

their cours•• were

fail.d by public high-scbool graduate., while 15.4 per cent
course worK wa. failed by students fro. private schools.
noted that percentages of
years were sLm11ar.
~ontained

~r••bmen

o~

It was

failure for the two preced1Dg

The 1926 report of the Southern Association

similar results. i.e., in 12,414 public high school gra-

duat.s, the percentage of failure was 13.7, of 1,475 priYate school
stud.nta, 15.9.

NO atta.pt was mad. to determine the significanc.

of the cUff.renc.s, nor to control the . .ny factors at work in a
.ul ti-dJ.menaional survey such as this.

KOosi conducted a large-scale stud¥ sLm1lar to the above

8J. Roemer, "Report of the Committe. on Dean's Report," E!:2!;~.ed1nqlJll .2! A8,.ociation .S!! q,011!i's .nd seoon4azy School• .2! ~
~~~thern

stat.s (1924), 137-72.

iL. V. KooB, ~lic and Privati secol'!4!fY Mucation. !. £2JI(Chicago, 1931).

".,,:oat1., StHX:
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investigations aDd found L1ke results.

His study, conducted at

University of Minnesoua, concerned 1,029 freshmen from public high
schools, aDd l52 entrants from private high schools.
represents two refinements in experimental design,
gro~8

XOos' study
be . .tcbe4

his

on college aptitude, age, sex, and location of high school,

and he subdivided the private school students into Roman Catholic,
Scaadinavian and 1ndependent school grad.uates.

He

IMtched two or

BOre public-school graduates to each private-school student.
The . .dian honor point ratio of the public high 8chool

8a~le

was found to be significantly higher than for the private school
group.

students from RoIIIan Catholic 8chool., balf of the total

private group, accounted for more of the difference than the other
private groups, they secured the lowest of the quality-point ratio •
1'he two groups were much alike on collage api:itude, with the private group superior as a whole.

The classification by location of

school resulted in two groU,pa--one coaposea of .tudenta from high
scbools located in the citie. of Minneapolis and St. Paul (the
twin city group), and one of students from all other high school
in the state.

Coapar1soD8 of thes. groups ware presented in a

maas of data bearing out the aupexior schola.tic performance of
public-school graduates.

Be noted much overlapping and great dif-

ference. among schools, but, with only Mm.1nor exceptiona," strikin

33
s~iority

of public school graduate. to tho.e froa uall private

achools cOllb1Aed."

In order to s1llp11fy as far as pos.ible the

presentation of the materials, the data on sign1f1cance was not
ported.

~

The one ratio reported in a footnote, a value of 2.17,

was defined as significant.

In the succes.ive subdivisions of the

data, he reporteci groups as _11 as nine.

H1. co_nt in regard

to the critical ratios i. that ··the difference. where large DUllberI
of . .tcbes were concernec:l, were stati.tically .1gn1,fJ.aant.

It

ror

some of the differences where the _ans for s . . ller llWIIbers of stu.dents are being

~.red,

Maignificance RUSt be sought in the

COD-

s1atency of the differences reported."lO
Chamberlain,ll study1ag fJ:e.hJlen entuJ.ng the University of
ICentuclty between 19.24-.29, . . tcheeS 100 pairs on the ba.i. of sc1101aatic aptitude, sex, aDd. c:Uvis.i.ona of the U.n.i.\hlirsity.

He used the

average .....ter hours atteaaptecl durJ..n.g the two-year peJ:iod as one
baai. of compari.on of the group..

Apparently the index _asurad

lOlb&eS., p. 132.
llLeo M. Chamberlain, "coaaparisona of Ach1ev_nt, the scholastic Achievement in the university of ICentucky of the Graduate.
of PubUc and Privata H1gh SChools of the state," Journal .2! Ai a'tNn
Educas&on, IV (January, 1933), 15-18.
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retention in college.

The public-school students attempted a

nigher average number of semester hours of college work (82.8)
than did the private-school graduates (74.2), nine of the twentythree students who attempted fewer than thirty semester hours were
public-high school graduates, thirty-five of the sixty-three who
attempted more than 100 semester hours were public-school graduates.

The mean grade point average earned by the private school

group was .95, as compared with 1.11 by the public school group.
The author interprets the critical ratio of 1.6 between this lat-

ter difference and its standard error as meaning that the chances
are about ninety-four in 100 that the true difference is greater
than zero and that it is on the side of the public-school student.
Of those earning grade point averages above B, eleven were publicschool graduates, and

Siii~

were private school students, of those

earning grade point averages below C, forty-nine were private- and
forty-two public-school graduates.

Chamberlain, like ROos, sup-

plemeuts significance by consistency to warrant the belief that the
differences are due to true rather than chance variations.
A conclusion reached by Feder, 12 in an experiment concerned

12
D. Feder, UFactors Which Affect Achievement and Its Prediction at the College Level,
Journal of American Association of
Collegiate Registrars, XV (January, 1940), 107-08.
It

-

-
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primarily with size of high schools, is relevant to the question of
comparative performance in college of public and private high
school graduates.

He

studied samples of freshman classes of 1929-

33 entering the College of Liberal Arts of the state University of
Iowa.

He included in one such group students from Iowa parochial

schools.

In scholastic aptitude, parochial school graduates were

much poorer risks than any other group: in achievement, also, the
parochial graduates were "markedly" below the total class average
in every year studied.
Seltzer

13

No tests of significance were computed.

analyzed the grades of 1,871 students in the fresh-

man year at Harvard during the academic years 1939-41.

The fresh-

men were divided into three groups--public, private-day and private boarding-school graduates.

The public-school students were

"markedly superior" in performance: the private day-school students
next, and the private boarding, lowest.

Twice as many public-

school students attained the Dean·s list as private boarding students: twice as many private boarding students were failures as
public graduates.

The intellectual potential of the groups, as

measured by the Scholastic Aptitude Test and Mathematics Attainment

13

Carl C. seltzer, "Academic Success i6'1 College of Public and
Private High school students: Preshman Year at Harvard," Journal
~ Psychology, XXV (November, 1948), 419-431.
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rrest scores, was "strikingly similar.
_imple descriptive study
attempt to

dete~ne

N

Seltzer's research is a

the relationships involved, with no

o~

whether the differences noted are significant.

From the point of view of statistical treat.laent of
~haps
~nce

tJle

data,

the most sophisticated analysis of the comparative perfor-

in college of public and private high school graduates is the

study by Davis and Frederickson at Princeton university.14

The

subjects ware 244 public-school students and 389 prtvate school
,tudents from the freshmnn

C~l'8S,

and 236 public-school graduates

.nd 366 private-school graduates from the sophomore class of 1955.
~e

verbal score o,f the Scholastic Aptitude Test was used as t::.e

~aaure

of ability.

aen was expre8sed by

Previous scholastic performance for the freshII

predicted freshman average grad,; based on

1igb-school cla88 rank and adjusted on the ba:31a of grades earned
~t

Princeton by previous students

~re8,

that school: for the sopbo-

the index of previous achievement WPS their first-term aver-

.98 grade.

roup.

fr~

The criterion variable was grade-point average for each

Means and standard deviations for the freshman group and

~t.rcorrelat1ona

among the variable. were computed.

Difference8

14J"unius A. Davia and Norman Frederickson, n Public aDd Private
chool Graduate. 1n College, It JOHnal of .'K!acME B4uSlt,1on, VI
~rch, 1955), 18-22.
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in means indicated a superiority by the public-school groups in
both measures of scholastic achievement.

The data were treated by

covariance analysis, which permits the comparison of two or more
groups on achievement on some variable while holding constant the
effect of one or more variables which may influence the first one.
The results indicated that, for a given level of ability, public
graduates earn better freshman average grades.

In the analYSis

for the sophomores, the trend was in the same direction and more
marked.
A study which was concerned totally with women was conducted
by Audrey M. Shuey at Randolph-Macon Women's college. 15

Prom a

total of about 1,000 freshmen in the years 1947-51, she selected
189 pairs of students, matched on American Council of Education
Psychological Examination score, section of country, size of
munity, academic program, hOU8S of course work.

c~

The findings were

similar to other studies in attributing significantly higher
grades to public high-schoo! graduates.

Dr. shuey

el~nated

from

her investigation parochial-school graduates because of the extremely small number of them.

The difference in means for college

15A. M. Shuey, "Academic Success of Public and Private school
Students in Randolph-Macon Women's Colleges the Preshman Year,"
Journal g! Educational Research, XLI (March, 1956), 481-92.
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perforance wa • • ignificant at the one per cent level.
A later study by the .... author analyzed the comparative perfOJ:'JlaACe of students during the sophoJlOre year. 16

Pro• • total of

1,660 sophomores in the nine-year period between 1944 and 1953,
8be .elected 245 pair., . .tched on the .... var1abl.s as the fresh118n were.

The previous hypot.hesis was supported, in that the pub-

lic school group was significantly higher in grad.s, the differenc.

be1Dg significant at the one per cent. level.
A JIOre recent. st.udy of th1a probl. was done on Iowa state
College atudents by Lathrop .nd neffer.17
ty pa1rs, matched

OD

The aubJ ects were 81x-

sex, division of the college, high school

.verage, 8core on American Council on B4ucat10h P8ychological EXa-

1M. nation,

high school s1_ and high .chool cour.e pat·'ern.

high-school course patterns were defined.
111088

Pour

118th-science, general,

econoaLcal 1n4ustrlal e4ucat1on raUl business, aiscell.nacus.

~acLDg

tha compar.tive progrea. of the groups through thelr entire

academic c.reer, the inveatlg.tora found higber . . .n gr. de-point

16A. M. shuey, "Acaclea1c Succe.a of Public and Private School
1.0 RaAdolph-Macon WOllen' a College. the SophOJlOr. Year,·
lourul .2! Educatiollll "!!lEch, LII (septem'bfaE, 1958), 35-38.

~tudents

17rrv1n 1'. Lat.hJtop aAd Tho. . . J. neffer, ·College Ach1ev-.ot
~f PublJ.c vs. Prlv.te Bigh SChool GEaduatea," Cl. .!i'W Hoy. XXXl:II
(~auaEY, 1959), 299-302.
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averages for public graduate. at the end of their first, third and
final .....t.r of attendance, with a .1gnif1cant 41fference for
the final .....ter.

Thirty-.1x per cent of the public high school

graduates were graduated, in contrast to sixteen per cent of the
private .chool graduat.s.

TWenty-two per cent of private high

sclaool atuclents tOASfened to other colleges, whereas only twelve
per

cent of the public group left for this rea.on.

Sixty-two per

cent of the private graduates were dropped 1n coaparison to fifty
per cent of the public group.

The _th-sc::1ence background group

had only eight per cent of the private school graduates, but twenty-e1ght per cent of the public school graduate., on the other
band, the general pattern was .,st prevalent ..,a9 eighty per cent

of the private school graduate. a. aga1aat oaly twenty-eight per
cent of the public graduates.
The mo.t recently publ1.hed 1nve.t1gat1on of the coaparat1ve

perfoxmance of college .tw!ent. fro. public and parOChial secoadazy .chools is a study by Hill concera1ag fre.baen at Ball State

!aacber. cOllege. 18
and an

~l

Be .elected 103 graduates of parochial school.

aumber of graduate. of public .chools who had _tr1-

l8Robert B. Hill, Jr. "Scholastic Succe.s of College Freshlien froa Parochial and Public secondary schools,
school Rev1",
(Spr1og, 1961), 60-66.
It
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culated at the college during 1952 and 1957.
son on the following variablesz

Be

based his cOlIIPari

father's occupation, entrance te.

scores on the American Council on Education Psychological Examination or the School and college Abilities Te.t, grade point average
for each of the three quarters of the freshman year aDd the cuaula
tiv. average for the entire freshman year, and the number of quarter. the student was enrolled.

The _in cODiparison between the

groups was that of grade point average..

Data were treated by

aeana of analysi8 of covariance, with scholastic aptitude the

COD-

trol variable.
The results indicated that graduate. of parochial schools 0btained a slightly higher mean in socio-ecoAam1c clas8 rating,
while graduate. of public 8chools were slightly higher in persistence in college.

Scholastic aptitude scores favored graduate. of

parochial school., the only 8ignificant difference, however, being
betwe.n the l1nguistic ....ur...

Grade point averages, by con-

tra.t, favored graduates of public schools, although not significantly so.
The . .Jor cOlllParisons of the inve.tigation involved three

analy••s of covariance,--for the fall quarter, for the spr1Dg quar
tar, and for the entire fre.haan year.

Ruling out the effect of

scholastic aptitude by this technique, 8111 foUDd all differenc.s
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to be 1n favor of public school graduate., aDeS sutistieally significant at the one or fi va per cent level.
Mr. till indicated that his findings were l.1a1te4 in scope,

the study was restricted to a single colleg..

~ince

HOwever, 1n

~.f.rriD9

to s1a11ar findings in ROos' study at the Univ.rsity of

~nnesota

t.h1rty years .arlier, he concluded that "the .ituation

"y be stable in tt.e OYer the years .nd in var10ua geogr.phical
~ocat1ona."

In conclud1ng the summary of r •••• rch on the r.lation of type

pf high .chool to college succe•• , two proDOWlC_nts by the Na~onal

Bc!ucation As.ociation are presented.

David Iwa.oto, Re-

_••rch Assistant for the IBtional Education As.oc1ation, 1nt.rpre~ed

the research findings on coaparat1.e perforaence in college of

Public and priv.te school graduat•• a. offering no conclu.ive e.i~ence

ptber.
~raa

to indicate
Be

.~rior1ty

of one type of education oYer the

further cODCluded that "the general notion that students

private schools do better in college than graduates fro.

pub-

~1c high schools 1s a g.n.ral1zat1on that lacks supporting data."lg

19.David rwa.,to, "Don't Sn••r at PUblic Education," Natiogal
A,.oeiat1oD ioyrgal, XLVII (Pebruar,y, 1958), 118-119.

~uc.t1on
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The ~tional Education As.ociation has cited figures 20 pub-

lished by the college Entrance Exaatnation Board on the quality of
preparation for college of public and private school graduates.
The scores . .de by public school graduates were slightly higher on
the verbal section of the scholastic aptitude tests, but slightly

lower on the mathematical section.

The indepeDdent school studen

scored higher on the Prench, chemistry aDd advanced mathematics
tests, but were slightly inferior on the Bngliah
cial studi_ and 1nteraed1ate . .thematics testa.

co~sition,

No

80-

tests for

significance were reported, and cUfferences s . . . slight.

'1'he arti

ale concluded that "available studies show that the average public
high school student who aspired to college entrance is sufficiently groUDded in the fUDdaaentals to give a good account of h1maelf
when compared with students from independent high schools. M
The public-private dJ.chotOllY in secondary education in this

country i. a strikingly significant phase of our social structure.
Viewing the probl.. from the SOCiological angle, MCArthur 21 would

20National Education Association a.s••rch Bulletin, "Ten critic1... of PUblic Educationl The Acadea1c Quality of Public High
School Graduat.s,· XXXV (.December, 1957), pp. 145-48.
21Charles MCArthur, ·Sub-culture and Personality DUring the
College Years," J09Jp!l of lAucational SOCiologY, XXXIII (Februa
1960), 160-67.
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classify the phenomenon of relative under-achievement in college
by private school graduates as a psychological one of level of as~iration7

he would even suggest

th~t

• particular I.Q. is different

for a public- and private-school graduate, the private-school boy
~ssessing

more intellectual range and power for speed, while the

public-school boy possesses more speed for his range and power.
This identification of school with a sub-culture is potent and
significant--a social parameter which cuts across and overrides
the effectiveness of almost every other social parameter.
Viewed from the aspect of our dual educational pattern, the
comparative consideration of private and public secondary education
has been, as Koos22 remarks, a matter of prejudice and partisanship.

Prominent and articulate among the educators who view with

alarm this characteristic of our American educational pattern is
James B. Conant.

His main concern at the growth of a private-schad

system, whether religious or independent, is that the enthusiastic
support of the American people for universal free public education
will thus be weakened. 23 Viewed from this background of rivalry and

22KoOS, p. 1.
23James B. Conant, Education ~ Liberty (Cambridge, 1953),
pp. 84-85.
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competition, the research cited above may be somewhat lacking in
scientific objectivity.
Although the independent and the denominational private

schoo~

are both viewed as possible starters of a "chain reaction inimical
to public education in a community", 24 there is a wide difference
in the social class orientation of their respective graduate.
If Catholics in the united states constitute a sub-culture,
in the sense that they are homogeneous enough to create an elementary and secondary school system, it would not be on the social
class basis that is characteristic of the private independent
school personality.

The population of the American Catholic secon-

dary school, although not as representative a sample of American
Catholic life as that of the elementary school, is nevertheless
broadly typical of the average Catholic of high school age, and of
the average American secondary school pupil.

Perceptive social

scientists, through independent research, have come to this same
conclusion.

Havighurst 25 states that "the parochial type of pri-

vate school is usually quite similar to a public school in its relation to social class.

Most parochial schools are Roman

Catholi~

24 Ibid ., p. 87.
25Robert J. Havighurst and Bernice L. Neugarten, society and
Education (Boston, 1957), p. 239.
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and the Catholic Church in most communities is fairly representative of the population as regards social class.

The independent

private schools cater to families of upper and middle class and
perform special functions in relation to the social order."
Counts' classic study of the selectivity of the American public high school labeled that institution as a class institution in
• very real sense. 26

Differencea of a socio-economic nature be-

tween public and private secondary school pupils made this feature
even more characteristic of the private school.

The increase in

secondary school population in the forty years since Counts' survey marks a considerable advance toward the democratization of
secondary education.

Current research, however, discloses factors

still pre.ent which indicate selectivity in both public and parochial secondary education.

The public school study of Harold Hand

on "bidden costs"27 and the parochial findings of Sister Mary
Pauline 28 on academic, economic and general factors both disclose

26George s. Counts, 1b! selective Character
secondary Education (Chicago, 1922).

£! American

27Harold C. Hand, "Principal Findings of the 1947-48 Basic
studies of the Illinois secondary Scbool Curriculum program,"
Illinois Secondary school curriculum program Bulletin NUmber 11
(Springfield, 1949).

!a

28sister Mary Pauline Degan, student Admittance ~ Placement
Regional Catholic High Schools (Washington, D.C., 1950).
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that selectivity is atill at work in both public anet Catholic secondary education.
The

determination on the part of the catholic parent to send

his child to a Catholic higb school is u8ually influenced by religious aDd moral value8, rather than by social aspiration8, intellectual aabitiona or ecoDOm1c considerations.

At the heart of

catholic education, recognized to a greater or le.. degree by all
catholic parents, i. the Catholic philo.ophy of life, voiced for. . lly in the religion cour.e anet implicitly aDd indirectly in
every other subject.

The

pricel ••• value of Catholic education

8t... froa the supernaturally orientated basi. of it. philosophy.
It embrace. "the whole aggregate of huaan life, phY8ical aDd spiritual, intellectual and .,ral, 1.n4iVidual, c:loIIeaUc and 8ocial, •••
in order to elevate, regulate, ancl perfect it in accordance with
the exaatple and teaChing of Christ." 29

Att-.pta

to . .asure the

degree to which the

~lementation

thi8 philosophy influences behavior have not yielded conclusive
positive e't!'idance of its value.

Father Fichter's aociolog1cal

study of the parochial school revealed no differences

291'ope PiU8 Xl, p. 65.

bet~en

of
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Catholic and public achool children. 30

Th. Rossis likewis. found

no strong evidence that parochial achool Catholics were very 4ifferent from other Catholics, in moat areas, only a marginal differentiation was noted. 3l

Nevertheless, the fact remains that each

year brings some increase in the per cent of Catholic students in
Catholic secondary schools.

The American Catholic school system

has experienced phenomenal growth since the Bishops' statement of

188a recommending the establishment of parochial schools in every
parish.

Secondary and higher education, although later in growth,

has paralleled this development, most particularly during the
twentieth century.

In view of the paucity of information which

has been gained by research on comparative performance in college
of Catholic-school graduates, it would seem timely to investigate
the effectiveness of Catholic secondary schools for preparing
students for higher education.
C.

STUDIES

ON THE

RELATION OF HIGH SCHOOL SIZE TO COLLEGE SUCCESS

Another type of investigation that has long if not often been

lOJoSeph H. Fichter, S.J. , Parochial School:
Study (Notre Dame, 1958), pp. 122-24.

A SOCiological

llpeter Rossi and Alice S. Rossi, "Background and Consequences of Parochial School Education," Harvard Educational Review,
AAAvII, No. l (Summer, 1957), 168-69.
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the subject of educational research is that of differences among
the college grades of students from high schools of different size.
The factor of size of school has commonly been considered to be indirectly related to a better educational product:

as the size of

the school increases, so does the excellence of the staff, of physical faCilities, of variety of curricular and extra-curricular
offerings, and of classroom and library equipment.

The trend to-

ward consolidation of public-school districts throughout the natiol
has accomplished the elimination of a large number of extremely
small

elementa~

and secondary schools.

The recommendations of

Dr. Conant in regard to further consolidation in the interests of
improved quality and greater operating efficiency have given
further impetus to this movement. 32
cost-quality studies usually measure quality by a quantitativ4
enumeration of the factors fo amount and quality of facilities,
number and variety of curricular and extra-curricular activities,
pupil-teacher ratio, educational preparation of the staff.

This

type of research generally bears out the theory that the larger
school is superior to the smaller.
The type of investigation that will be reviewed for this stud]

32James B. Conant, ~.American High School Today (New York,
1959).

however, are those analyzing the relationship between academ1c

su~

ceas in college and size of hiih school.
The earliest research on th.i.s problem is report-ad by}ittengeJ
in 1917. 33

His subjects included entering freahmen 1n the Coll.i.

of bcience, Literature and the Arts at the university of
of the 1910 and 1911 classes.

He

~nnesota

trea't.t,d the sexes sliparately.

of their total college-grade recoxd.

tie found tne m&d1&n, and

first and third quartile pcJints according to tnis criterion .i.n the

groups repr,;;tsent1n'aJ the d.i.fferent entrance ages and sizes of high
schools.
'l'he subjects were divided into s.i.x

'iiro~J..>"

of pu.l.;llic-school

graduates on the basis of hiljdh school enro11men'Cl Ulilitary and
private schools const.it.uted two add.i.tional groups.

t'.he privat.e-

school t;:Iroup included b01;h independent and denomJ.nat.ionaJ. schools.
He

found that tile graduates of the larger public schools showed

super~or

collei.

Ulan did

~l:aduates

pe~foraanc.,

both in

i~ade8

and in retention,

of the smaller publiC schools.

:;:111_ trend wa.

33a • P. Pittenge~, "'I'he gff1ciency of College ~tUc..l.t#nts as
Conditioned by Age. at Entrance aDd Size of H1gh school,~ Sixteenth
Yearbook 2£ National Society !2£ ~ eEudy g! Education. Part II
(1917), 9-12.
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discernible in the iiecond and third quartiles, but not for the fi11ll
quartile.

No

tests of significance were made, nor was there any

attempt to measure the effect of scholastic aptitude on

scholarsh~

Nevertheless, be concluded that, in general, the larger the school,
the greater was the college efficiency of its graduates.
Thornberg 34 analyzed the scholaatic recorda made by entering
freshmen at tbe state Collage of washington LA

1~2l

and

19~2.

He

divided. the subjects into seven groups by size of high schools,
with an eighth group of out-of-state schools whose enroll.men't was
not known.

Using the point syatea A, three,

a, two; C,

01~f

0,

zero, he computed the average number of A, 8, C, and D grades and
the average number of honor points earned by graduates of the various sizea of high schools.
'the graduates of the smallest high schools (under fifty) maintained an average of 4.92 hours of A graae, while the graduates of
the largest high scbools (over 1,000) bad an average of
of A.

9.~5

hours

The difference was less in the average number of B grades,

but the tl.'lnd was similar.

Coaparison of the points made by each

group showed a difference of 24.17 points between the students

34L. He Thornberg, nCollege scholarship and Size of High
school,· School ~ Society, XX (August, 1924), 189-92.
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from the largest and smallest high schools.

students from higb

schools having an enrollment of fi:"t.y or less had an average of
16.91 honor points for each semester, while students from the 1ar-

sest high schools maintained an average of 23.11 honor points each
semester.

l~e

Army Alpha Examination was given to three-fifths of

the 1922 group (dropouts, or failures t.o report for the test? account for the loss j, and the distribu:l:.ion. 0":': .w#cau l:caw

scor~a

by

tJize of h.1.<iih school shows a d1.fference of twplve points between the
smallest and

lar~est

sc.tlools.l'h1s informa'tion was compared with

the acholal.sh1p data on the entire fresl1J:Q.iiu class of

l~~2.

'J.'he

avera~e

number of poiZlts made by the freShmen from 'tne wiuJ.lest

~choo1s

was 37.2:>, while that of tne

la.r~Clut

scilools was 43. r;.

From th.is questionable comparison the author arrived at the
~lu:i3ion

~on

that the sUi>erior scholarship of the students from the lar-

f3er high schools must be Que, not to their superior native intelligence, but to a great extent to the training these schools sive.
~one

of toe differences were analyzed to

det~rm1ne

their signifi-

cance.
In their intensive and cOlIPrehensive studies of tbe student
~pulation

at PUrdue University, stalnaker and Remmers secured data

po the relation of size of high school to college scholarship.
~haracterizing

the fres.ruuan cla2s of

1~.26,

In

tlley offtlred t,ile follow-
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ing narrative conclusion of the relationship of high school size
to academic success in college:
••• the graduates of the larger high schools secure
higher average personnel ratings, stay in school
longer, come from the city to a greater extent, are
distinguished students in larger proportion, are not
put on probation as frequently, come from the lower
division of their graduating class, and obtain a
higher college grade although they secured a lower
high school average. 35
The study included tabular presentation of means for the following

variables:

personnel ratings7 number of semesters in colleger

high-school gradesr and college grades.

These differences showed

a consistent trend toward superiority scholastically on the part of
the graduates of the largest schools.

No critical ratios were

computed, however.
In a comprehensive study of the factors involved in undergraduate elimination at Purdue University, stalnaker and Remmers 36
collected data on 5,220 students over the period 1922 to 1928.

A

35 a. H. Renuners and J. M. Stalnaker, itA study of the Class
Entering Purdue university in 1926," Studies ~ Higher Education,
XVII (Lafayette, 1931), 31 pp.
36J. M. Stalnaker and a. H. Remmers, "What Kind of High
schools Contribute to College Failures?" studies in Higher Education, XIV (Lafayette, 1930), 39pp.
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cons1stent pos1t1ve relationship was found between scholarship and
the aize of schools, and between elimination and size of school.
None of the differences were tested for significance, nor was ther.
any attempt to control the factor of aptitude.
In an article explaining the baaia for aelection

~£

fre.hMen

at Northwestern University, Clark l7 reports infornally the finding
of aclm1s8iona research on sev<;:!:ral fresbJBan cla.aea.

Por repr.sea-

tativ. groups of students from high school classes of 100 or more,
he obtained a correlation of • 70 between high school rank aDd col-

lege ranking. the correlation for groups of students froa high
school classea of l •• s than 100 was auch smaller.

He stated hi.

conclusions thus,
The standing of those from high school graeuat1ng

cla ••e. of one hundred or .ore i. e.pecially valuable
in indicating the quality of work which will b. done
in colleg••••• Th. rank of students who COMe fro. the
a. . ller high 8chools 1. not 8C- I' aluable in pr.dicting
succe.. in college, but the .tanding even of the.e 1.
somewhat more valuable than the acores on intelligence
test. alone.
No details were given in regard to the r.liability of the figures.

37 8 • L. Clark, "Selection of Fre.hmen at Rortbwe.tern University college of Liberal A~t8,· BducatioQll Record, VIII (April,
1927), 122-128.
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Douglass 38 collected data on the connection between size of
high school and academic success in college as a minor part of his
investigation of relationship of the pattern of high-school subJects to college performance.

"lbe groups studied bad completed

one year at the University of vregon in 1926-27.

He

foadd a co-

efficient of correlation of .04 between size of high school and
college success.

His

scatter9~ams

indicated that students from

schools having fewer than four teachers did not do as well in college as tho •• from schools having larger facultie., but the difference was 8mall--le8s than one-fourth of a grade point.

Almost

as many outstanding students came fro. the small scbools as fro.
larger ones.
pettengil1 39 made a study of the effect of size of h1~h school
on the value of college-aptitude test rank and high-school rank in
predicting first-quarter average
of Minnesota.

He

coll~~e

grades at the University

compared 417 freshmen from public schools in

cities and town. of fewer than 5.000 population with 1.151 graduat••

JaHarl R. Dougl•••• "Rel.tion of the Pattern of High SChool
Credit. to Scholastic succ.ss in college," North centr!l A,soc1a~ Quarterly. VI (December. 1931), 283-97.

.

39T• E. Pettengill, "Biz,) of High Scbool .nd Predictive V.lue
of Cla.. Rank .nd Aptitude 'fest Rank,· Journal .2f ~ AJae{1can Association £! Collegiate Regi.trars, IX (April, 1934), 190-95.

SS
of Minneapolis and St. Paul public high schools who entered the
university during the academic year of 1932-33.

He

found no sig-

nificant difference between the average college grades of the two
groups.

The mean high-school percentile rank for students from the

small SChools was significantly higher than for the graduates of
the large schools, and the mean college-aptitude percentile rank
was significantly lower.

The multiple correlation coefficients of

first quarter grades with college aptitude test and high school
percentile ranks obtained from the two groups were not significantly different, however.
Dwyer 40 also used zero order correlation to investigate the
problem.

His subjects included 1,222 students who entered the Uni-

versity of Michigan in 1928. He found a positive correlation of
.2S between high-school size and scholastic record, a relationship
which decreased as the group progressed through college and became
insignificant at the end of two or three years.

students from

small schools were eliminated in larger percentages during the
first few semesters, but all groups were relatively equivalent
scholastically during the later years.

40

P. S. Dwyer, "Some suggestions concerning the Relationship
Existing between size of High School Attended and Success in College," Journal g! Educational Research, XXXZI (December, 1938),
271-81.

S6

Feder41 studied the effect of size of hi.gh school or.. academ.1c
success at the university of Iowa by

takin~

samples from the fresh-

man classes of 1929-33 of the College of I,iberal }\rts.

The total

of more thfln 3,000 students was di·"ided. according to four sizes o'f
high schools trom which they came.

'!'he students from the larger

high schools were best equipped for college in terms of status on
the

Pres~n

ment was not

qualifying examinations, but their scbolastic
commen~urate

with their superiority.

point average of the group composed of

medi~sized

achiev.~

The mean gradeschools (those

with an enrollment of 65-149) exceeded that of any other group.
In variability of achievement, no meaningful differences were 418covered among the various groups, although nearly all became les8
variable in achievement.

Neither mean nor standard

(~evia>_ion

dif-

ferences were tested for significance.
saupe 42 analyzed the recorda c! 1,321 freshmen in the Un!ver.ity of Missouri.

She selected, of this group, 462 "average" stu-

dents, i.e., thoae whose scores on the ohio state Psychological

41D• D. Peder, "ractors Which Affect Achievement and Its Prediction at the college Level,· Journal g£ Ameriqan Associ'tion ~
Collegiate Registrar., XV (January, lS;40), 107-18.

42Mildred w. saupe, "Size of 81gh scbool a • • Factor in College Success of Average and superior student.," J2¥rgll ~ ~~
erican Association ~ COllegiate Raiistrar., XVII (october, 1941),
145-47.
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Examinat..1.on fell in the middle two-thirds of the distri.llution of
all Missoari high school seniors and who were in the
thirds of the percentile rank in
11

superior" students was fJelected

measures.

~r.duatin9
£~Oll

class.

~ddle

two-

A group of

the upper quinti1e of bo't.h

'I'lle students were div1ded accorcl.ing to seven sizes of

schools, and Ox" sex, and placed in either 'the average or superior

group.

The grades were

conve~ted

into a scnolarship .1.ndex, accor-

ding to a system used by the university to determiDe honor studenta.
In the 8uperior groups, the difference. were not cons1stently in
favor of any single size of school.

In the average groups, how.veI

the students from the smallest scllools liitlarned h1gber grades than

the graduate. of the large city high schools.
In the progressive subdivisions by sex, s1ze of h.1.gh $chool
and college, many of the sub-groups were
could not be considered as h1ghly

80

r.l~able.

small that the means
uf those over 25, the

largest difference was not statistically significant.

She, too,

substituted consistency for significance in attributing superior
acholarsb1p to graduates of the small•• t schools.
seyler 43 investigated the effect of size of high school on the

43 8 • C. seyler, MTbe Value of Rank in High School Graduating
for predicting Preshman scholarship," Journal·gt th! Al8er1S'A
~s.ociation ~ COllegiate Registrars, XV (vctober, 1'39), 5-22.
~la8s
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correlations between high-school rank and
part of a general prediction study.

collegiate success as

He used data from the combined

classes of 1935, 1956, and 1937 at the University of Illinois. The
students were grouped in five categories according to size of high
school from which they graduated.

Although he had no measure of

intelligence or scholastic aptitude in the analysis, he did state:
A comparison of the mean percentile ranks in
high school and the mean percentile averages in college
of the several groups shows that at the University of
Illinois a better quality of student is received from
small schools than from the large schools. However,
the size of high school doe. not seem to bave a sufficient effect on the relationship between rank in high
school class and freshman scholarship to warrant an
educational guidance program based on size of high school.
NO attempt was made to determine the significance of the differences found.
Gray studied the records of 1,520 students during their freshman year at the University of Minnesota, to determine the relationship of size of high school to each of the following criteria:
first-year honor-point ratio in college, score on the American
Council on Education Psychological Examination, high-school percentile rank, and cooperative English Test percentile rank.

He found

no differences in scholastic aptitude or collegiate honor-point
ratio among graduates of various-sized high schools.

He found a

sex difference in collegiate honor-point ratio, the means for the
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men from various-sized high schools being homogeneous and those for
the women being significantly different, in favor of the small
high-school group.
In analyzing the group according to grade-point averages when
high-school rank was controlled, he found that students from the
larger high schools made better grades than those from medium or
small schools, for a high-school rank above fifty.

The correlation

between high-school rank and college grade-point average varied
directly with size of school, the correlation of the psychological
test scores and college grade-point average, however, varied inversely with the size of the school. 4
He

concluded that the American Council on Education Psycholo-

gical Test percentile rank was the best predictor of collegiate
grades for graduates from small schools, that high school percentile rank is the best predictor for those from the large schools.
He

recommended that different prediction formulas be used for

females from large and small schools.
Bledsoe's45 analysis of the problem was based on data for all

44A• L. Gray, .. The Relation of Size of High School to Col-

legiate Success," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation (University
of Minnesota, 1950), 327 pp.
45J • C. Bledsoe, "An AnalYSis of the Relationship of Size of
High School to Marks Received by Graduates in First Year of College," Journal.2E Educational Sociology, XXVII (May, 1954), 41~
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white public secondary schools in Georgia.

He

used the annual re-

ports of the Georgia Accrediting commission containing average
marks received in Georgia colleges by graduates of each secondary
school during the period 1924-51.

He

computed an index of perfor-

mance in college by assigning a numerical value to each letter
grade, ranging from zero for F to four for A, and weighting each
value by multiplying by the number of students within each marking
category and dividing by the total number of stUdents.

The secon-

dary schools were classified in three groups according to size:
the s . . ll group consisting of schools with less than forty graduates

the medium, of schools with forty to ninety-nine graduates,

and the large, of schools of more than 100 graduates.
He

found that the students from large graduating classes ob-

tained the highest mean grade index (2.01), followed by the medium
(1.925), and small (1.921).

The differences between the large and

medium, and large and small schools were significant, but not the
difference between the medium and small schools.

.de did not repor

the standard errors nor the level of significance he obtained.
Bertrand46 anal~zad the records for 637 freshmen in the agri-

46

J. R. Bertrand, URelation between Enrollment of High School
from Which Students Graduated and Academic Achievement of Agricultural students, A. and M. College of Texas,
Journal.2t Experimental Education, XXV (september, 1956), 59-69.
II
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culture curriculum of Texas Agriculture and Mechanics college who
entered in 1946, 1947, and 1948, to explore the relation of highschool size to aca4ea1c success in college.

In order to control

aptitude, the analysis was done within the four quartile categoriea
of the gross Bcore. on the A_rican Council on Education Psychologieal sxa.ination.

He

found little cOASi.tent relationship betw. .~

either size of high school or aptitude quartile category and ...n
college grade-point ratio.

Por the students in the lowest quar-

tile groups, the higheat mean grade-point average was made by students from small high schools (enrolt.ent under 100).

The media.,

sized scboola (150-249) aDd the largest schools (over 1,000) were
highest in botb aptitude and grade-point average.

'!'he loweat ...n

grade-point shown by any category was by students in the lowest
quartile fram the largest schools.
The

only study in which analysis of variance and covariance

were used to explore the relationship of high-school grad.s to
college success was done by Hoyt47 on Kanaas state College fr.sb. .n.

B1s subjects were S96 lien and 286

in the fall of 1956.

He

divided

t~

W01I8I1

who entered college

into five sub-groups defiD84

47DoA81cl P. Hoyt, ·Size of 81gb SChool aDel COllege Grade_,,u
Personnel !.!l!! Guidanc, JOUER!l, XXXVII (April, 1959), 569-73.
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in terms of size of high-school graduatiDg class fro. which the
students came.

He

fou4~

no significant difference in the . .ans

for aptitude, as measured by the American Council on Education Psychological Examination raw scores, or for college grade-point average.

When the groups were compared in regard to average high-schoo

rank, there was relatively little variability among the women, and
a slight downward trend among the men a. .ize of high school increa.ed, a difference significant at the five per cent level on thd
analYSis of variance p-te.t (F, 3.10)

(P, 3.12).

In order to cogpare the mean grade-po1Dt averag.. when difference. in high-school rank were controlled, he performed an analysL.
of covariance, with the result that the adjusted mean valu.s bad a
.igniticant d1flereDca, lor both .an and wo. .n (P, 6.48 aDd

2.5~

for . .n aDd women, respectively).
He

concluded that, in terms of first-year college grades, the

high-school rank for students from very s .. 11 schools (twenty-five
or fewer ••niors) tends to overpredict college perlor..ance, where•• the high-school rank lor stud.nt. from larger schools (twentysix or .ore gradu.tes) tends to predict more accurately the college
grade-point averag••
A brief summary of the s.lient point. in the r •••• rch Just reviewed follows.

Most of the investigators used descriptive . .th~
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of presentation of data, such as scattergraaa, frequency distributions, and tables of meana, medians, percentage. and standard deviations.

In the research on the comparative performance of public

and private-school graduates in college, only three investigators
reported tests of significance, three also attempted to control the
factor of academic aptitude.

One used zero order correlation in

the an.lysi8, and one used the analysis of variance and covariance.
Two

authors provided .eparate tabulations of data for the sexes,

and several studies were concerned

wi~h

single sex populations.

The research on the relation of size of high school to aca-

demic success in college is likewise varied in the methods employed
in analyzing the data.

In no inL1tance was partial correlation used

to rule out the effect of one or more variables.

une study used

regression equations and two employed multiple correlation to increase the efficiency of prediction.
The most obvious meaning to be derived from the survey is the

dearth of information available on the academic efficiency of
olic high-school students in college, and the conflicting

C.~

~orma

tion yielded by the studies on the relative efficiency in college
of students from (lAth schools of various sizes.
8iaS,

The diversity in

in composition of student body, in curriculum and . .thods

among the various public and private colleges and secondary schools
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that compose the American educational pattern are ce:;otainly contributory to the diversity of the research findings.

Our educa-

tional institutions have a quality of uniqueness, and investigations that have meaning for one college may not be applicable to
another.

This fact points at once to the usefulness of institu-

tional reaearch, the responsibility for maintenance of adequate
~rofe.8ional

standards in the conduct of such studies, and the

danger of generalizations in the interpretat,i,on of research findings.

CHAP'rBR III

Th1. 1nv.st1gat1on u... data fro. a .allPl. of 47.2 high school

graduate. who entered Barry College for the f1r.t t1ae dur1n9 the
fall s ....t.r. of the y.ars 19sa, 1959, and 1960. and who received
grad.. for at least one .....t.r.

Chapter III pre ••nts a prel1-

~nary

description of the data used 1ft the st.udy,

t.he basic 1Afor-

~t1on

collected about. .ach st.ud.nt, an analysis of the population,

_Ad an outline of the basic procedures used.
BASIC INrURMATlvN COLLECTED
The data report(jcJ in this .tudy were collecteel in

ant ways.
~rar·.

t\'lO

dtff.r-

The following 1AforaatioD was obtained fro. the Reg1s-

office,

SChola.tic Aptitude Test verbal aDd . .themat.ical

.cor•• , college grade point ayerage, high school ay.rage, ao4 size,
type and geographical location of high school.

The survey of study

Babits aDd Attitudes scor.. and the california Language Ta.t acore.
~.re

secured through a specially planned testing prograa during the
65
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freshman orientation week in september of 1960.
DBSCRZPTI05

or

TESTS USED

The Scholastic Aptitude Test of the college Entrance Examination Board is one of the"1Ost widely used instruments in forecastins success in academic

c:'~'rk,

especially on the college level.

As described by John Dailey, the test is "essentially a conventional, general abstract 'intelligence' test at the bright adult
level. Hl

The verbal sectiona, consisting of completion items, op-

posites, analogi.. and paragraph comprehension exercises, emphasize
the ability to understand word relationships and to comprehend writ
ten material.

The mathematical sections, including arithmetic, a1-

gebra and elementary geometry, emphasize the ability to understand
and solve problems. 2

The examiners feel that the mathematical te.t

is designed to measure aptitude for handling quantitative concepts
rather than aChievement in the field of

matb~tics.

'rbe test is

intended to identify the student who can apply basic knowledge in

10 • K. Buros, ed., ~ Pifth Mental Measurt!!nt, Yearbook
(Highland Park, 1960), p. 319.
2college Bntrance Bxam1nation Board, A Description g!~
Scholastic Aptitude Te~ (princeton, 1960), p. 13.
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reasoning out solutions to new problems.
The college Board, seeking better selection of students for
college admission, first offered the Scholastic Aptitude Test in
1926.

From the beginning, the raw scores for both the verbal and

mathematical sections were converted into standard scores in order
to provide a ready means of showing each student's performance in
relation to other students.

Initially the score scale was estab-

lished on the basis of the group tested each year.

Later a stan-

dard group was set up from the students who had taken the examination in April of 1941.

The standard scale in terms of this fixed

reference group ranges from 200 to 800, having a mean of 500 and
a standard deviation of 100. 3
The reliability of each successive form is estimated from the
scores attained in each respective year by the March candidates.
Because of the change in variability of the candidate groups from
test to test and from year to year, and since the reliability coefficient is affected by the variability of the group on which it
is estimated, the probable error of the scholastic aptitude test i
reasonably constant from year to year.

For the years 1954-1957,

3aenry s. Dyer and Richard D. King, College Board scores,
Their ~ and Interpretation, NUmber Two (New York, 1955), pp.
101-102.
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this measure range. fra. seventeen to nineteen for the verb.l, .nd
fra. twenty-one to twenty-three for the mathematic.l. 4
The College 80ard manuals contain voluminous data in regard

to the validity of the Scholastic Aptitude T$.t.

The great maJor1-

ty of the .tudie. use .ame ....ur. of acadea1c succe.. as the cr1t.r1on, usually grade point average.

P1shaan reports a .adian cor-

relation of .49 between the verbal .core and the average first
y.ar grade. of girls in five liberal arts college., and of .35 between the ..theaat1cal .ect1on aDd the . . . . cr1ter1on. 5
Studies 1n wh1ch college achiev...nt was predicted fro. a

co~

b1nation of high .chool record and College Board score. coa.1.tently give a better prediction.

F1shaan gives ault1ple correlation

data for the s... group of girl.' liberal art. colleges obta1ne4

by correlat1ng 8core. on the verbal and aatbeaet1cal section. aDd
high school record with f1r8t year college grades.

The

cOlllb1ne4

predictor. gave correlationa which ral\9e4 froa .57 to .65 with a
aec1i.an of .56~

Although thes. coefficient. are not outstanding

4Joshua A. Fislaan, !Ul supel_n\
B'WI'ber TWo (1IeW York, 1957), p. 6.
5~., p. 8.

.ts.

egllae Board Scan',
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proof of the validity of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, they do
offer 80me evidence to support its generally established reputation
as a satisfactory measure of intellectual promise.
The California Language Test (Advanced) consists of two main
sections:

the first, composed of three sub-tests on capitaliza-

tion, punctuation and word usage, and the second, of a single spelling test. 7

The capitalization teat measures the extent to which

the student knows the use of capitalization of the first word of a
sentence, proper nouns, proper adjectives and the first word of a
quotation.

The punctuation test, consisting of narrative form,

letter form, and unrelated sentences, measures the knowledge of
the use of commas, question marks, quotation marks, and apostD;bes.
The word usage section, phrased in the two-choice item type, consists of sentences to be proofread for errors of number, c.se,
tense, good usage, and sentence structure.

Items range from a

fairly obvious choice between literate and illiterate Engliah to
~hoice8

~Onsist8

involving subtle distinctions in idiom.
of thirty sets of four words each.

The spelling teat

The student muat de-

7Erneat w. Tiegs ~nd Willis W. Clark, Manual: California ~
guage ............
Teat, Advanced, california Teat Bureau (Los Angeles, 1957),
pp. 2-3.
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cide which, if any, is misspelled in each set.

The scores used in

this study include the mechanics of English score, obtained by

co~

bining the scores of the first five sub-tests, and the spelling
score.
Although the California Language Test has been criticised as
failing to measure the more complicated problems of written expression, such as parallelism, subordination and transition, the test
does measure achievement with precision and accuracy in the more
clearly defined areas of grammar and usage.

The criticism of W. L.

Post that the test is not a completely satisfactory instrument to
measure the full range of ability in written expression of students
at the freshman level in college is perhaps a valid one. 8

However,

the phrase "mechanics of English" accurately and modestly defines
its scope and purpose, and in this area the test works efficiently.
Sopchak,9 analyzing the records of 356 students entering Adelphi
College, found the California Language Test to be substantially

co~

related with the high school average and to be more highly related
to college grade point average than the American Council Psycholof,Jical Examination.

8 Buros, p. 178.

9Andrew L. sopcbak, "Prediction of College Performance by Com~nt~~ Used Tests," Journal ~ Clinical psychology, XIV (April, 1958)
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The reliability coefficients and related data of the california Language Test are reported for Grade Twelve below. 10
TABLE III
RELIABILITY COEFPICIENTS AND RELATED DATA FOR
THE CALIFOlUTIA LANGUAGE TEST (ADVANCED) Grade 12

Mechanics of English
Reliability coefficient

.93

Raw score
Mean
Standard deviation
Standard error of measurement

107.6
17.9
4.8

Spelling
.61
17.0
5.8
2.5

Tbe manuals describe careful and comprehensive measures taken
to secure curricular validity.ll
termine actual test validity:

Three approaches were used to de-

relating performance on the test to

intelligence, comparing test achievement to grade placement, and
correlating teat performance with other achievement test scores. l2

lOErnest W. Tiegs and Willis w. Clark, Tecbnical Report ga ~
California Achievement Tests, California Test Bureau (Los Angeles,
1957), p. 26.
llIbid., pp. 26-28.
l2Ernest w. Ti~s and Willis W. Clark, Manual: California
~chievement Tests (Advanced), California Test Bureau (Los Angeles,
].957), p. 12.

".

12
The Brown-HOltzman survey of study Habits and Attitudes was

selected in an attempt to uncover attitudinal and motivational correlates of scholastic success.

This inventory differs from the

usual inventory of study skills in that it is heavily pointed in
the direction of study attitudes. anxiety before and during tests,
attitudes toward academic work, and general personality characteristics as well as topics dealing with the mechanics of study and
the actual practices of the student.
The survey consists of seventy-five items. each describing a
mode of conduct in a typical academic situation or an attitude toward a certain aspect of college life.

The subject is required to

indicate the extent to which the suggested behaviors are typical
of his own or the extent to which he shared the suggested attitudes.

The multiple choice responses to the items represent de-

grees of conformity ranging from "rarely" (feel or act in this manner) to "always" (feel or act in this way).

The

in~entory

takes

approximately twenty minutes to be administered on a group basis.
The assumptions underlying this type of self-report are admittedly questionable, on the basis of present knowledge in this area:
we assume that the student will respond frankly and 1s capable of
~nderstanding

and reporting his own motivations and attitudes
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toward studying and academic activitie•• 13
The development procedure for the inventory was extremely well

conceived.

Beginning with an exhaustive review of the literature

and a series of

gro~

discussions with college freshmen concerning

the motivational differencea between good and poor students, the
authors constructed a total of 234 items.

After ambiguous items

were eliminated, the ltatistical analysis produced those items
which discriminated between good and poor students, the

~avised

questionnaire was administered to approximately 500 first ....st.r
freshmen and the results were correlated with first semester grade
point average. 14
The

survey of study Habits and Attitudes haa been validated

in a number of colleges throughout the United states.

In all

these studies the criterion used was the one-semester grade-point
average.

Correlation coefficients so obtained for women vari.d

from .26 to .65 with an average of .45.
Georgiana Sic analyzed the effectiveness of the contribution
of the S.S.B.A.to the prediction of acadea1c success for 400
graduates in elementary psychology at the state University of

13Buroa, p. 689.
14p?1d.

unde~
Iowa~
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she concluded that the inventory is a valia measure of motivational

variables, and its contribution results from the measurement of
sources of variance pre.ent in the grade point average but absent

fro. Doth intelligence and achievement testa. lo
TABLE IV
CORRBLATIO. BJrl'WEBN SURVSY OP STUDY HABITS AND AftI'lUDBS
SCORES AND ONE SEMES'rER GRADES IN COLLEGE FOR WOMBN16

Collne
Mean

S.D.

BtS·leA.

SCOW

Mean

S.D.

.86

UAiveraity of Texas

312

.45

san AntoAio College

S9

.65

uDiversity 44

• SO

SO. 8

137

.47

2.5

49

.47

1.7

Gr.t.onall College

114.26

80.5

35.8

Alleghany college

175.37

78.3

36.1

SOutheaate&'D

southwest. Texas Sute
Teachers College
lforth l"eXes state
Teachers COllege

8.7
6.8

30.1

10.4

.83

31.2

10.9

.69

31.1

11.1

!5oeorgiau D. W. Sic, .. The Relationship of 'rWo Bxperialntal
Methods of Student Mot.t.vation to Acad.all1c success in Collage, If UIlpublished Doctoral Dissertation (State Ubiversity of Iowa, Iowa
City), 1955, p. 158.
16wil11aa P. Brown aDd wayne M. HOltzman, "survey of Study
Babita and Attitwles a Manual," '!'be Psychological Corporation (New
York} 1956), p. s.
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The split-third reliability of the SSBA was estimated from
scores of 178 men and 170 women.

The reliability coefficient of

the inventory for man was found to be .93, and for women, .84.
Additional evidence concerning the reliability of the instrument
was provided by the results of the two test-retest studies.

The

reliability coefficients for a two-week interval between administration were .95 for men and .93 for women.

The coefficients for

an eleven-week interval were .88 and .84, respectively.17
To

f.hti;~rm1ne

the extent to which the survey made a unique

contribution to the prediction of academic success, scores on the
Americ.an Council on Education Psychological Examination were obtained for 1,294 men in seven colleges and 832 women in six
colleges.

Correlations between the two measures were low, varying

from .13 to .48 for men and from .16 to .42 for women.

Since the

American Council test is highly saturated with known scholastic
factors, the authors concluded that the instrument measures
~ortant

traits which are relatively untouched by a standard

college entrance examination. 18

17W• P. Brown, "Motivational Differences between High and LoW
scholarship College students, II Journal.2! Educational PsychologY,
XLV (April, 1954), p. 230.
lSarown and Holtzman, MaDu.l, p. 7
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The followiDg table 1Dd1cates . .ny of these relationahips.
TABLB V

.D1'1'.U.CORRBLATIOIfS AItOIIG SSBA SCORES, OD-SBHBS'l'BR GRADS
AVBUGES, ABD 1'OTAL SCORBS 011 THE ACE roa COL.LBGB PRESHMBII WOJIBIf

VB.

ACE
VB.

Mult.

Grades

Grades

ACE

a

AC§
Mean
S.D•

109
U. of 'l'e.xas
(1952, Feb.,1953)

.57

.39

.16

• 65

97.5

21.5

U. of Texas
(sept., 1953)

305

.45

.52

.36

.59

107.0

23.1

southwest Texas
state T. C.

137

.47

.64

.33

.69

80.0

23.2

Grinaell college 114

.26

.52

.36

.53

119.9

21.3

Alleghenr Co11ege125

.37

.57

.26

.61

123.0

19.4

Weighted averagea

.44

.53

.34

.61

SBBA

College

II

SSBA

va.

DSSCRIPTIOIt OP D1POlUIA'l'XOIl OBUDml> PROM RECORDS

Si.. and status of high .chool were obta1Ded fro. the high
school tranacript.

Since s1&8 of bigh scbool graduating cla.. is

an acceptable 1D4ex of the s1_ of the high school, it was us84 as
the meaaure of the foraer variable.

Tbe latter Yar1able, status,

was aecured by noting certain i t _ of 1nforaation on the traDascript sufficient to cla.s1fy it a. public or catbolic.

In doubt-
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ful case., i.e., transcripts of schools in which this infor.ation
could not be deteE81ne4, the decision was . .de by consult1Dg the
student directly or by referring to the appropriate state 4epart. .nt of education directory of public and non-public schools.
The high school averag.. used in this 1nve.t1gation were

puted by the registrar's office persoADel.

co~

Soae achools reported

. .rks 1A terJU of percentag.s, while others reported thea in t8rJU
of letters.

All . .rks given in percentag.s were converted to cor-

responding letter .arks based on the . .rk1Dg systell used by the
ht.9h school fro. which the student
the . .rks

already reported

OD

caJae.

~

converted _rks aDd

the high school traaacripts in t .....

of letters were then arbitrarily changed to nwabers by as.i9ning
3 to A, 2 to

a,

1 to C, aDd 0 to D .Dd P.

The quality of a stu-

dent's work w.s deteza1ne4 by c08lPuting a weighted ...rage.
COllege grade point average was COllpUted by dividing the total
nWlber of credit points earned dur1Dg the fres11lMn year by the tatal nUllDer of credit hour. taken.

cred.1.t points were allocated as

follow. by the registrar'. off1cel

a mark of A waa a.signed three

credit points, a .ark of

III and.

a, two credit points,

1', DO credit points.

C,

one point, aDd

Par thia investigation, it wa. neces-

aary to differentiate between those earning grad•• of D and P.
~ordingly,

a value of -1 was assigned to failing grade..

Ac-

In order
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to el1m1nate the negative value. in computation. each grade point
average va. increased by one. aDd a corre.ponding adJu.tment was
_de in the . .ana.
The dec1.1on to u.e the mark. for the entire f1r.t year of

COllege work a. the criterion of succe.. rather than a ..aller or
greater nu.Der of .....ter. 1. ba.ed on th. following rea.ODSI
1) one yur marks teDd to be • more acC\U'ate ....ur. of the atudent'. Bch1ev_nt than do the arks for only a 8ugle ._.ter,
2) .ct1on taken on scholastic f.11ure. 1. generally taken at the
end of the first year r.ther than at the end of the fir.t

8_.t('l~:'

3) to go beyond one year would remove tbe student fro. her entraac.
data aDd subject her to the influence of the college.

Thi. l.st

point i. cle.rly expre••ed in the follow1n9 r ...rka by Colel
• • • certainly by .ophomore year, and even more clearly
in uppercla •• years, the student ia •• sch. product of
the college it.elf a. of any school fro. wb1ch be c._,
or of tbe a4a1a.ioD8 procedure by wb.i.ch he was adll1tte4. l9
F1r.t .....t.r grad. point averag., however, baa been iacludec!
a. a variable 10 order to explore .ore fully the nature of the interrelat1onah1p. involved.
19charl •• W. Cole, ·College AdII1••ion8. Progre•••Dd PrObl~
college Board Rey1!! 80. 13 (February, 1951), p. 190.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE POPULATIuN
The population consisted of all full-tt.e freshman student.
~nter1ng

college for the first t1ae and matriculating during the

fall semester of three suece •• 1ve years.
~

Although a total of 608

student. were admitted to the Barry fresbaen ela.... durtDg the

~all

....ster of 1958, 1959, and 1960, 136 case. were

fraa the pre.ent 1nve.t1gation.
included 472 .tudent..

el~nated

The actual population, therefore,

A breakdown of the ca •• s

el~nated

1.

shown in the following table.
TABLB VI

TOTAL BLDUDTBD BY YD. oP BJl'J.'RAHCB

Re••on for elimination

1958
DO. %

-1959

DO.

"

llt2.
DO.

"

1'O~J.

no.

"

II

25

16

39

16

~6

45

33

19

37

9

22

13

30

41

31

10

20

9

22

11

25

30

22

StucSeDts for whQa DO .chola.tie
aptitucle test scor.. were available 7

14

2

5

1

2

10

7

4

~

12

3

7

10

7

For.19n .tudent.
Stud.at. who withdraw before
plet1ng one .....t.r

c~

students who bad attended another
prev1ou.ly

~o11ege

Students who graduated froa a private secular .cbool
Total

2

51 100

41 100

44 100 136 100
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The largest group of cases eliminated from the investigation

was composed of students from the Latin-American and caribbean
countries.

However well educated and intelligent, these girls

possessed a language difficulty sufficient to invalidate test data.
For this reason, and also because the type of high school attended
could not logically be combined with American schools for the
particular comparisons of this investigation, it was decided to
eliminate them from the investigation.
Very often outcomes in this investigation may be expressed as
differences between two or more values.

As a point of reference

for the rigorous interpretation of any such differences, it is
necessary to set up some hypothesis as to the probable magnitude
of the difference.

Because there is no previous knowledge as to

the size of the true difference, the moat appropriate hypotheSis
is that there is no difference which cannot be accounted for by
the influence of chance factors alone.

This hypothesis that

chance factors alone may have produced the observed difference is
usually called the null hypothesis.

The null hypothesis will be

used in the interpretation of the several types of differences
observed throughout this investigation.
If in the statistical analysis, it should be found that chanCE
factors alone could have accounted for the observed difference, thE
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only valid conclusion would be that the null hypothesis is tenable.
Or if the difference is found to be so great that sucll factors
alone could not have reasonably accounted for the observed differences, the null hypothesis may be said to have been refuted.

In

this case, it may be argued that the observed difference is a real
difference, and that the obtained difference is the best estimate
of the true difference.
'lbe criterion often required for rejecting the null hypothesil
is the one per cent level or the probability that the observed difference could have been brought about by chance factors not more
than once in one hundred trials.

This may be abbreviated to P<.Ol.

If these factors could not have caused the observed differences
more than once (P).Ol) but not over five times in one hundred
trials (P<.05), the null hypothesis may be considered tenable, thai
is, it is accepted at the five per cent level of significance. 20
Errors of statistical analysis arise in the interpretation of
the level of significance.

The alpha error, or error of the first

kind, is made when the null hypothesis is rejected when it is true,
i.e., when the level of confidence is set too low.

The beta error.

20 J • P. Guilford, Fundamental statistics !a Psychology ~
Education (New York, 1956), pp. 185-186.

22

or error of the second kind, is committed when the null llypothesia
is accepted when it is false, i.e., when the level of confidence
is set too high.
rors.

A

There

i~

no sure way to avoid both kinds of er-

logical and considered weighing of the risks involved in

either type of error should precede the decision as to the level

o~

significance to be used in evaluating the results. 21
In this investigation both five per cent and one per

~ent

1e-

vels of significance have been reported: however, the null hypoth..
sis has been rejected at the one per cent level (P<.Ol) in all
tests for differences.
The statistical test for differences between means wa. ma4e
by using the formula, 2 ~

MI-M~

.22

The following commonly adop-

~M

ted lpvels of significance have been used as criteria for evaluating z ratios,

the one per cent level (when i i8 2.58) and the

five per cent level (when i is 1.96).

Instead of testing the dif-

terences between standard deviationa, the significance of the ratio

of the two corresponding variance. was tested by means of the P
ratio. 23

The level ot probability of each F ra¥io was determ1ned

21Ibid., p. 216.
22Ibid., ~. 185.
23Jbi4., pp. 224-225.
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by reference to a table of the sampling distribution of F.

The

same levels of significance have been used as in testing the
differences between means.

Fisher's technique for determining the

significance of the differences between correlation coefficients
by the z transformation was also employed.~
ANALYSIS OF THE POPULATION
Before combining the data for the three successive years, a
brief comparison of the characteristics of the three groups was
made.

The total of 472 students fell into yearly groups as fol-

lows:

the 1958 group consisted of 137, the 1959, of 167, and the

1960, of 169 students.

In the intensive study of the 1960 group,

four cases were eliminated because of lack of complete test data.
The smaller total for 1958 can be accounted for principally
because of the smaller total freshman matriculation that year

co~

pared to the two later years, and because of a higher mortality
rate before the close of the first semester.

The relatively

larger group of 1958 freshmen for whom no scholastic aptitude
scores were available reflects the fact that some exceptions were
made to that requirement during the first year in which the
College Board scores were required of entering freshmen.

24Quinn MCNemar, Psychological statistics (New York, 1949),
p. 147-148.

TABLE VII
HtaEll 01' PRBSHMBlI FOR EACH YEAJl BY ft'PB 01'

BlGB SCB:>OL A'l"l'BmBD

Year

C.tholic
Per cent
IIUIIber

lfWIber

Public
Per cent

1958

88

64

49

36

1959

98

59

69

41

1960

92

56

73

44

Total

278

59

191

41

There is a slightly h1gber percentage of catholic high school
graduatea 1n the 1958 group than 1n either of the two succeecU.ng
groups of fre.hmen.

B.ariDg 1n a1D4 the relatively ..aller 8ize

of catholic high schools 1D. general, tbe tread is also reflected
in the following tabulation of fr ••hIIeA by • .1_ of high schools.
TABLE VIl:l:
BUMBER 01' PRESBMBlI BY YEAR WBJ GRADUATED FROM

HIGB SCB:>OLS OF DIPPBRBft SIDS

1
--1Percent

rrear

llJUIibu

IJ!tiY!l

M'WIIber

LlU!
Per cent I1WIber Per cent

~958

55

40

43

32

38

28

1959

50

30

61

36

56

34

1960
___ 1

59

36

54

33

52

31

164

35

158

34

146

31

as
r.be .11ghtly higher proportion of graduate.

o~

small high schools

.n the cla88 entering 1n 1958 1& in striking contrast to the lower
>roportion of entering graduate. of large high schools.
~rt1ona

The

pro-

for the two later years, however, are acre evenly d1stri-

~uted.

The geographical distribution of the high schools fro. which
~

..-bers of the three class.s are drawn 1. quite generally

c~

parable fro. year to year, a. the following table will .how:
TABLE IX
IlUJlBsa 01' I'USBME!f I'oa EACH YEAR BY GEOGaAPB.lCAL LOCATIO.
01' BlGH SCB:)OL

rea

liB

lfwIber Per cent

~2~9

1969

NWlber Per cent lIWIber Perca

11aa1 (1Acluding 801ywood, pt. Lauderdale,
U.aleah and COral Ga, 1es)
62

46

83

50

59

36

outh (p1or.1cla except
or Miam, Lou.1.aiana,
lahaM, Georgia, IIOrth
11
nd South carol.1.na)

12

29

17

37

22.5

Atlantic (MaW
ork, New Jersey, DelaI rare,
Pennsylvania,
4.zylaDd, Virg1n1a,
.st Virginia, District
f ColWlbia)
21

15

20

12

35

21.3

~d4le
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TABLE IX CONTINUED
1958

Area

NUmber

New England
(Main: Vermont,
Rhode Island,
Massachusetts,
Connecticut)

1959

Per cent

NUmber

1960

Per cent NUmber

Per cent

4

3

14

a

12

7.3

tid-West (Wisconsin, .Michigan, Minnesota,
Kansas, Illinois,
Inc:Uana, Ohio,
Iowa, Missouri,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Texas,
Oklahoma)
33

24

21

13

22

13.4

The

class of 1960* however, is composed of a higher percent-

age of non-local students than either of the two preceding claases.
The decrease in number of graduates of high schools in the Miami

area may be in part caused by the establishment in september of
1960 of a public community Junior college located very close to
Barry College.
A

c~arison

was alao made of the means and variances of each

group on the several variables.

The following table reports this
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comparison in regard to the scholastic Aptitude Test-Verbal.
TABLB X

JI)MOGBHBI'l'Y 01' THE GROUPS BY YEARS ON '111& SAT-V

Year

1958

1959

1960

.Mean

435.88

442.92

445.66

standard deviation

110.95

95.16

90.76

9.51

7.39

staDdard error
of the mean
P

-1.49**
(1958 " 1960)

P

-1.36*
(1958 " 1959)

F

-1.08
(1959 " 1960)

**s1gnif1cant at the one per cent level
*s1gnif1cant at the five per cent level
Although there is no significant difference between the ..ana
for the three succe•• 1ve year., there is a consistent upward trend
fra. year to year.

There is a stm11ar trend toward a narrowing of

the diapers10D of each sUbsequent group of

fres~.

There is •

• harp drop of fifteen POints in the suDderd deviation of the 1959
group, aDd a further drop of five points iA the 1960 group. iAtica..
ting a narrowing of the spread of scholaetic aptitude of the verbal
type among the candidate. for each succe••1ve year.
The homogeneity of the group. with regard to . .an verbal

1. defin1tely e.tablished, however, the variance ratio for the

aeon

8(,

1958 groQP with two later freshman classes exceeds or approaches
tha one per cent level of significance.
The trend in regard to perforaanee on the scholaat1c Apt1tude

Test-Mat.heMt:1cal i. indicated 1n the follOWing tables
DaLEXJ:
BOKOGBlIBI'l'Y OP THE GROUPS BY YOU 011 'l'BB SA'l'-M

Year

1958

1~59

1960

.Mean

389.46

409.17

427.65

86.18

76.21

86.54

7.39

5.92

6.76

standard deviation
standard error of the . .an
i

(1958 & 1959)

1 (1958 & 1960)
~

(1959 & 1960)

= 2.08*
=3.82**
= 2.06*

* s1gnif1cant at the five per cent level
** significant at the one per cent level
Aa in the perfoZ'8nce on the verbal .ection, there 1• • cons1atent upward trend of the . .an mathea8t1cal scor.. of subsequent
years.

This trenc1 is JaUch sharper, however, than for . .an scorea

on the verbal section, each 41fference ia s1gnJ.t1cant at either
the five or the one per cent level of a1gnJ.ficanee.

In

cont.rast.

tel

the s1gn1t1cant 41fterenees in variability on the verbal t..st, the
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variability of acor.s on the matheaatical section is relatively
stable for the three years, the differences being ..all enough to
be

attributed to chance factors.
comparison of the groups in regard to performance in high

school is shown by the following table.
TABLE XII
HOMOGENEI'l'Y OF GROUPS BY YEAR ON HIGH SCH:>OL AWRAGE
Fit

Year

1958

1959

1960

Mean

1.73

1.86

1.88

standard deviation

.56

.54

.49

Standard error of the mean

.11

.04

.04

&(1958 & 1960)

= 2.03*

&(1958 & 1960)

=2.44*

*

Significant at the five per cent level

This teDdency toward greater selectivity with successive years is
consistent with that indicated in regard to the two . .asures of
scholastic aptitude, no differences, however, are significant at
the one per cent level.

~

dispersion of the groups, although

consistently decreaa1ng fro. year to year, is well within the
range of variability possible by chance.
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The sociological factor of the establishment of a public

c~

nunity Junior college in the vicinity may be related to this patof consistently riaing standards in regard to pre-college ad-

~ern

~s.ion8
~ior

data.

The less exacting entrance requirements of Dade

College, while perhapa influencing the decr.... in the Barry

~ollege

non-resident freshman enrollment, may also be a contr1butDu

in the improved over-all potential of the 1960 fresn.an claa.

~ause

The previous comparisons all relate to pre-college meaaurea of
~ptitude

or achievement.

Coapariaon of the 9roupa on a fourth

,ariable, achi.....nt during the freshman y.ar of coll.ge, is re~rted

in the following table.
TABLE XIII

HOJIOG&BEITY OP GROUPS BY YEAR Oll COLLEGE GRADB PODrl AVERAGB

,ear

1958

1959

1960

~an

1.57

1.56

1.33

~taDdard

deviation

.58

.69

.60

~tandard

error of the mean

.05

.05

.05

-• (1959 " 1960) • 3.07**
1960)
1 (1958
3.34**
"
*sign1ficant at the f1ve per
:I

cent level
**s1gn1f1cant at the one per
cent level

P (1958

1959)
"
., (1959 1960)
"

• 1.44*
:I

1.34*

P (1958 " 1960) • 1.07
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The trend indicated in the above data is in sharp contrast to

the phenomena revealed in the analysis of the pre-adai.aion data.
Mean freshman grade point average. are marked by significant differences in favor of the 19S8 and 1959 groups, although all the
evidence in regard to the relative potential of these groups waa
either

.~lar

In

to or inferior

to

that of the 1960 freshman group.

an effort to explain the 1ncona1steDCY reported above, i1:

is nece.sary to de.cribe certain aapects of the college which .tgbt
have a direct bearing.

The fact that there baa been a certain

amount of turnover on the college ataff during the three year

c

~.

studied _y account sOlB8What for the sub.tantial change in gracSe.
awarded at the freahman level.

Newer faculty ..abera ..y be lea.

aware of the fact that Barry College is de.igned to . .et the needs
of the average atudent, aad draw. ita student body largely fro.
the average range of schola.tic aptitude.

A .ore t.portant factor,

however, baa been the repeated action of the academic dean in

081-

11ng attention to the high proportion of abo.e-average grade. at
.11 levela.

The regi.trar·. office personnel baYe prepared grade

~atr1bution

report a annually, aa well aa diatr1butiona of score.

~

the .tudent body on acholaatic aptitude te.ta aDd graduate re-

~ord

exalDinationa.

Tb1.

~oJ:Jlation

baa been c1t..tr1but.ed t.o the

lent.ire faculty, with the recOBllendat.ion that grades be brought aore
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in line with objectively measured capacity and achievement of the
student body.
The administration is engaged in a concerted effort, indicated
perhaps initially by the act of assuming membership in the College
Entrance Examination Board, to improve the academic quality of the
college.

This striving for greater excellence, however, does not

alter the primary and ever-present responsibility of the teacher to
accept the student at her present potential and use every means
possible to stimulate full use of her capacities.

Active partici-

pation 10 self-improvement by the entire faculty has been stimulated by the conduct of an institutional self-study, a research project which will reach its climax in the fall of 1961 with the visit
of the evaluation committee to the campus of Barry College.

Two

iDqU1ries conducted in connection with the self-study may have a
direct bearing on the lower comparative performance of the 1960
group of freshmen.

Each department has made a thorough study of

its grading practices jointly with the academic dean.
member. has conducted

A faculty

an lotensive research study of the teaching-

learning practices existing throughout the college.

The impact of

its findings has done much to awaken both student body and faculty
to certain basic qualities of excellence in college teaching and
learning.

This awakening may have encouraged teachers to demand a
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level of performance for which the student's native ability has no
prepared her.
It would seem to be a valid conclusion, therefore, that Barry
College can be characterized, with regard to admissions and grading practices, to be in an extremely dynamic state, and to be defin1tely tending toward standards of greater selectivity of candidates and more exacting demands of acada.1c performance of students.

(The College Vice President, however, constantly reminds

the faculty that Barry is a college designed to meet the needs of
the average student.)

It might be well to reemphasize the point

made in Chapter I about the limitations in the use of school marks
as a criterion of success.

The freshman grade point average is

computed by pooling marks from different subjects and instructors
and treating them as if they were the sa.. kind of coin.

There is

much fluctuating of marking ideas and ideals from instructor to i
structor, introducing questionable validity.
Because of this important phenomenon of intra-institutional
variability, greater emphasis has been placed on the analysis of
the 1960 group of freshmen rather than on that of the combined
groups.

Guilford 25 recommends that "in general practice, if it is

25Guilford, p. 324.
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cloubtfu1 whether .ubAIIIIP1•• aro.e by raD40a .a.pliag froa the . . . .
population, it would )). beat to coapute correlations within subsa.p1e• •eparately".
STATISTICAL AItALYSIS OP THIl DATA

Por the .na1y.i. of the coapar.tiv. perfor..ance in college of
public .Dd catholic high school gr.du.te., the .choo1. ware dicbota.1ze4 on thi. ba.i..

Tbe .Ub-9roQP. re.ulting fro. thi. ola.si-

fie.tion are giYeD below.
category

NWlber of ca •••
in total group

HWlber of c ••••
1D 1960 group

PUblic

193

74

catholic

27'
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1fbe .chool. wen grouped into thre. categor1e.

• 188 of graduat1D9 el....

The reault1ag

8Ub-gro~.

OD.

the ba.1. o •

are 1ad1cated

below.
c.tegory

~r

of c ••••

u total group

Bwlber of c ....
in lHO 9rOUP

small (un4er 100 .eators)

146

59

.IIeC11W1 (100-299 .eD1ors)

158

54

Large (oyer 300 sea1ors)

16&

S2

'lhe data were first. analyzed to inv•• t1gate the probl_ of

whether there are .19n1f1cant diff.rences in certain

character1.t~1

of Barry, .tudents who are 9raduate. of public aad catholic high
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school..

Means, .taDdard deviations and .tandard errors of the

..an were

c~uted

for all variables for the two type. of .chools,

for both the total NlllPle aDd. the 1960 group.

D1fferenc•• between

the means aDd variance. were te.ted for .ignificance.

A secoDd analy.is was perforMd to inveatigat.e the probl. . of
whether there are s1gn1fica.t d1fference. among Barry College student. who are graduates of high school. of varioua atzes.

'Ibe pro-

cedure was e.sentially the .... a. that of the analy.1a by type of
achool.
Another aspect of the .tudy w.s the 1ntercorrelation of college grade. with the .ar1oua pre4.t.ctor variable. in the following

lway.,
1) zexo order correlationa were

o~te4

for the entire group

of 472 fr•• bJaaD, aAd for the 165 . . . .r. of the 1960 group.
2) Correl.t1ona were coaputed for the .ub-groupa

fo~

for

eaoh of the above group. for a_ll, . .41\111, aDd. large high 8chools.
3) Correlat1oa. between grade. aad the predictor variables
were COlllPuted for the 41cbotoiUae4 sub-groupa of pub11c aAd catholic high acbool graduate. for the ent1re group of 472 fre.baeD aDd
for the 165 "Iibera of the 1960

gro~,

l'urther auly.1. of the 1960 data was atteaapt:ed by ...ns of
~rt1al

aDd ault1ple corr.lat10n procedure..

Correlat10ns were

~ompute(l

between grades and score.

011

each of the dependent vari-

~les

with .cholastic aptitude and high school average partialled

put.

In the multiple correlation analy.is, beta weights were de-

~r..1ned

aDd tested for significance, regre •• ion equations devel-

pped, and multiple R's computed between college grades and various
~ombination.

of predictors.

In order to
~uations,

s~lify

tabulation and setting up the regression

the following systea of notation has been used through-

put the study:
Freshman grade point average (CGPA)

Xl

Pirst .....t.r grade point averag. (IGPA)

X2

81gh school average (HSA)

X3

Schola.tic Aptitude Te.t-Verbal (SAT-V)

X4

Schola.ytic Aptitud. Test-Math_tical (SAT-M)

Xs

California Language Test (Advanced)
Mechanics of Bng11sh
california Language Test (Advanced)
spelling
Brown-Holtzman survey of study Babits and
At~itude.

The
~unch

X7

xa

data were transferred to International Bu.iDe.s Machine

cards, ana the . .ans, standard deviations aDd zero order cor-

~elations

were computed on the IBM 6S0 electronic computer.

~ollowin9

codes were useda

The
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1. A one digit code was used to indicate the size of high
school.
2. A one digit code waa used to ind1cate the type of b1gb
school.
3. Three columna each were used to record the freshman grade
point a.erage and the first a....t.r grad. point average.
4. Thr.e coluaaa were used to g1v. the nuaerical value of
the high scbool average.

s. Three columns were devoted to scores on the SAT-V and
the

SA~M.

6. Three colWIIUI were used to 1Dd1cate the raw .cor•• on
the Mechanics of Engliah teat, and three for the Spelling
Teat.

7. Three colu.na were u.ed to r.cord the raw scor.s on the
SSHA.

Copies of the Fortran data aheet, the work aheet u.ed to collect
the initial infoxmation on each student aDd the ..chine tabulation
data sheets are included in the appendix.

CHAPTER IV
THE RESUL'rS

Before analyzJ.ng the data

OIl

cOllParat1ve perforataace of Barry

College fre.baen by size and type of high school attended, a brief
exaainat10n of the data for the entire group on .ach variable was
made.

Table XIV reports the . .ana and the standard deviations of

the three year group, as well .s for the 1960 group of fr ••baen.
TABLE XIV
MEANS Aim Sl'ARDARD DBVlAl'10RS 01' PUSBMEII OR THE VAlUOUS
PREDICTOR VARIABLES AJID PRBSIllAN AVERAGE GRADS

(111-472)

Variable

Mean

S.D.

1960 GROUP ("'165)
Mean
S.D.

lel

1.49

.59

1.33

.60

~2

1.48

.59

1.41

.57

1t3

1.83

.53

1.88

.49

""

442.37

99.62

445.01

90.76

408.63

83.79

427.68

86.54

~

1113.85

11.48

~7

21.87

4.46

'a

32.96

10.96

TOTAL

~5
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The total group of freshmen (N=472) is characterized by a consistent level of performance during the first and second semester
in college, and by the expected discrepancy between mean high
school average and mean grade point average in college.

The rela-

tively higher mean verbal score over the mathematical is also consistent with the data for girls' colleges reported by the College
Board. l
With the exception of the first two variables, the data for
the 1960 freshmen (N=165) follows this general pattern.

There is

a noticeable difference between the total group and the 1960 group
on first semester grade average, however, the marked difference ap~ears

in the mean grade point average for the entire year.

This

situation reflects perhaps a growing tendency, emphasized during
the second semester of the 1960-61 academic year, toward stricter
~rading

practices by the faculty.

The Mechanics of English (X6) mean score is comparable to a
~rade

level of 14.0, or a level of performance typical of the be-

~inning

college sophomore.

~omparable

~igh

The spelling mean score (X7) of 21.9 is

to a grade level of 12.6, or that of a second semester

school senior.

These scores are equivalent to percentiles

IPishman, 1957 Supplement, p. 24, 27.
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of 60 for Mechanics of Bngl1sh aDd 40 for spelling, ba.ed OD the
distributioD of acores of begiDn1Dg college freahmen. 2

The ...D

acore of 32.9 on the atudy habits inventory i. cona1stent with the
standardization data appearing in the test _nual and reported 111
Chapter III of this iuvest1gat1oD. 3
In order to test the hypothesis that there are no difference.

between graduatea of public and Catholic high scbool graduate. OD
the various predictor variable. and on the criterion variable.,

ratio. ware

c~ute4

-z

OD all variables between the two groups.

'lable XV reports the data for the eDt ire group of 472 subject••
1.'ABLB XV
MBARS, S'l'ANDABD DBVIA1.'IOD AIID CRITICAL RATIOS or PUBLIC AII1D
CAl.'BJLIC HIGH SCWOL GRADUATBS 011 1'HB VARZOUS PRBDIC'lOll VAlUABLES
AMI) PRBSl:IIAM AWRAGE
(I'USHMBII or 1958, 1959, and 1960)
Variable

Public (fIII193)
.Mea.
S.D•

Mean

catholic (.279)
S.D.

•

Xl

1.50

.62

1.48

.57

.32

X2

1.50

.63

1.47

.56

.46

X3

1.83

.51

1.83

.54

.05

X4

444.40

97.23

441.12

101.37

.35

Xs

412.11

80.62

406.38

85.94

.74

2T1egs and Clark, MDual, p. 60, 64.
3~., pp. 72-73a.
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Bavillg decided on the one per cent level of 8ignificance cate..
gorically a8 the criterion for rejection of the null hypothe818,

the la.t column 18 perhaps logically inconsistent. 4

However, Lind-

qu1.t would concede that there 1. valid Justii1cation for reporting
actual i value. for each 41fference, .0 that maxiaua information
be provided for interpretation of result8.

There was no 81gnif1-

cant 41fference on any variable between the . .ana of the catholic
aDd public school group..

In fact, there 1. a surprising degree

of s1a1lar1ty in regard to high school record, scholastic aptitude
aDd academic perforaance 1n college.

The P ratios for the

var1a~

1n the above table 1D41cated that any 41fferences in variability

were, like the 41fference. between ...n., slight enough to be attr1butable to chaace fluctuations.
More conc1ua1ve evidence for the .ssQllpt1on that the groups
d1Q not differ at the beginn1ag of the school year on the predictor
variable., or at the clo.. of the first or .econ4 .....t.r of college, i. given by the data reported in ftble XVI.
Thi. tabulation for the 1960 fre.baan group include. data on

the california Language Te.t for Mechanic. of Engl1.h (X6) and
spelling (X7) aDd scores

-'B.

bbology

OD

the survey of study aab1 t. (Xe) •

P. Lindqui.t, pe819B!!!!! AM1Y81.

9!

Eper 1MBts

.IE B49caUoa (Boston, 1956), pp. 90-94.

Ja

PSY-
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TABLE XVI
MEAlIS, STAIIDARD DBVIATIOIIS AND CRITICAL RATIOS OF PUBLIC
All) CA'1'B)LlC HIGH SC!IX)L GRADUAftS OR VAlUOUS PREDICTOR VAlUABLBS
ABD FRBSlllAlf AVERAGB (1960 PRESlIlBlI)

Catholic (»=91)
Kean
S.D.
z

Va r1able

PUblic ,.74)
S.D.
Mean

Xl

1.37

.65

1.30

.55

•.65

X2

1.45

.63

1.37

.50

.86

X3

1.87

.46

1.89

.51

.33

JC.4

450.43

90.16

440.60

91.00

.69

Xs

425.62

87.31

429.30

85.88

.27

~

118.24

12.40

119.34

10.65

.60

X7

21.94

4.64

21.81

4.31

.19

Xs

33.35

9.66

32.64

11.90

.42

,I -

There were no 81gn1:t!1cant c:U.fferenc•• between the groups w1tll
respect to ..an scores on all the cr1ter1a ava11ab1e at the beg1an1D9 of the school year.

1'be 81J111arity noted between the pub11c

aDd cat.bo11c .chool groups I.D college academ1c ach1eve.ent, both
at the eDd of the firat a_ster aDd at the end of the .nt1re ;!:1rat
year, i8 cons1.tent with the data previously presented.

The P

ratiOS between the groups wera also 1nalgn1ficant at the one per
cent level.

The variability in regarel to fir at . . . . .t.r grade. ap-

proached the specifled l.vel, as dieS that of the study abita
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Inventory scores.
range in the

de~ree

Apparently public school graduates have greater
of adjustment to the academic requirements of

the college, on the other hand, Catholic school graduates show
more

heterogen~ity

in how to use their time and how to take and

study for examinations.
There are several factors which may help to explain why the
data just presented is not consistent with the research findings
summarized in Chapter lIon the comparative performance in college
of public and private school graduates.

The most obvious reason

is that the Catholic secondary school is perhaps as broadly representative of the American .econdary school population as i8 the
pUblic school, that students entering Barry College from either
type of school cannot be di.tinguished in rega.rd to several of the
important factors involved in collegiate succ....

The admi.sions

requirements of the college, more specific in regard to both kind
and quality of high school background than most college.,

5

may act

a. a selective factor in achieving a more homogeneou8 college population.

The course. 1ft g.neral education required at the freshman

level provide a fairly uniform pattern of first year studies, and
may encourage this tendency toward similarity.

5

pp. 12-13.

The relatively
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small student body and the high degree of personal contact between
faculty and students are characteristics which differentiate the
Barry student body sharply from that of a large university.
The null hypot.hesis is, therefore, accepted with respect to

the comparative performance of Barry College freshmen who are
graduates of public and catholic high schools on the achievement
and aptitude measures used.
The hypothesis that there are no differences between grad-

uates of small, medium and large high schools on the same measures
was next tested.

Table XVII reports the means and standard dev-

iationa for the entire group of 472 subjects.
TABLE XVII
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF GRADUATES
OF SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE HIGH SCHOOLS ON THE PREDICTOR AND
CRITERION VARIABLES (FRESHMEN OF 1958, 1959 and 1960)

Variable

Small (N. 168)
Medium (tr-1S8)
S. D.
Mean
Mean
S. D.

Large (lPl46)
Mean
S. D.

Xl

1.50

.57

1.44

.58

1.54

.64

X2

1.48

.56

1.43

.58

1.54

.63

X3

1.8l

.56

1.82

.55

1.87

.47

XI',

437.42

99.87

442.31

100.28

448.42

98.57

X5

405.23

85.92

407.78

84.96

413.77

79.90
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"'!" rati08 were computed on the larger cUfferenee between . .aD 18

for each variable.

The data i8 reported in Table XVIII.
TABLE XVIII

i 'l'BB'lS or DD'J'BUEBS BBTWBBJI MBAJI Beous OP GaADUA'l'BS or
SMALL, MBDIUM Am LAltGE HIGB SCB>OLS 011 PREDICTOR AJl1D CRITERION
VAlUABLES (Prean-n of 1958, 1959 aDd 1960)

variable

Pair
JIe41W1 va. sall

1.34

Large va. S. .ll

1.48

Large va. saa11
Large va. 5aa11

.98

Laqe va. small

.91

It will be noted that there are no significant difference.
among the groups fo:r:ll8d on the basia of a1ze of h1gh school, .t.n re-

ga&-4 to scholastic aptitude, h1gh school performance or college
achieveMDt.

filere are, howeYer,

SOllll

treDda worthy of note.

'!'be

graduatea of large high schools appear to be slightly aQPerior on
all variables, than the graduate. of aed1ua or ... 11 high schools.
!Between the aediua aDd _11 h1gh school group. there i. le..
sJ..tency of t.nDd, the fozaer group abow1Ag

80IIII

COD-

.uperiority .t.n

.chol••tic aptitude aDd high achool ayerage, while the

1.t~

excel
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slightly in college achievement.
nificant,

~re

All 41fferences, though not sig-

in the direction of the graduate of the large high

school.
There were no significant differences in the P ratios testing
the homogeneity of the variances among the graduates of ...11, mediu. and large high schools.

The only P ratios which exceeded the

five per cant level of significance were those between the varianc.. for high school average for the large and _11 groups and
for the large and me41U11l high school groups.

Neither, however, a

proached the one per cent level.
An intereating trend may be noted in further analyzing the
variability of the groups.

There... fewer freshmen from large

high schools coaing to Barry College with extremely high aDd low
high school average. than from med1wa and s.ll high schools.
trend of ... ller standard deviation for high school average for t
graduate of large high schools i8 seen also in the comparison of
catholic aDd public groups.

Perhaps the superior graduate of a

...11 high .chool goes on to the ._11 college, and the. superior
student gradoating fro. a large high school tend8 to .eek higher
education in a public institution or in a larger denominational

0

COnversely, it i8 po•• Lble that the poorer graduate of a ...11
high school JD1ght more readily apply to • _11 college than would

•
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the 1Dferior product of a large h1gh school.
ftus, the very fact of 8ize of a college _y be a detera1nill9
factor 1n regard to the 41fferential variability of its student

body.

Recalling the fact that the Catholic high 8chools 1Dclude4

in this inv.at1gation an predOll1untly of _11 or aed1Q11 a1 . . ,

it ia logical to aallUM a180 that the teDdeDCY Jut 4e.cr1'be4 _y
be 1Dduce4 partly by the factor of religion a180, i. e., that su-

perior graduates of catholic high schools go to catholic college.,
aDCll that superior gracluatea of public high schools 90 to public
colleges, that a catholic college would be :tJtlOR prone to accept
the below average graduate of a catholic high school thaD aD iraferior graduate of a public high school.
'f.b1s tnad i. borne out by the CC)IIPparative nriab111ty of the
groups ira regaret to scbolasUc aptitude test acor. . , although the
41fferences are very slight.
'ftle hypothesis that there are no 41fferences ))etveen gra4uat.ee

of _11, .adiwa and laX'ge h1gh aChools OD the various predictor
aDd criterion_ va riabl.s was also t.sted
a6a1ttAd ira 1960.

OD

the group of fresbaen

1'able XIX reports the ..an scorea aD4 staD4ar4

4eviatJ.oaa for t.h1s group of 165 s\lJ:)Jecta.

lOS

TABLE XIX
COMPARISON OP THB MBAN seoltBS All) STAltDARD DBVIA'l'IORS 0'
GRADUATES OP SMALL. MEDIUM AND LARGE BlGB SCWOLS ON THE VARIOUS
PREDICTOR AIIlD CaIftlUOB VARIABLBS (.re.~n of 196t.:t . .165)
Mediua (.54)
Mean
S.D.

J:.rge (1F52)
S.D.
Mean

Variable

S. . ll (PS9)
Mean
S.D.

Xl,

1.42

.54

1.22

.52

1.36

.71

X2

1.48

.48

1.30

.53

1.43

.68

X3

1.96

.51

1.77

.50

1.91

.43

X4

450.88

91.84

430.94

84.60

452.96

93.94

X5

440.41

87.56

410.57

82.56

430.90

86.55

Xi

120.51

10.58

118.24

11.35

117.60

12.35

X7

22.22

3.84

21.50

4.45

21.86

5.05

Xa

31.57

10.32

33.18

12.51

34.29

9.67

Hi" ratio. were computed on the larger

diffe~.nce

between

means for .ach variabl., no further computations were nece ••ary.
since DODe of the difference. proved to be significant at the one
per cent level.

The outcomes are reported in Table

xx.

In th1. cOJlP8rison. a. in the analY8is of the tot;:.al group of

fre.hlDen. none of the difference. are of • _gn.1tude to be attributed to other than chance factor., 1 •••• none of the value8 exceed that required for .ignificance at the .elected level of one
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TABLE XX

Z RAT!OS

OF DIFPERENCBS BETWEEN MEAN SCORES OF GRADUATES OF
SMALL, MBDIUM AIIID LARGB BlGH SCHOOLS ON PRBDICt'OR AIIiID CRITERION
VARIABLES (165 subjects)

.air

•

Xl

saall va. .Mediua

1.99*

X2

. .11

1.87

Xl

SlUll va. Me4iwa

1.96*

X4

fArge V8. Medium

1.25

Xs

8811 va. Mediwa

1.8:C

xt

SII811

VB.

Large

.80

X7

8M11

"B.

Mediua

.91

Xa

lArge vs • .-all

Variable

V8.

Medium

1.42

*sigaificant. at. • 05 level

per cent.

It will be DOted, however, that the i valu.s are larver

for the 1960 group than for t.he entire thr.e year group of fresh. .n, two approaching the fi"e per cent le"el aDd t.wo exceeding it
The dLrect.ion of superiority, likewise, has shifted frma the large

t.o the _11 high school.

The aadiu.a group bas changed to a pos1-

tioR of inferiority with r.spectto both of the other groups.
The grad.uates of the large and. _11 high schoole . _ to 40
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consistently, thoQgh DOt significantly, better in the freshman
year at Barry college than do the products of mecUWIl sized high
schools.

Academic achievement prior to college is similarly su-

perior on the part of the graduates of small high schools,
again the cUfferenee. are not significant.

althou9~

It is interesting to

DOte that the trend in regard to scholastic aptitude is one of superiority on the part of the graduate of the large high school
with regard to the verbal asPect ot scholastic aptitude, and of
the graduate of the saall high school with regard to mathematical.

Also of nota is the superiority of the largo group in

r~9ard

to

the study habits factor, although the actual differance i8 small.
The cUfferences in variability disclosed by the variance ra-

tios, however, do not follow any

~uch

clear-cut pattern.

Tbe P

rat10s for the 1960 groups, although below the on. per cant level
of significance with respect to all varLabl.s except freshman
grade point average, do follow somewhat the trends discl08ed for
the thretJ year group of freshmen.

'1'be

Jiost striking aspect of the

comparison is the consi.tent treAd toward greater variability of
the graduate. of large high schools with respect to most of the
variable., both predictor aDd criterion, contrasted with the

c~

paratt"eIy narrower spread of this group in regard to high school
averaga.

Sufficiant ratios ara reported in Table XXX to 1D41cate
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TABLE XX!
.,. RATIOS BB'lWUH VAlUAJIlCBS 0'" GRADUAftS OF SMALL, MEDIUM
AHI) LARGE BlGH SCWOLS O!l PRBDlcroa Allro CRITBlUolf VAIUABLBS

( 165 .ubJects)

D89I:... of tree40a

.,. Ratio

Xl

r..rge va. Med:l.wa

51, 53

1.85*

Xl

Larve Ya. sall

51, sa

1.72*

Large va. SJlall

51,58

2.02*-

X2

lArge f t . Me41wa

51,53

1.22

X3

S_ll va. Large

51,58

1.39

x."

Large va. Med1wa

51,53

1.23

X,

Baall va. Me41ua

51,58

1.12

Xi

Large "a. SMll

51,58

1.36

~

Large

"a.

He4i.wa

51,51

1.73·

Pt-~f

Large

va.

Hed.1wa

51,53

1.29

Xa

Me4J.ua va. Large

53,51

1.67*

53,58

1.47

X2

Xe

c

Me4iwa va. s.all
* a1gD1f1ca.t at .05 level
.* a1gn.1f1cant at .01 leval

'tbu'. 18 a a1gD1f1caat 41ffenBC. 1A the Yar1ab111ty of firat

tar college grades bebleell the group of graduatea of _11
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high schools and of large high schools.

The students frca large

high schools attain extremely high and low averages during this
initial period in greater proportion than do those who have graduated fro. . . . 11 high schools.

Althou~h

this tendency levels off

somewhat for the . .asure of achievement for the entire fresbaen
year, no longer attaining the one per cent level of significance,
it still r ...1ns as a noticeable characteristic.

In the larger

group and the 1960 grOQP of freshmen this tendency toward greater
heterogeneity was present in respect to the . .asures of scholastic
aptitude as well but the conditions of relative variability of bot!
groups are reversed for the high school average.
This "consistent inconaistency· bear. further support to the
hypothesiS that there are fewer ca.e. of outstaD4ingly superior
aDd inferior high school records among Barry College fre.hmen who
are graduate. of large higb school., i.e., -.ong the student body,
the range of acad..tc talent and of performance in college is
greater for graduate. of large high schools, but in the area of
high school achievement this .... group if

co~ratively

less

variable.
The data that has been pre.ented and analyzed thus far is ra-

ther conclusive ev14ence for accepting the null hypothe.i. in regard to differences a.eng group. of Barry College fre.baen on the
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of either size or type of high school attended.

~asi8

The groups

id not differ significantly on mean scores on the predictor varibles at the time of their admittance to the college, nor did they
_iffer significantly in grade point average at the end of the
rresbman year in college.

The only significant difference found

,as in regard to the relative variability with respect to first
.emester grade point average of the 1960 freshman group from large
1igh schools and that of the group who had graduated from small
1igh schools.

The outstanding fact is that there is more homogene-

ty in scholastic aptitude, high school average and freshman averge grades among the groups formed on the basis of size and type
~f

high school than exists among successive freshman classes.
In relating the findings of the present investigation with

similar research which, reviewed in Chapter II, can now be reviewed
~ith

respect to chronology.

Eleven of the fifteen studies were

:onducted and published prior to 1940, only three of them were
lone within the last ten years, one of these using data for enter~ng
~hat

freshmen over the entire period 1924-1951.

the small high school, whether public or Catholic has exper-

~enced

~as

It is possible

more substantial improvement in the last thirty years than

the large high school.

~tandards

Accreditation and certification

1mposed by both state and regional associations have
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constant st1auli to iDereas. the qwality of persoanel, curriculwa,
aDd. physical plant and equipaant, in both private and public secondary schools.

The greater stability of the religious t.aching

personnel may perhaps be an additional fact.or contr.t.but1Dg to the
relati.. super10r1ty of the ... 11 Catholic high school.
2be relati.. 1nferiority of the graduates of the high achool

of -.diu. si.. a. well as that of the super10rity of students frca
811811 high schools, can probably be accounted tor 1n part by soc10 ..
log1cal aDel payc:hol09ical tactors 1ftvolvec1 1ft the aelection of caD"
d1dates, ra1:.her than by quality of schools.

seventy-five per cent

of the aed1ua group are graduates of catholic high schools, of
this group, titty-five per cent are girls ira. high 8chools 1ft the
M.t.aa.t. area.

The superior graduate of thes. high schools, the girl

who 1s .ore .t.ntel11gent. anell IIOre 1Dt.ellectually aJlb1t10u8, . .y atteD4 college elsewhere.

COIlversely, the gracluates in this •••

category who JI.1grate to Florida _y be consciously seeking. college more in line with their capabi11ti.s.
The superiority of the graduate. of ... 11 h1gh schools may

likewise be explained in pert by selection tactors operating wit.h1n the situatiol'l, rather than by the 1nbarent quality of the in-

st.t.tut1oll8.

Only thirteen per ceat. of the g1rls 1n the ... 11 high

school group are trOll the M.t.aa1 area, eighty-s.yen per cent cosae
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from high schools in other Florida communities or from other states
Their relative superiority, with respect to scholastic aptitude as
well as level of performance in high school and college, may be
accounted for partly by qualities within the girl herself, i.e.,
solid motivation for college attendance, knowledge of and identification with the aims and practices of Catholic education, a background of academic preparation which articulates smoothly with the
college curriculum.

Motivational correlates of college success,

however, are not reflected in the mean scores for the graduates of
small high schools with respect to study habits and attitudes.
The following table summarizes the extent and nature of the
differences found.
'l'ABLE XXII
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IDEN'l'IFIED IN FRESHMAN SUB-GROUPS

Sub-group
Type of high
school

One per cent level

None

Five per cent level

None

Year of
entrance

.!!!!1:

Size of high
school

Variability:
man average

SA'l'-M

freshman average
fresh-

Mean: high school average
Variability: SAT-V

!!!S:

first semester average, high school average
Variability: spelling, SS~,
first semester average
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The .econd aspect of the .tudy was an examination of the 1ner-relationsh1ps of the variables and the relative effectivene••
f

the

indep~ent

variables in predicting the dependent varLable,

reshman grade point average.

Information on the extent of chan-

as in the interrelationships of the variables for the various
lassifieationa of schools was sought in order to throw further
ight on the conditions under which the various criteria vary and
aid in determining whether separate predictive formula. would
ncrease the efficiency of predicting freshman scholarship for parcular groups of students.

zero order correlations were calculated between each of

the

irs of the predictor and criterion variables, for the total and
each group by .ize and type of .chool.

The

criterion variable,

first s ....ter grade point average, wa. not 1ncluded in this
of the study.

Table XXIII reports the correlation co.fii-

for the total group of 472 fre.hmen entering in 1958, 1959
1960, and for the group of 165 freshmen entering in 1960.

A.

s done in the comparison of . .an differenc•• , greater empha.i.
s placed on the analysis and interpretation of the interrelationthe latter group.
The significance of each individual correlation coefficient
s been deter-mined by using R. A. Fisher's Table V. A.

"Values
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TABLE XXIII

mao

ORDB1l CORRBLA'l'IO. AJID STANDARD ERRORS. POR TOTAL
POP~TIOH AS) 1960 GROUP OF FRESHMEH

1960 Group (l1l.165)
Z'
S.8.

variable.
Xl " X3

.61

.03

.59

.06

Xl " X4

.56

.03

.61

.06

"Xs

.39

.04

.40

.06

Xl" ~

.46

.06

1j. t.c :r"~1

.51

.06

Xl ,.

Xe

.32

.07

X3 &I

X.t

.49

.04

.49

.06

Xl

&I

X5

.51

.03

.53

.06

X4 "

Xs

.61

.03

.66

.04

Xl

• De .tan4aJ:4 UTOn were COIIPUte4 by the fonmla

u..r "1-,2

fa -

1

of the Correlation Coeff1cient for D1ffereat LeVel. of S1gn1fl-

aaDC8.. ~6

The

cornlat1ou li.t.ed 11l Table XXIII an all .19&f1-

llV
The coefflclents between high school average aAd fre.baen

gra48. (.61, .59) are .caawhat higher than the degree of a ••oclatlon u.ually reported. 1n the llterature of pre4i.ct.1on 8tu41.s. 'rba
4egree of relationship between SAT-V aAd college grade. i8 .1II1lar-

ly higher, for both groups, than 1. co..oDly found ln such inve.tlgationa,7 and above that reported by the College aoard. 8
It will be noted that the staDClard error of the coefflcJ.ents
for the total group 1adJ.cate a greater rellability 1n the . . . .urea
of relatlonshlp determined for the larger group.

Of perhaps acre

interest i. the .tallarlty of the r ••pectiv. coefficient. for the
s1llg1e year and thr.. year group of fre.hlaen.

The change ill. quall-

ty and hoaIog.nelty of the groups froa year to year, reported in
Chapter Ill, does not .e_ to affect nbatantially the 1nurrelat.1ona~s

of

the..

variabl•••

The significance of the cUfferenee between each pair of corre-

lationa was tested uslng the .. zft transforation. 9
cUfference. are significant, there are

a~

Although noDe o.

relationships worthy

7see aboye, pp. 27-28.
8 s• e above, p. 66.
9Allen L. Bdwards, st.ti,t.\cal M!tl!o4a !E 19!. 'eb!vlog1
§c1!Dge. (Jfew York, 1955), pp. 305-306, Table VIZ, p. 503.
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of note.

Although the c11fference i. very slight, the SA'l'-V

_r-

ge. to be the beat pretiotor variable for the 1960 group, with
b.t.gh .chool average ill second place.

Por the total group, however,

aDd 111 more gelleral practice, the positions are reversed.

A high

correlation (.66) exists between SAT-V aDd SA'1'-. score., a higher
value thall either .hare. with fre.bmall grade po1Dt average for the
1960 group.

file corr_latioDa for SA'1'-M aad high school avera,_

are h1gher for both group. thaa that of SA'1'-. w1th college gra48
ayerage.
Table XXIV reports the coeff1c1eat.. for 81_ of high 8choOl
for the thr.. year group of

fre.~.

TAaLK XXXV
CORULA'lIOIf COUl'ICIlnft'S Am STABDAJU) ERRORS BY SIS
or 81GB SCIIJOL (1.-472)

x.rge ,.146)
r
S.B.

Me4iwa (.158)
r
S.B.

SUl1 (.168)

r

S.B.

Xl " X3

.66

.05

.61

.05

.59

.05

Xl &. JC.4

.60

.05

.60

.05

.49

.06

Xl &.

Xs

.42

.07

.44

.06

.33

.07

X3 &.

x..

.49

.06

.52

.06

.46

.06

X3

~

Xs

.45

.07

.51

.06

.56

.05

fX4

&. X5

.59

.05

.64

.05

.61

.05
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All the correlationa ara significant beyoDd the one per cent
level.

Although there is a noticeable range, all difference. are

.aall enough to bave occun:ed by chance alone IIOre than five tiMs
in 100.

The

relative predictive value of the high school average

i. greatest for large high 8chools, aDd lea.t for small schools.
All three, however, are
aear~

The

hi~ber

than

c~y

reported for such re-

relatively lower efficiency of each of the predictor

variable. for the _11 high school group 1s apparent.
tively

inf~rior

predictive efficiency of the

SA~

file rela-

is somewhat ax-

pla1Dable 'by the lJ.beral arts curriculUIB of the college, aDd the
exclusively
the

~aaal. populatio~

1nter-relationa~s

of the predictor variables with each

other are fairly uniform fro. group to group, with no conaiatent
treDd 1nd1cat.e4 in the pattern of II1nor fluctuatiou.

1'he corre-

latJ.on coefficients between SAT-V aDd SAT-II, ranging froa .59 to
.64, are higher than the a ••ociation .hared by either with the
criterion variable.

Thi. fact will be discussed in gr.ater detail

in cODDeCtioA with the 1960 group.
Table XXV reports the correlationa with fre.baen grades of
the above _Ationed varia]:)les, .s well a. the thre. ad4itioAal

variables on which .core. were obtained for the 1960 group.
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TABLE XXV
COJUUU.A'l'IOli COBPFICDftS AlID STAlIIDARD .u.aoas BY SIZE 0"
BIGH SCBJOL (1960 group)

variable

Large (.52)

Me4i.wa (F54)

S.B.

s.s.

Baal1 (. . 59)
S.B.

X3

.70

.07

.50

.10

.58

.09

X4

.76

.06

.58

.09

.47

.10

Xs

.56

.10

.25**

.13

.32**

.12

~

.62

.09

.32*

.12

.37

.11

X7

.53

.10

.56

.09

.44

.11

Xe

.24**

.13

.39

.12

.40

.11

*ut. s1ga.1ficaDt. at t.he OM paZ' ceat. level
**aot. 81gD1f1caat at t.be five per cent 1. . .1

The coeffic.t.eats Blst be intespretad with cautioa, as the

staadard eZ'X'OZ's w111 1Ddicat.e, ia view of the Z'8lat1vely . . .11
Dlulbe.r of ce.es oa which they are basad.

Assoc1aticm of t.be .t.n4e-

pendent vax-iabl.s with fresb8a gra48. 18 higheat for the large
high school group

Oil

fou of the s1x vax-1abl•• , the coeff1e1ent of

.76 i8 unusually high in regard to SA1'-V.

The .tatus of t.he SA2-.

bas cbaDged somewhat, although DOt. 81gD1f1caatly 80.

Ita pre41c-

t.1v,,J ef'f1c1ency baa 1JIpJ:0ved for t.he laq. group, and ckoppecl for

t.be 1I8d11111 aa4 _11 to a level of a ••oc:1at1oa that cou14 bave
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arisen by chance.

The correlation of the spelling test is sur-

prisingly high with freshman grades. being slightly better than
the language teat for medium and small schools. and noticeably
better than the SAT-M for these two groups.
The .. study habits inventory. introduced in an attempt to discover a new and relevant source of variance not represented in the
other predictor variables. is relatively inefficient in predicting
college grade point average.

This is particularly true of the

large high school group. the coefficient of correlation with college grade average being small enough to be not significantly different from one that could have arisen by cbance.
Although the differences in correlation of the Inventory with
college grades by size of school are not significant. one can see
a trend toward greater degree of relationship for the small school.
It will be remenbered that the Inventory is constructed on the
rationale that it measures the variance in academic achievement not
measured by ability and achievement tests.

The higher correlations

of the SAT-V and high school average with freshman grades, and
the lower correlation of the

ss~

with the same criterion. would

indicate that less of the motivational correlate measured by the
Inventory is reflected in its degree of association with grade
average of the graduate of large high schools.

conversely. the
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~ower

correl.t1ona of the SA~V and high school .verage with fre.h-

un ac:bol.rah1p for the _11 aD4 I18diwa groups, aCCOJlPln1e4))y the
higher correlation of the SSBA with freshman achievement for the
~r.4uatea

~iooal
~apect

.ke

of tho.. achoola, would J.nd1aate that IIOre of the I8Ot1va-

correlate of go4q 1a acc:ouate4 for ):)y the Inventory with
to this group.

T.be 41fferencea,

however, are so alight to

such a hypotheaia extr_ly tentaU"., 1n faat, the data 1n

9eDeJ:'al casts acae 4oul:>t on the valic1J.ty of the IDvutory for thi.
population.
ftble XXVI reports only tho.e r.1:108 wh.1ah were gr.ater than
1'ABLB XXVI
HZ· RATIOS 8B'lWBB1l PADS OF ZB1lO ORDU COItRBLATXOJlS roR. TBB

VAUoUS PUDIC1'OR. VAJl.IABLBS wITS I'RBSlIIAB GRADES BY sxs or

UGH SCIJ)OL (. .165)
lVari_le

Pa1l:'

Dif:eeJ:eDCe

II

X3

Larve va. JIecU._

.30

1.50

X4

Large va. _11

.49

2.51*

X4

Large va. Mati_

.37

1.85

X5

Large va. s.a11

.30

1.54

Xs

Large va. JIed1UJ1

.37

1.85

~

Large vs. . .11

.34

1.74

~

LaJ!'98 vs. MecUWI

.40

2.00*

*.ign1ficant at the five per cent le"e1
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one for the tests of significance for corresponding pairs of coefficients between the predictor variables and freshman grades for
the various sizes of schools.
In

view of the small size of the groups involved, extreme cau-

tion should be observed in interpreting the results.

Although the

range of coefficients of each of the variables is noticeable, the
only difference which approaches significance at the one per cent
level is that between the correlations of SAT-V between the large
and small schools.

The difference between the graduates of large

and medium schools with respect to the correlations of the SSHA
with the criterion, it will be noted, is beyond the five per cent
level of significance.
The.e conditions lead to the hypothesis that, although the
predictor variables act differently as predictors of collegiate
success for graduates of small, medium and large high schools, even
the largest of the differences between comparable coefficients
fails to approach significance, i.e., a set of differences of as
great or greater magnitude might have occurred by chance alone
acre than five times in 100.

It is clear that classification by

size produced no significant change in the level of relationships
between grade and variables.

It also suggests that the spelling

test has higher predictive validity for the medium and small

gro~s

1.25

than doe. the

SA~

Finally, the analy.i. baa revealed that we

can expect le.. accuracy in pred1ct1ug fre.hman grad.. for the
graduates of ...11 high school., on the b.ai. of the relat1onah1pa
41acloae4 here.
A a1agle brief c:oaperiaon of the d1ffer8DC8a in c:orrelat1on
of the pred1ctor var1ables rith fr.ahMn gra4es by type of high
school 1a reported 1D Table XXVII.

Coefficienta for the c:0IIb1ned

group of fre.hMD, becauae they .how eVeD leaa d1vervenc:e, are not

BBLB XXVII
CORRBI..Al'IOJl COUl'ICIBftS, S'l'AlmARD BJUlORS, ABD .. zit VALtJBS
BY TYPB OP me':1:B SCWOL (1960 Group)

variable

z

r

S.B.

catholic: (.91)
S.B.

Xl & X3

.63

.07

.57

.07

.56

&~

.70

.06

.53

.08

1.69

~l & X5

.49

.09

.32

.10

1.31

Xl" ~

.56

.08

.35

.09

1.69

Xl " X7

.53

.08

.50

.08

.56

Xl " Xa

.28

.11

.36

.09

1.56

Xl

Although there 1a leas c:ontra.t between the relationships
-'-

the 1960 fr. . . .n group 1s d1chot.OII1u4 by type of h1,h school
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than when categoriaed by size, there is consiatently b:l.gher aa.ociation for the public high achool ,ra4u.tee between
gradea aDd five of the .even var1ablea.

fr.a~n

BODe of the 41ffereDCe.

are a.1gnif1cant, however, aDd the atandard errora are fairly large,
any conclua.1ona, therefore, -.:tat be extremely tentative.
An expla.UoD of this pattern . .y 1.nclu4e aent.1on of the

t1vat.1oaal factora previously cited in thia chapter.
achool gra4uate who

~.

180-

The pUblic

to aarry College . .y M even 810ft aeriOWI

f purpose, .,re definite in her vocaUoaal plana, aDd IIOre 41.-

ae4 to work to the l1ll1ta of her ability than the catholic hi,h
'!here _y be a 4eeper appreciation of the value.
f Catholic liberal art. educatioa in the 'irl who, after four
ra of e4ucation in • public b:l.9h achool, •• lects a college charcteriae4 by a _11 c:aJIPU8 aDd atudent body, aa

a~aphere

of _-

ual intereat aDd fri8Ddlineaa, aa academic clt.ate of _11 cla.•• aDd cloae pup11-tGacber relationah1pa.

Tbaae rea.ona . .y be

pplicable to the treDda by aize alao.
haluat:l.Jlci the reault.a of the aero or4er correlatioD aulyai.
eDerally, it ia poaa:l.:ble to . .ke .cae atIlt_nt about the g_ral
ce41ctive eff101ea.cy of the LndepeDdeat var1ablea.
verag. aDel SAT-V are both

ve~

ra4ea in all caapar1aoDS wb:l.ch

81gh school

effecti.. in predJ.ct.tng fre.hllan

ha". been drawn 111. thia

1a. .at19a-
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and in comparison with the results of other research.

~ion,

Al-

though both are somewhat less effective in predicting college scholarship for graduates of small schools, the differences are not
significant.

The correlations of the English and spelling tests

~1th

freshman grades both indicate greater predictive efficiency

~n

does the SAT-~ a fact which i& not surprising when the part1-

pular curriculum and student body are considered.
There are also some differences in the inter-correlations be~ween

some of these variables used in predicting freshman grade

point average.

Table XXVIII lists the coefficients and standard

errors of the intercorrelations among the predictor variables by
size of high school for the 1960 group of freshmen.
The tendency toward high correlation existing between SAT-V

and SAT-M. previously mentioned in connection with the 1960 group
as a whole, is repeated here, particularly in the large and small
~roups.

The high relationship between SAT-V and the English and

spelling test scores, and the equally high interrelationships of
the spelling and English tests indicate the

p~e.ence

of a common

factor of verbal skill, and will probably mean that more than one
of them will have only minimal usefulness in improving the effiCiency of prediction when used in common.
The lowest correlation coefficients throughout the table are
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TABLE XXVIII
D1"J.'&lt-CORRELA'l'IONS AND STANDARD ERRORS OF THE PRBDICTOR

VARIABLES BY SIZS 01' HIGH SCB>OL (F165)

Variable Pair

Large (.52)
S.B.
r

X3 " X4

.64

.08

.38

.12

.46

.10

X3 & Xs

.51

.10

.42

.11

.62

.08

&~

.53

.10

.50

.10

.37

.11

X3 " X7

.44

.11

.52

.10

.42

.11

"xe

.41

.12

.29*

.13

.48

.10

X4 " X5

.71

t07

.55

.10

.67

.07

X4" X6

.69

.07

.54

.10

.54

.09

X4 " x7

.53

.10

.44

.11

.52

.09

.30**

.13

.14***

.13

.tJ6

.10

X5 " X6

.54

.10

.39

.12

.52

.10

X5 " X7

.34**

.12

.34*

.12

.51

.10

Xs &Xa

.29**

.13

.01***

.14

.36

.12

~ " X7

.60

.09

.48

.11

.55

.09

~&Xa

.44

.11

.12***

.14

.36

.11

.29*

.13

.30*

.12

.34

.12

X3

X3

X4

X7

"Xa

&Xe

Madi\U8 (.54)
r
S.B.

significant a~ the ODe per c.n~ level
**not sign1ficant at the five per cent level
***not significant at the ten per cent level
*no~

ball ("59)
S.B.
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those of the SSHA with the other variables, a fact which would further substantiate the hypothesis that the inventory measures an
element of grades which is independent of achievement or ability.
The technique of partial correlation was employed to further
examine the extent of the interrelationships of the variables.

By

computing first order partial correlations and thus eliminating the
effect of high school average, SAT-V and SSHA, it was possible to
note the change from the original zero order correlations of these
variables with college grades.

~able

XXIX reports the zero order

correlations between freshman average and the two most effective
predictors (high school average and SAT-V), and the partial correlations with the effect of each of the latter separately removed.
The interaction of SSHA with these relationships is also contained
in the table.
By partialing out the effect of SAT-V, the correlations between high school and college performance are lowered to a greater
degree for the public and the large high school groups than for
the respective corresponding groups.

The only correlation which is

reduced to a level below that required for significance at the one
per cent level is that for the small high school, between college
average and verbal scholastic aptitude when the influence of high
school average is nullified.

With the influence of high school
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TABLE XXIX

ZERO ORDBR. ABD 'IRST ORDBR. PARTIAL COR.RBLA'l'IOJlS* OF PREDICTOR
VAlUABLBS AND CRITJUUOB I'OR SUB-GROUPS OP 1960 'USIMAB CLASS

Variable.

. . 52

.54

S.ll
»-59

.57

.70

.50

.58

.37

.45

.41

.37

.46

.70

.53

.76

.56

.47

.52

.38

.57

.48

.28**

.63

.57

.70

.50

.58

.59

.50

.68

.44

.48

.70

.52

.76

.56

.47

.68

... 45

.74

.55

.35

PUblic
.74

catholic
.91

.63

rXl X3 X4
rXl X4

r

Xl X3

Z:Xl

X.

X3

rXl X3
rXl X3
rXl X4
r
Xl X4

Xe

Xe

Large

*s1ga1f1cauce tested by the foraula t
**DOt .1gnif1cant at .01 level

Me41ua

YII-3 10
'1'1 - r"2

=r

average nullified, the relat1ouh1p between SA'l'-V aDd college average, however, drops fairly UDifor.ly for each group.

Pan1aling

l0Palmer o. Jolmaon and R. W. B. Jackson, Jtg4!m stat,1st&CI!:
1!ttboM. p!acr1pt1ve .IE IR4Uct1ve (Chicago, 1959), p. 392.
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out the effect of

ss~

results in DO change in the relationships

between college average aDd higb .chool average.

'lbe above data 1Dd1cate4 that there is aa.wbat stronger asso-

ciation of tbe verbal factor

c~n

to both high school aDC! college

grades for tbe graduate of large bigb schools than for the ODe fra.

..cu.wa

or _11 high schools, the s • • treDd is DOted for the pub-

11c-catbolic difference.

'l'be effects of paRialing out, by re-

.oviDg the iDfluence, . .ka the groups more

.~lar

with respect to

the carrespoDding relationships.
The fiDa1 aspect of the study was a consideration of the ....
~le

1D t.eJ:'118 of staDdarcl partial regression coefficients, coeffi-

cient. of ault1ple correlation, aDd regression equations.

Xn the

cours. of de. .lop1Dg regre•• ion equat10DS to predict acada.1c succ... it was possUtle to show bow the 1DC!ependent var1abl.s of high
school average aDC! SA'1"-V change a. precl1ctors for students fro.
~fferent

s1 . .s of schools.

In view of the fact that cla.s1fication of the data by Si88

aDd type of school producecl very few .ignificant tiffer_ces, e1....

in central tendency or hcaogeaeity .ad equally few challges 1D

the 1nterrelatioD8h1p. 8IIOI1g the variable., the daciMJ10n was . .de
to develop a a1llgle 1D4ex to pred1.ct scholar.b1p for all fr •• baen

.l1ter1Dg Barry College.

Alao,

t~cau.e

of the heterogeneity of the
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data for the successive years, the data for 1960 only was used in
this part of the analysis.
The multiple regression technique provides a means of combining two or more sets of data to form a best-weighted prediction
based on all of the data available.

Such. combined prediction

usually an improvement over the predictions made on the basis of
a single variable, is due to the fact that the multiple regression
equation maximizes the relationships that already exist between
each predictor and the criterion, by giving the best weightings of
the predictors to use in making a combination.
Multiple correlation coefficients, beta coefficients and
standard errors of estimate were computed first between college
grade average and various combinations of predictors, two at a
time.

The beta coefficients, or standard partial regression co-

effiCients, give the contributions of the variables without regard
to the units employed in reporting the data, as they are expressed
in terms of standard scores.

The standard errors of estimate give

an indication of the margin of error that exists with a knowledge
of the predictor variables, i.e., we can conclude that two-thirds
of the obtained values will lie within the range of predicted
values indicated by the standard error of estimate.
In computing the multiple correlation with three variables,
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the following formula was used,ll
a21.23

=r212 t

r213

(2 r12,r13· r 23)
1 - r223

Th. beta coefficients, or standard partial regre.sion coefficients were coaputed using the formulas,12

~ 12. 3 =
and

~13. 2 =
The standard errors of e.timate ware computed using the

fo~·

la. 13

Table XXX reports the aultiple correlationa, beta coefficient.
and 8tandard error8 of estiaat. for thes. coabinations.
The magnitude of the multiple correlation coefficient. ia

greateat for the combination of SAT-V and high school average.
The effect of high school average combined with other test variablls

results in somewhat lower association with the criterion, with tbe
study habits and spelling teats working about equally well.

1 lQui 1 ford, p. 393.
12~., p. 394.
13~., p. 398.

The
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TABLE XXX
BBTA COElI'FICIBNTS, MULTIPLE COIUlELATZON COEP'J'ICDNTS AND
S'l'AIIDARD ERRORS or ESTIMATES poa VAR.ZOUS COIIBDlATIOD OF TWO
PREDICTOR VARDBLBS AJIlD I'RBSlMAN AVERAGB (,,165)

~2

~3

a

Xl &X-4

.3848

• 4306

.70

.426

X3

&

Xs

.5268

.1224

.603

.478

X3

&X6

.4834

.2369

.63

• 465

X3 " X7

.4512

.3056

.65

.453

"Xe

.5489

.1150

.65

.454

X4 & X5

.3895

.3368

.66

.448

SaXe

.5648

.0154

.63

.464

X4 &

X6

.5205

.1525

.62

.468

~

X7

.4715

.2792

.66

.452

~ & X7

.2539

.3748

.555

.496

~&Xa

.4002

.2080

• SO

.518

Xe

.4579

.1834

.54

.502

Variable. combined

X3

X4

t~

X7 "

5.8. of est •

.

addition of SAT-M or Engliah iaare.ses the .ero order correlation
of high school average with freshaan grade. by • negligible a.ount
The .agnitude of the aultiple correlation coefficients of the
variou. teat 8cores with college grade average is somewhat lower,
a fact testifying to the greater effic18ACY of the high 8chool
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average in predicting college grad.s.

Tbe most effective combina-

tions are the SA'l'-V with the SA'l'-M and the SA'l'-V with spelling,
the efficiency of the first resulting fro. the preponderance of
common elements, and the second fra. the lack of common el...nts
between the predictor variables, as their zero order intercorrelationa indicate.
Although the beta coefficients cannot be compared directly
from one combination to another, their . .gn.1tude does give the order of

~rtance

of the variables within a single teaDk

It will

be noted that the SA'l'-V bas a consistently larger beta weight in

each combination in which it appears, even when it is the second
variable combined with high scbool average.
'!'he combination of bigh school average and SAT-V was selected

for the cOllPutat1ons to show the nature and extent of change effected in the multiple R and beta weights when the data were classified by size of high school.

Table XXXI reports the beta coef-

ficients, multiple correlation coefficients and standard errors of
estimate for the total group, and for eacb of the sub-groups.
Consistent with the treDda shown by the zero order correlations of predictor variables with criterion, the efficienty of

pr.~

diction is greateat for the large group, also evident is the
greater contribution of high school average to the criterion for
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TABLE XXXI
BETA COBPPICIENTS, MULTIPLE CORRBLATIOR COEFFICIENTS ARO
STANDARD EOORS OF BSTDIA'l'I Foa DIPFBRBJIT SIZBS OF SCHOOLS FOR
PREDICTOR VAlUABLES AlG) PRBSHMJUl GRADES

~2

(HSA)

~3

(SAT-V)

.!

-.11

.4614

.2577

.625

.4213

tecUwa

.3362

.4328

.64

.401

:.arge

.3448

.5393

.805

.419

~tal

.3848

.4206

.70

.426

graduate. of ... 11 high schools.

~he
~.

The rever.al of this trend

noted for the .-cU.wa aDd. to an eYeA greater degr.. for the large

tl1gh school group.
To sbow the effect. of using the Gove data 1n practical s1tu-

at10na for ada1s.1OA and guidance purposes for spec1f1c 1ad1vidual ••
~

standard part1al regression coefficients were translated 1nto

~art1al

regr.ss10n coeff1c1enta ua1Dg the raw scor.s.

~egress10n

~ora

The partial

coefficients aDd the conataAt tera were ccab1D.ed in the

of an equation for each s1_ group aAd for the total.
The partial regre.s1on coefficients were 4etera1ned by u.1ng

~b.

foraula ••
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The "a" coefficient, or constant term, was found by the general formula:
a · Ml - (b12e3 eM2 ) -

(b 13e2 eM3 )

The prediction equations are as follows:
Small:
Medium:

xi. -.2168 +(.4891)X2 t(.OOlS)X3
Xl

= -.S169 +(.3470)X2 +(.0026)X3

Large:

Xi· -1.S349 + (.S661)X 2 + (.0040)X 3

'reta11

xi

= -.7947 + (.4688)X2 +- (.0038)X3

These formulas can be used for predicting the first year

gra~

pOint average from the multiple combination of two independent variables:

high school average and SAT-V.

That is, if an indivi-

dual's scores for the two independent variables, X2 and

X~

are

given, the most likely grade point average which she may be expected to earn for the first year of course work at Barry College may
be predicted by using the above partial regression equations or
prediction formulas.

The predicted score is the most likely value

as it is the expected average or true mean score for all individuals with the given X2 and X3 scores in the population.
The relative effects of the formulas can best be Judged by
the results they produce.

Predicted results for the average stu-

dent or a student with similar ranks on all of the variables would
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~t

differ greatly using the different equations.

In 90neral, it

is the extreme cases in which gross difference. are likely to ap,.ar when different prediction equations are used.

The

records of

students with extr_ . .asures (i. e., scores such that the cUfferienc.s would be ellPhasized) were selected to illustrate the varying
~esults

of the formulas.

Predicted grade point averages were

c~

for each student using eacb of the four partial regression

~uted

!equations in turn.
The procedure aaed in coaputing predicted averages is illus-

trated with one individual, using the equation for small school ••
The

first student, I, bas a high school average of 2.75 aDd a

~AT-V

score of 333.

~egres.ion

SUbstituting thes. two value. in the partial

equation or prediction for.ula for ... 11 high sohools,

• value of 1.63 i. obtained as the most likely first year grade
.verage for student I.
~.nta

The

predicted averages for the f1.e stu-

are listed in Table XXXII.
Por student I, whose high school average is superior, and

IWhos.

SA~V

score is well below average, the predicted scores r_

~lect

the relative importance of the high school average for the

small group and the contrasting t.portance of SAT-V for the large
~roup.

1'hat is. usiDg the equation for ...11 schools where the

rtu9h school ayerage was found to hay. soaewhat greater iIIportance,
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'fABLE XXXII
GRADB PODIT AVBRAGB POR FIVB S'lUDBlft'S AS PREDIC1'BD BY
POUR PAR'flAI REGRESSION EQUATIONS

student

PreeU.ctor
.!!!! .co,e,

pracU.s:ted Grade Point;. Avenie
Large

SM11

Total

1.30

1.63

1.43

1.80

1.62

1.48

1.66

389

1.70

1.52

1.82

1.69

2.74

694

2.79

2.24

2.16

2.44

1.02

344

.42

.73

.79

.65

HSA

SAT-V

~

2.75

333

1.35

~l

1.60

608

III

2.97

IV
II

Med.1.ua

the predicted grade point a . .rage 1a slightly higher, using the
~uation
~r.. ter

~.

for large Icbools, in which the SAT-V baa relatively

weight than the high school average, the predicted average

lower.
student II, with an average high school average but an exce1-

lent SAT-V acore, would obtain a higher pre41cted grade average if
fro. a large high school, because of the relatively greater weight

placed on high school average for that group, ahe would obtain a
,lightly lower predicted .eore as predicted by the formula for mediu. schools, aDd a lower one using the for.u1a for a.. 1l schoola.
The greate.t diaerepaacy occura in the predicted grades for
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.tud.ent XV, who is excellent. in both predictive measurea.

In

add1-

t.o the cont.rast1Dg bet.a weights for the various foraulas, the

~ion

~actor

of degree of associat.ion is probably cau.at.ive.

The

a for

large schools i •• 80, cOllPared with the .62 for the _11

~he

t.h1. fact would tend to .ake the predictions for the latte

~chools,

~roup

clo.er to the mean, while those of the foraer will be rela-

~1v.ly

clo.er to the actual score.

With the exception of St.udent XV, the differences are all un~.r

.4 of a grade point.

Moreover, the predictions resultiag frail

~be

use of the formula for the total group of 1960 fre.baen, (col-

~

5) tend to produce predicted grade average. which would deviate

.t the .ost .2 or .3 of a grade point.
The

re.ult. 1Dd1cate that, although aa.ewhat .ore accuracy of

prediction 1. attained by u.ing three separat.e regre•• ion equat.1ons
~

gain in accuracy would probably not. be Juatif1ed on the baaia

pf the tiM con.u.ed in developing aDd applying the equat1oA••
The

application of correlation aDd regr••• ioA t.echn1que. thus

rar ba. further clarified the relationship. which were noticed in
the zero order aDd partial regre •• 1on analya1. -- that the inter~elatioA8h.1p.

~rom

among t.he predictor variable. differ between studeAt.

large and _11 high schools, but not to a a1gn1f1cant degree.
In

developing, therefore, a 81ngle prediction equation for all
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prospective Barry College freshmen. on the baai. of the data on
the clas. entering in 1960. a further exaa1nat.ion was . .de of the
interrelationships of t.he predictor variables in order to ..x1mize
the usefulne.s of the data available.
Further analysis of tha relative predictive power of the
savaral variabl•• was perfozwed by IlUltipla r,'i:;gre•• ion involving
additional variabl...

The purpose of this laat pha.e of the re-

.earch was to deteraine the value of a44ing variabl.. to the multi
ple correlation to attain greater accuracy in prediction.

The

st.

tistical procedure followed for the coaputation of the multiple
correlation coefficient. involving more than three variable. follow the Dolittle aetbod a. illustrated by Guilford. 14
Beta coefficients, .ultiple correlation coefficients and standard error. of eat1aate were ca.pute4 for sever.l coabinationa of
three predictor vari.ble..

Pollowing the pract.ice of ordering the

variabl.s in accordance with the IUgnit;,ud. of the criterion corr.lat.ion. the variable. of high school ayerage and
cluded in each t....

SA~V

were in-

The r.sult. ;,ire reported in Table XXXIII.

It i. cle.r that the addition of one predictor .ffects no
aUbst.ntial incr.... in the aultiple correlation.

14Guilford. p. 405-11.

The action of
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TABLE XXXIII
BE~

COBPPIClBBTS, MULTIPLE CORRBLATIOH COBPPICIBNTS AID
or ESTlMA'l'B POR VARIOUS COMBIllATIONS 01' THRBE
PUDICTOR VARIABLBS AIID PRBSHMAH AVERAGE (p165)

STAIIDARD IRRORS

Variabl.. cOBbined

R

X3 , X4 , X
7

.3324

X4.

Xs

.4258

X3. X4·

X6

.3722

~,

Xa

.3658

X3'

X3.

.1841

.7)3

.4187

.4998 .1507

.705

.4241

.3935

.0567

.697

.4265

.4116

.0628

.699

.4271

.3550
I

S.E. of ••t.

SAT-M a. a suppr•• sion variable is 1ml1cate4 by the negati". beta
weight it rec.ive. when co.b1ned with high school average aDd
SAT-V.

'.rbe high correlation between the two college Board .chola...

tic aptitude taaU (.66) 1a41cata. a high degr. . of C'o-.,n ale-

.eAts, t.he lower conelat1on of the mathellat.1cal t.est with the
cr1t.rion 1nd1cates that this "arianca is not. shared by the or1t.e..ion.

Accord1Q9ly, the function of the SA1'-K ill the r89r.ssioo

equat.1on is to suppre.. what.ev... "a..1anee in the other t.wo "ariabl. . . .y not. be r.pr••ent.ed 1n the or1t....1on but which MY be in
some var1abl. that. does DOt. ot.herw1.e correlate w1tb the grade
poat a . .rage.

'fbu.,

80118th1ng 1s being suppre••ed by t.he SAT-X,

aDd the aat. effect. 1. a alight. gain 1n the ault1ple R.
Table XXXIV, l1at1D9 the beta coeffic1ent..,

ault~le

correla-
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tiona aDd standard error. of eatimate for various coab1u.t1ona of
four predictor variabl•• , ab0w8 the extremely a. . ll increase. in
the aul tiple correlation gained by adc:Ung one more precu.ctor to th4
t.era.

BETA COBFFICIENTS, MULTIPLE CORRBLATIOR COEPFIClEBTS AND
BTAIDARD ElUtORS OP BSTlMAB POR VARIOUS COMBlNATIOlfS OP POUR
PREDICTOR VARIABLES ABO PRBSIlCAN

Variables ca.b1ned

AVBRAGj~

S.B. of
eat •

R

• 3757

.4363 -.1549

.1817

.721

.41

.3205

.3507

.1787

.0441

.714

.42

.4126

.4691 -.1585

.0708

.703

.42

The .ost outstaDdiDg fact 1Ddicated by the data of the last
three t.a»les is the greater contr1but1on of the SAT-V in every
team of predictors in wb1ch it appears.

The lower contribution.

of the Bngl1sh teat are due in part to its high correlation with
the SAT-V (.59).

The study skills inventory 1. of little value in

any of 'the cOllb1nationa.

Alao to be note4 is the fact that 'the

comparatively us.lesa variable. are the later one. in .acb coab1nation, a fact due largely to the practice of arraaging the variable.
by the . .gn1tude of the criterion correlation.
fiae pbeDOMDOn of d:lMhlJ.sh1ng returu in regard

t.c\)

.increa.e
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of the multiple correlation with the addition of predictor varlabl.. i. also apparent froa an lnspectlon of the varioua multiple
correlatlona.

Although the ad41t1on of each varlable ral.es the

multiple correlation, some 40 so only very littl..

Guilford, in

418cuasiAg the bypothetlcal It.1t1Dg factor of perf.cting pre41ctlon, states that "frOll a practlcal standpolnt, lt ls always a
qu•• tlon of wbether the trouble of W'lcover1Ag and u.ing

new d.s-

crlptiv. attribute. 1s Justifled by the ga1ns in predictlve accuracy that result. illS
As the data In Tabl. XXXV lDd.1cates, the aaltiple correlaUOD
coefflclent la ralsed only .001 by a441ng the spelling scores to

the teaa of predictor varLabl•• , the coefflclent i. lncr.a.ed by
an acl41Uonal .001 })y the u.e of all !itlx predlctor varlable••
'f.be extenslve reaearch done by Hills on adlUsslons and gui-

dance r .... rch 1D. Georgia college. 16 on the extent to which fresh-

.an grade. could be

~roved

by using achievement te.ts in ad4i-

tion to college SOard .cores aNi high school record. is relevant tel
the data Ju.t pre.ented.

Use of five or .ix of the 8ftP t.sts

15GUilford., p. 362.
l6JohD a. H111., at al, .. AdII1.s10ns aad Guidance Re.earcb in
the UD.1veralty syat_ of Georgia," PeqogMl JmSl G!1.Ulaase JOHBI1,
XXXIX (Pebruary, 1961), 452-457.
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TABLE XXXV

BETA COBIFICXBBTS, MULTIPLE COaaBLATION COBPPICIBNTS AID
STAliDARD ERRORS OF BSTIMA'l'B POR COMBlHATIOlltS OP PIVE AltD
SIX VAlUABLBS (1960 group)

Pradictor Variable.

Beta Coefficients

X3

.3734

.3643

X4

.4319

.4274

X5

.1559

-.1519

X6

.0085

.0062

X,

.1842

.1806
.0342

Xe
Multaple a

.721

.722

standard error of •• t1llate

.41

.42

.44e4

.03 to the allt1ple correlation,

U81Ag

tour SftP teata a44acl

.02 to the correlation, us1ng five STEP te.ta, the cooperative Math
~ehi.vemant,

the Barrett aran Bngl1sh

lity Test added .11 to the multiple R.

!the
~8

Te.t aDd the otis Mental Ab1The author concludes that

increase atta1ned is very expensive, in t.eau of testing t.t.ae,

well as adJaJ..s1ou otf1ce t.t.M for applying all involved predic-

tion equation to each applicant.
The combination of variable. which is most efficient in texa.
~t

te.t1Dg t.t.ae, aDd ranking high 1ft tezae of relationship with
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the criterion is the team of high school average and College Board
scores.

Expressed in partial regression coefficients and combined

with the constant term, the multiple regress10n equation for the
prediction of freshman average i.
xl

= -.6834

+ (.5188)

x2

+(.0033)

x3

-(.0010)

x4

'!'he equation may reacUly be used 1n predJ.ct1ng t.h. fr.sbme,Q
grade point average for a g1ven Barry College app11cant, ao4 in
interpret.1ng the pre41ct.ed score.

Although the qualiwt1Y8 dec1-

8101\ of adll.1ttanC8 _y be ma4e wit.h reference to the 81_ and type
of b1gb 8chool fra. wb1cb t.he s1:u4ent. baa gra4uat.ed, the quant.1taUve fact of her pred1ctecl gra4e po1nt average w1ll not be II041f1ec
aigA1f1cantly by these factors.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOllS

Thi. 1nv•• tigat10n bas been concerned with the relation of

.ize and type of higb scbool from which a person i8 graduated to
~r

subsequent succe.. in college.

~be

form of tbe follow1ng questionsl

The probl.. can be stated 1n

1. What 4ifferences are there aaong students graduated fro.
ilaqe, .-d1u. aDd. slUll higb schools and between public and aatho~1c

b1gh scbool graduates with respect to the variablesl a) verbal

_Dd . .thematical scholastic apt1tude (SA'l'-V aad SAT-H), b) high
ischool average, c) Bnglish usage, d) spel11ng, e) stwiy habits aDd.
iIItt.1tu4e. (SS&\), aDd f) the criterion of colleg1ate succes.,
~ir.t

year grade point average?
2. What 1s the relation of .1ze or type of high school to the

interrelat10nships between the variable. of hi9b school average,
aptitude and achievement test acores, aDd fresDman grade point
Ivera,e?
3. What is the relatl" Uwportance of the above varlable. in
predict1ng fresbaan ,rade point average at Barry College for the
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graduates of a1l811, .-ci1wa and large high 8choola?
PROCEDURE

The

institution 1n which the present investigation was COD-

4ucted 1. a catholic

l~ral

art. college loaated in Miam, Florida

DrawiDg student. almo8t equally froa loaal and non-local high
schools, Barry COllege has a student population of approximately
500 girl..

r.l1g10n

The

(85~::),

student body, although predominantly Catholic in
1. fairly equally divided with r ••pect

and catholic high school bac:kgrouncL

to

pul)l1c

't.be curr1culua of the col-

leg., 1ntegrated by theology and 'lhoIIL1.t1c philosophy, is plAnned
to provide both a broa4 background in the liberal arts for all .tudenta, r89ardles. of fie14 of specialization aDd a f1ra foWl4at1on
in prof••• 1oDal .nd vocat1oul traiD1Ag in .....r.l specific sa-

quaDe.a.

'l'here 1a an .-pua1. on both apir1tual aDd 1nt.llectual

foraet1on to prepare the student for full Chr1atian waa8nhood in
what••er f1e14 abe . .y enter.
The popul.t1on .tudied consi.ted of all fr•• baen . .tr1culat1ng

4ur1ng the f.ll ....ater of 1958, 1959 and 1960 who were entering
college for the f1r.t tiM aDd on wholl cOllPl.t. data were a.a1l.ble ~
lD1oxaation collected froa tbe Off1c. of the Regi.trar for all .tu48Dts included the predictor .ari.bl.s of high acbool average a04
coll.g. Board .chola.t1c aptitude scor•• , the cr1t.rion variable
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of college gr.de point average, and the details of s1_ and type
of high school.

Por the group who _tr1culate4 in 1960,· .d41t10111l

inforaat1on was Obta1De4 by • specially planned testing progr. .
during the week of freshman orientation.

Th1a data

~}ons1ated

of

soorea 1n BDgl1sh usage aDd s,.ll1Dg y1.lded by the california
LaAgl.Ul9. Test, Advanc:e4, and scores on "the BrOWA-B:tltZlll8n survey of

Study Bab1ts .Dd Att1tudea.

sbeeu aDd punc:h.d on IBM

All data were recorded on ood1ag

~rda.

The Mana, standard dev1.tions

aDd corr.laUoaa were coaputed on the IBM 650 ccaputor syat...
1'he 1ndex used for a1_ of hJ.gh school was the s1_ of the

I11gh sohool. graduating claas.

The rallge in si . . was wid.a-froa

a _11 catholic 111gh school in northern Plor1da which graduated
aiDe .tudents to a large public school in JUua1 which gr.duated
1,064 .tudent..

Tbe popul.tion included in the study consisted of

472 students, COII1n9 froa 129 catholic .Ad 80 public bigh .chools.
B1ghty-D1.De per c.nt of the C.thol1c high schools 1n the sa.pl.
had gr.duatLDg 01..... of les. than fifty, wher•••• ixty-four per
cent of the public high school. had .enior cl..... of ov.r 150 pu~11s.
~_

Forty-thr.. per cent of the public high school gr.duates
froa ten per cent of the public high schools, pr1nc1pally

ithose 1D. the lI1all1 are., t.beJ:e wa., however,
~t1on

of catholic high school graduat.s.

DO

coapar.bl8 conc:.n-
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'!'he grouping by high school 81_ was _de accordiDg to the

following plan:

those high schools 1n which the graduating class

was UDder 100 were cla.sified as ...11, 100-300, as _diua, ancl
over 300, as large.

'1'he grou.p1ng by type was dichotomous, i.e.,

either public or catholic.

The very few stu4eDts who had gr.du-

ated from .ecul.r pr1v.te schools were eljm1nated from the study,
.s were foreign atudeats.
THB RESULTS.

'!'e.t.. of the boIIiogene1 t.y of the group. by y.ar of 8Atraace
yielded very 1at.rest1Ag 1ntor..ation.

Differences at the ODe per

cent level of .1ga1f1canc. were di.covered betweea . . .a .cor.. oa
SA'l'-H aDd

OA

fr.shman averag., .t t.he f1. . per cent l.vel, between

_ n acor.a of SAT-V.
~be

'!'bel'. were al.o 41ftuenc•• a1ga1f1cant .t.

five per c.nt level ill reg.rd to v.riab111ty of high school

lav.r.g• •Dd BAT-V.

The quality of the aucce••1v. groups, .s indi-

cated by schol.at1c .pt1t.ude .Dd

~~h

school r.eord, 1DCr•• aed COD-

.1stantly, and in .o.e c •••••1gr&1f1c:ant.ly, on the other band, the
~formaDC.

Irhi.

in col leg. of the 1960 cla •• was .1gnif1cantly lower.

lDcou1st.ency waa expla1ned by aDv1roDl*ltal factor. 111 the

::oa.wa1ty and by cbaDg" in grading pr.ctice. within the 1nat1tu~1OA.

Bec:aua. of thi. concU.t1on of: ...rked CbaDg8 in quality and

rtOIlO9_8D81ty of cl••••• of .ucceeding year., greater . .baa1. was
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throughout the study on the analysis of the data for the

~laced

~960

group.

~960

data would provide a more valid basis for predicting happen-

~ngs

in the immediate future.

Reflecting more accurately the immediate past, the

The groups formed on the basis of type of high school were
~mogeneous

with respect to all the variables.

The groups formed

pn the basis of size of high school showed no differences s1gn1f1at the one per cent level between means on any of the var1-

~ant

_bles.

Differences were observed on the five per cent level in

'avor of the s . . ll over the medium schools on mean high school
_verage and . .an first semester grade point average.
~n

Differences

variability were discovered, indicating that the graduates of

~arge

high schools have greater spread than either of the other

~roups.

~.vel,

The only such difference significant at the one per cent

however, was that of high school average.

The comparison of means and standard deviations, therefore,

pffered no evidence that differences among the variables by high
_chool size or type were either significant or prognostically use~ul.

Any consistent trends were explainable in terms of differ-

ences within the individual girl with respect to motivation, socioeconomic factors, and attitudes toward higher education, rather
~han

to qualities inherent in the high school environment.

The
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almost striking similarity of the groups was offered as evidence
that the population of the American Catholic secondary school is
broadly typical of the average American secondary school pupil.
The specific pattern of academic subjects included in the college
admission requirements was cited as a factor instrumental in
achieving some measure of homogeneity in the entering college population.
The

comparison of intercorrelations among the predictors and

of their correlation with the criterion likewise showed some differences, none of which reached the one per cent level of significance.

Differences at the five per cent level were noted between

the large and small high schools on SAT-V and between the large
and medium on English usage.

Although most of the correlations be-

tween the predictor variables and collegiate grade point average
were above .40, the coefficients ranged from .24 to .76.

of the

120 first order correlation coefficients coaputed, only eight were
found to be non-significant, two at the one per cent level and six
at the five per cent level.

In general, these instances of non-

significance occurred with the 1960 sub-groups by size, where frequencies were relatively small and standard errors relatively
large.

All of the cases concerned combinations of SSBA, SAT-M, or

English scores, principally for the small and medium groups.
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file IIOSt outstaD41ng fact diacloaed in the pattern of correla-

iona waa the consistently larger correlation coefficients for
args scbools between .ach of the variabl.. aDd the criterion.

A

ather UA"sual pheDOJDeftOn was the superiority of the SAT-V over
gh school average •• the best single predictor of college gra.e
int average for the large aAd _diwa groups.

Por the _11 group

traditional .uperiority of the high school averag_ was
Bxplautions

off~:ed

for both relatiollllh1ps drew on

and .ativational f.ctor. again, i.8., the graduate of
large high .chool who selects a

~11

college aueh as Barry . .y

.e aDeh more carefully thoUght out plans for ber education,
r ..~ seriouanes. of purpos., aad .are complete identification
th the aiJu aDd

obJ ectivea of the college than the graduate of a

11 h.t.gh school.

1'he total college ea.ironaent, "i;herefore, was

repo.ed as a f:Jator .ignificant in attracting t.he IlIOn .erioua aDd
ll-prepared, tbough ROt nec•••• rily more 91fted .tudent of the

An

analy.is

by

partial correlat.ion technique. of the int.erre-

lat.1onahip. of high .chool averag8,
.erag8, La which t.he

pr'.~~41ct.or

SA'l'-V

aDd college grade point.

variable. w.re beld cout.ant, one

t a tJae, l10aewhat conf1:r:'DM14 thi. trend.

hrt1aliag out the

ffeet of SA'l'-V resulted in lower corr.lations between the high

15~

school eyeraga aDd. 0011898 perfo:allu:lc. for the public a04 the
large b.t.gh achool group, nulllfying the .ff.ct of b.t.gh school
averag., howeYU', r.sulted 1n a falrly UD.1f01'll drop, although
sllght, in the a ••ociatlon of

SA~V

wlth college gra.e. for all

group••
~

coefflclent. of . .lUple conalat1oA by .1_ of b.t.gh

school raaged froa .62 to .10 for e coab1uUoA of two pra4t.ctor
Yar1ables.

file staaCIar" panlal regression we1ghta ranged freB

.2577 to .4614.

All 1upect.1011 of the beta weights for the 'Various

COIIb1utioA8 ln41ca'te4 again the superiority of the SAT-V for the

.a4J.wa aDd large high achool, aD4 of the high school ayerage for
the _11 h1gh .chool.
the laX'ge,

.Regression aquatiODS were developed for

-.41wa, _11 aDd. total group., aDd. were ued

to pre-

41ct .oat 11llely grade po1at avera,.. for f1.,. 91Yell .tu4eata.
the 41ffereDOe. but

"."loped. for

pX'e41cte4 gra" poiat. avera,. .

OM . . . . . . . the

wen .4 of a gra•• point or 1....

Al~

U.ing the J:eVrea.ion equation

the total 1960 group of fr••:taen re.ulteel in predict-

ed grade point ayerag.. which 'WOuld not ha... cSey1ated .,r. than

• 2 or • 3 of a 9rade point froll that obta1De4 by USing the foraula
for a particular .i_ of .chool.

Tbe conaluion was that

DO

ser10\18 10•• in prec1.1cUve power would neult froa us1Dg the .ingl.
pX'e41at1oB for.ula for all fr ••~.

lSI

fbe

coe~f1c1.ata

of

aul~l. co~.l.t1oD

for • co.b1DaUoa

of three pre4t.ct.or variable. raDge4 fcoa .697 to .703, thos. for
fou pnCU.ct.ors. fs:oa .703 to .720.

Us1ag f1v. pre4.lctor8 1A-

CZ'ea.ed the coefficient. I:»y • 001, U81D9 all a.t.x pz'G41ct.ors
ault.ed 1a • further 1acJ:eas. of only .001.

1."8-

'.ft&e .aual pheDo_noD

of • aeglJ.g1bl• .t.a<:..s. 1a pa:e4t.ctJ.ve efficieacy reault.J.Jav

t.M

\1M

of a4dJ.Uoul precU.ct.oS' vR1abl•• was acted.

f~

ftIe .t.aD4aX'Cl

S'89.....1011 weJ.9ht. 4eYelopecl for ••Yenl COIIIIb.1Dat.1oJl8 of thZ'ee oS'

,.ia, eou1.t.ently

fou: varJ.al:)lea wen••

hi,. . . for SA1'-V than

for: high school .....ge, . . . wee. DAIIat.1ft for 8A1'-M.

tfbe

J:ep'88810n equation 4evelope4 for us. b)r the ada1s.J.ou office foS'
all fr••hIIea 1aalwled the tbr:_ pn4J.ct.or ftrUbl•• of lU.,h 8chool
averag., SAT-V .ad SA.....

It. was rec-w.aDde4 that the fOlalla "

uaec! for all prospective fn.baen to provJ.4e a reliable 1D4ex of
college perfoJ:MftC8.
COl1CLUSIOJIS I

Because of the well kDDWD. fact of Yar1abJ.lity a.oD9 col leg. .,
aA4 also because of the fact of

c:::haD9- within

BU1:y College 1.n

the COIIIP081t.1on of the at.u4ent. body froa yeaS' to yeaS', aD¥ COD-

clus10Da _1:. "

r.t.beZ' teDt.at..i.v..

Ii:lWeYer, certain ~nt. of

po.aibl_ pS'.ct.ical value . . . . to be 1Dd1cated.
1.

7!.ber. an

DO

a1gD1f1aaat d1fferenc::ea w.t.tb respect to
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scholaatic aptltude, aclU.e.,. ant :Ln BD91l.h or apelling. or high

school average.-aug studeDta cla ••lfiad by a1 . . or type of high
school at the t1IIe of t:.heJZ entraDCe to Barzy Coll8lj..

an Ukew1a. boaIog8D8O\l8 with r:eapeci:
C~l.t1oD

2.

of the

to

vnd.

1'he 9J:OUPS

po1D.t average at the

'r.....D y . .r.

certa1D 41ffeJ:'e.l'lQU .-oA9 the

l.Il~r.1atJ.0D8h1ps

var1Ul.e., alChough ne.1theJ: algD1f1cant

DO&"

of the

profno.tJ.aa11y useful,

could. well be cou14an4 by the .dIa1aaioDa office&" 1D .i.atcpnUD9
the quaat:J.tatJ.'N 1afOz.UOIl y1el.4e4 by Che pr:e-oollege ada1. .ioD

clat.a aa4 by the faculty adviser .1D Wl4el"ataocUag tlle atudeat bitt.

.... La p141Ag hex throug:bo1lt the fruhmaD y.arl

a.

'!he ...ociaUoa Nt.weeD the predictor var.t.abl.s aDd

col1..,. gra4e po1Dt a ....ag. is coD81atentlM h1gMr for at.u4.....
froa lal:9. high .chools.
b.

'the Uti-V c:ou1steatly ouuaalta high "bool averav.

for .'facti. . . . . as • pre41ctor of fn.u-n gr.... for the
atu.4eDt frca t:Ae large or .-d1ua .chool, tlle high school

avarag_ 1. the beat a1Agle pra41ctor for the student. fzoa the
_11 h1gh achool.
c.

7M8. tr..... an iDdlaate4 alao,

~hou9h

t.o • 1....Z'

de9ree, bet.veeA 9n4utea of publlc aDd cathoUc high achools.
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LDU'l'AT.lOHS,

!he pr1Dc1pal

l~tat1on

of the .tudy lie. in the fact that

the 1WIIber. avolYe4 were too _11.

Any gaa 111 a441Ag' sul:tJ act.

by COII'b1D1ag entering cla.... over a greater .pan of year., how-

e ••r, would r ••ult in a lower1D9 of .al1dity.

An equally .i.Jlp)r-

tant l.laitaUoD 1. OM that 1. WlfortWUltely true of lIO.t pre4ic-

UOD studJ.. .-the lack of 1091cal rigor and staU.t1cal . .thoctol
1D .nalyzing the eDOl:IDOusly cOlIIPlex factors hJ.44eD in such t:er.a
•••cbolastic apt1tv.4e, hJ.gh .chool averag., .,U.at1on, ncceas
in college, aDd high school .Dv1ronment, .nd 1D def1DJ.ng the probl_ 1t.elf.
SUGGBSI'.lO. poa PU'l'UU IlBSBARCHs

The follow1D9 .1I9g•• t1oaa .re _de coacerDJ.Dg future re_rch

that 1. D884e4 1D the ar. . of pre4ict1oD of college .ucce•• ,
1 . . . . .arch 4ea11Dg with the que.t10D8 .Dd probl. . that
ex:1.at .in d.tara1a.t.ng the relaUouhJ.p. MtweeD ••lected criteria
aDd. grade. ahould be carried OD cODt1m1ou.ly.

The best weigh't. to

be a ••.tgDed to the pre41ators will chaBCJ. fro. year to year if 'the
quality aDd ho8)9eDe1'ty of succeecU.ag cl••••• chaDge.

I't would be

wis. to re-coJIIPUtII the 1Dtercorr.latiOD. aDd beta we.tght. each
y . .r, to reflect cuag•• a

cla. . . . .r8ge or nr.ta))ility for allY

of 'the factor. and. thus ga1D IIOr. accurate pre4icUoD.

At lea.t
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bi-yearly checks should be made to note the validity of various
criteria as they function with a constantly changing student body.
statistical prediction necessarily assumes that the samples from
which the prediction equations are derived are representative of
the populations of future stUdents for whom predictions will be
made.

It also assumes that the conditions affecting predictor and

criterion variables will remain stable.

These assumptions should

be kept in mind in applying prediction techniques for screening
applicants, and the effectiveness of the techniques needs to be
continuously reappraised.
2.

Means should be developed of identifying non-intellective

factors involved in college success and of determining the nature
and extent of their relationship.

The research of MyerS l on bio-

graphical factors and academic achievement is an attempt to prediet scholarship from non-intellective factors available from data
in the college personnel recordsr he achieved a correlation coefficient of .26 and,.29 between a combination of personal data with
freshman grades for two successive classes in a woman's liberal
arts college.

1

The very recently published research along the same

Robert C. Myers, "Biographical Factors and Academic Achievement," Educational ~ Psychological Measurement, XII (August,
1952), 415-26.
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line by the College Board 2 on a Fordhaa University population 1. a
que contribution in ita development of a criterion variable
ooted in clearly defined college objectiv.s in ter.. of character,
tellectual development, personality and leadership.

Both .tudies

attempts to broaden the narrowly acadeMic el..ant in both
and criterion variables, the College Board .tud,r 111uaates the development of a carefully defined criterion of college
in term. of explicitly atated objectives of a given inat1-

3.

~ough

the aed:1ua of res.arch, .,re adequate . .ana of

COl8-

cation between the college adainiatration and faculty and the
dmissions office should be developed.3

There ia some indication

n the findings of this stud¥ that the faculty's concept of what
14eal student may be unrealistic, considering the
re.ent admi.sion s.lection.

Two

li08s of r ....rch activity are

1) a gore intensiY. program of COMMUnicating to the falty as clearly a. possible the ra0ge of achievement of succe.sful
ppl1cant8 and successful students in the college, whether or not

.n

2Anne Anastasi,
al. The Validation .2!. .!. Bi09raph1cal
.......-.... .I.!. .!. Predictor of Col1!9. succe.. (!Jew York, 1960).

InV8D-

3John M. Duggan, "Researchable Problema in college Admi ••1on,"
peach given at the ACAC CoDvention in Pittsburgh, october 7-11,
960.
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the student's abilities fit the college's aspirations, and 2) cooperative development of a definition by the administration and faculty of the college's philosophy and purposes.

If the faculty's

idea of what constitutes the ideal student is obtained in some
measurable way, as in the Fordham study, for example, the college
can define more realistically the level of ability that can be
accommodated within these purpose••
4.

The validity of the high school record should be

by intensive analysis of specific high schools.

increase~

By accumulating

elata on the performance in college of graduates of various high
schools from which students are admitted, the .. true" significance
of a student's high school record can be more accurately evaluated.
5.

The nature and extent of motivation, attitudes and values

as predictive factors should be investigated.

Of particular value

would be the identification of such traits as intellectual curiosity, willingness to confora, persistence, leadership, emotional
stability and values regarding higher education in general and
Catholic higher education in particular, of equal value would be
the

dete~nation

6.
variable.

of their relation to collegiate success.

The college environment should be studied as a criterion
The 'research of Pace indicates that colleges differ

greatly in the patterns of environmental press, i.e., the system

o~
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pressures or influences which define the psychological-educational
character of the environment. 4

Research is needed to analyze such

factors as personnel practices, rules and regulations, teaching
methods, study requirements, features and facilities, and the
whole network of events and activities and relationships to be
found on a college campus.

Prediction research would, of course,

explore the relationship between type of college environment and
type of student.
7.

Extensive case studies of those individuals whose degree

of academic success is most contradictory to what would be expected
on the basis of known criteria should be conducted.
It is true that the cost in t1ae and IIOney expended to obtain
and interpret criterion and predictor scores and

to

conduct

research in the prediction of college succe.s is great.

relate~

Much

greater, however, are the costs in ti.. and personnel that are
often necessary to work with students who are cORPeting in a scholastic environment that i. not suited to their educational and
psychological needs and de.ires.

4C• Robert Pace, "Five College Environments,"
Review (Spring, 1960), 24-28.
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The BrOWB-HoltzlUD Survey of Study Habits
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California Achievement Tests
Complete Battery
READING - MATHEMATICS - LANGUAGE
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Y Z SERIES

DEVISED BY ERNEST W. TIEGS AND WILLIS W. CLARK

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This is a test of your achievement in reading, mathematics, and language. In
taking the first part you will show how many words you know and how we"
you understand what you read. No one is expected to do the whole test
correctly, but you should answer as many items as you can. Work as fast as
you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER .
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Language
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This is a language test. In taking it you will show what you know about
capitalization, punctuation, and words and sentences, and how well you can
spell. No one is expected to do the whole test correctly, but you should answer
as many items as you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
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TEST 5 - SECTION A
DIRECTIONS: In most lines of the story and sentences below, four words have a number
above the first letter. If ONE of the letters should be a capital, mark its
number. If none of the four letters should be a capital, mark N, which stands
for None. Not more than one letter with a number over it should be a capital
on anyone line.
Correct Answer
Sheet Mark

Correct Test
Booklet Mark

3

2

1

SAMPLE :

4

A. The winner of the race was tom.
2

1

3

A

JLB

B

4

B. He is one of my best friends.

SAMPLE :

2

~A

4

N

"

I

"

3

"

1

2

3

4

N

"

"

"

"

I

In Sample A, the "t" in " tom," which has a 4 above it, should be a capital. Notice how
the 4 has been marked. In Sample B, none of the letters with numbers above them should
be capitals, so the N has been marked.
STORY

1.

One
J

2.

of

1

2

3

4

the

most

interesting

courses

2

4

3

at valley Hi gh School IS the one I'm takin g
ill

English

It

literature.
1

by

~

2

poems published in harper's and other excellent

5.

magazmes.

6.

on

7.

philadelphia says she IS USillg ill her studies.

8.

My teacher has traveled all over the civilized

9.

world. Every friday she tells us something about

:l

2

the

she

has

3

4

even

written

2

subject

which

my

1

2

2

a

textbook

~

4

friend,

carol,

3

2

1

2

her

expenences

3

3

11.

cities.

ill

week

__

4

ill

__ 5

__ 6

__

7

4

__ 8

4

and

2

she

__ 9

4

CaIro

1

Last

3

4

~

1

10.

__

4

1

1

2

4

4.

2

__

the

popular and able mi ss Rinehart, who has had many

1

Page 35

taught

IS

3.

1

__ 1

said,

other
~

foreign

_ _ 10

4

"who would like

_

_ 11

TEST 5 - SECTION A (Continued)
1

12.

234

to go on a tour this summer? I am orgamzmg
1

2

3

_ _ 12

4

13.

a trip to England, including Stratford-on-avon.

14.

There we will see The taming of the Shrew and

12

_ _1 3

4

3

_

_ 14

_

_ 15

other famous plays written by William Shakespeare."
1

2

3

4

15.

many of us are so excited about the idea that we

16.

can hardly wait until july.

1

2

3

4

1

_ _ 16

2

3

4

17.

When I asked my father if I could go, he said,

18.

with a wink at dr. Jones, our next door neighbor,

1

2

3

1

2

4

3

"Aren't you afraid you'll get lost m the tower

20.

of London or fall in the river Thames, my dear?"

21.

I said, "no, not at all. Why, even our

2

1

pretty

new

3

1

3

teacher,

whose

2

name

3

than any of the girls m the language Club."
My

aunt

1

Ruth

2

2

3

4

IS

visiting

us

from

3

the

east. She says it

IS

1

3

26.

probably be more interested m literature than
1

27.
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2

3

_

_ 23

_ _ 24

4

25.

2

_ _ 22

4

1

24.

_ _ 21

4

23.

3

_ _ 20

IS

Mrs. Flora h. Sutton, told me I am more adult
2

_ 19

4

22.

1

_

4

2

French

_ _ 18

4

19.

1

_ _ 17

easy to see that I will

_

_ 25

4

_ _ 26

4

history when I go to Longview college.

_ _ 27

TEST 5 - SECTION A (Continued)
SENTENCES
1

2

3

'-1

James saw the game. we won easily.

28.

__2 8

Later on our friend asked Helen Robertson
2
a
4
to secure a map for the trip.

1

29.

1

__2 9

2

;{

'-1

30.

Labor Day falls on a Monday in september.

31.

He speaks english with great fluency.

32.

Treasure island IS a good book.

1

2

3

2

1

33.

William

34.

".In

asked,
2

1

4
_ _ 31

4

~

2

1

what

_ _ 32

R

4

classrooms

do

_ _ 34

3

2

1

merchant

The

_ _ 33

4

3

your German and SCIence classes meet?"

35.

__3 0

-!

0/ Venice IS a play by

_ _ 35

Shakespeare.
1

1

37.

2

-l

2

3

_

_ 36

4
__3 7

on the tiny island of elba.
1

38.

;~

In 1814 napoleon the Great was imprisoned

36.

2

;~

-l

III

__3 8

The Senate and the house constitute our

_ _ 39

He attended the university of Wisconsin
Madison .
1

39.

2

:1

-l

Congress.
1

40.

2

3

-!

The captain cried, "don't gIve up the ship!"

STOP
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NOW WAIT FOR
FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

Test 5 - Sec . A Score

TEST 5"":'" SECTION B
DIRECTIONS: In the letter and story below, most lines have a number, such as 41, 42, or 43.
If a punctuation mark is needed where the number is, make a black mark
within the pair of dotted lines under the punctuation mark needed . If no
punctuation is needed, make a black mark under the N, which stands for
None. Show either apostrophes or single quotation marks in the fourth
column. Only one answer should be given for each line.
Correct Test Booklet
and Answer Sheet Mark

SAMPLE: C.

Mary 1 will you come with us?

1

,

n

I ..

..

,

SAMPLE: D. The bus 2 is leaving at ten o'clock.

N

..

..

n

2

..

N

..

I

..

In Sample C, a comma is needed at 1 after the word " Mary," so a mark has been made under
the comma in answer row 1. In sample D, no punctuation mark is needed at 2, so the N has
been marked in answer row 2 . If you are using an answer sheet, do not mark on this page.

1821 Market Street
Dayton, Ohio
November 16, 1956
Mr. Walter H. Miller
Holiday Greeting Card Company

4129 Washington Avenue
,
New York 99 41 New York

41

..

n

N

. ..

..

n

42

Dear Mr. Miller 42
Last
arrived

III

week 43 s
excellent

shipment

of

Christmas

cards

..

43

I

think I

already 44

..

..

n

N

n

N

..

,
condition.

N

44

..

have most of them sold to friends, neighbors, and
relatives. No 4;:;
another box.

it will not be necessary to send me
I think I have made all the sale 46s

45

,
..
,

Page 38

for

this year 47 s holidays.

46
47

N

..

..

n

..
,

I can

n

N

..

n

..

..

..
N

..

..

TEST 5 - SECTION B (Continued)

When Dad saw how much money I was making, 48
incidentally 4D

he

said,

" I'll

be

expecting

a

new

48
49

"

N

"

N

II

N

"

N

II

N

II

N

"

N

II

N

50

pIpe from you for Christmas· 5o
As for your question about which styles were popular 51
people showed the most interest in the following 52 121a,

51
52

248c, 261b, and 289a. Many of my new customers said
they 53 d never seen such pretty cards. My Aunt Sue,

53

when she saw 121a, said 54 "That card reminds me of

54

the famous poem that goes,

r: _

d ~

The stockings were hung

55
N

II

by the chimney with care,' and so on· 5 6
Mr. Miller r: _ I thought I would put my order in earlier
,) j

nex t year [,8
time

III

..

56

,

.

"

II

N

"

N

"

N

"

N

"

N

"

N

"

N

"

N

"

N

"

N

57

and your company could send the cards some

58

October. If so, do you think 15 D d sell more?

59

Mother thinks S060 and suggested I ask you, even though

,.

60

December 25, 1957, IS a lon g way off.

It IS now 761 00 P.M., and the mOVIe called "The
Story of G.1. Joe 62

IS on TV, but I'd better start

Incidentally 6 ~

61
62

the money I collect

63

toni ght and tomorrow will be sent to you Monday. 64

64

deliverin g cards.

,
Sincerely yours 65
Roger Brown 66

Po

39

65

66

TEST 5-SECTION B (Continued)
STORY

Last

week,

upon

Ted' s

return 67 from

his

67

"

N

II

N

..

68

vacation 68 he and his father visited l ack and Henry.

II

l ack said, "Will you tell 69 us about your trip ?"
Ted
except

answered,
for

"We

were

70 We
day. "

one
a

In

had

a

wonderful

Continuing 71

time

Ted

rowboat. 72 Suddenly

said,

a

storm

69
,

II

N

,

II

N

II

N

70
71
72
,

blew

and

up

danger

of

our

boat

drowning,

turned
but

1 was

over. 73

my

father

In

yelled 74

struggle ! 75

and,

because

1 turned

over

on

..

..

II

N

II

N

73
74

..

,

'Don't

N

.

N

II

75

..
N

76

1 fl oated until they saved me. "

my back76

N

Ted' s
yell,

father

7s Don ' t

then

struggle,'

"I

said 77
but

1 had

was
to

sorry
make

to

77

you

78

..

,

N
..

.

..
II

hear.

A

storm 79 s

fury

IS

always

danger-

79

..

,

ous, so aren so t you glad 1 yelled ?"

80

STO P

Po e 40

.

..

N

..

II

..

N

..

..

NOW WAIT FOR
FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

Tes t 5 - Sec. B Score

TEST 5 - SECTION C
DIRECTIONS: Mark the number of the correct or better word in each sentence below.

Correct Test
Booklet Mark

SAMPLE:

E. She

e ain't

Correct Answer
Sheet Mark
2

2

isn't) as tall as Betty.

~E

E

I

In Sample E, the word in parentheses with the 2 by it, "isn't," is the better word. Notice how
the 2 has been marked.

e

81. If he had
went 2 gone) then, he
would have been on time.
__ 8 1

e

89. In "Leaving the curb, he hailed a
. " an d
taxI,. " the wor ds "L eavmg
"hailed" are both
verbs
2 nouns).
__ 8 9

e

82. The word "Hurrah!" is
an
interjection 2 a conjunction).
_ _ 82

83.

e
Isn't Aren't) the baskets filled
with flowers?
_

90. When you finish, e lay
violin on the table.

2

lie ) the
__ 90

2

_ 83

e

91. "Candy" is
the subject 2 the
object) of the sentence below: __ !H

e

Ivan bought candy with his money.

84. My sister and
I 2 myself) will
be glad to contribute.
__ 84

92.

e

85. There are
eight 2 five) different
parts of speech.
__ 8 5

e

86. His son
run 2 ran) the newspaper as his father did.
__ 8 6

e Him

He) and I are taking the
_ _ 92
same courses.
2

93. A word (1 can 2 cannot) be used as
more than one part of speech.
__ 93

87

94. According to the report, he is
thought (1 to have been ejected
2 to be elected).
_ _ 94

88. A sentence that asks a question
is called (1 a declarative 2 an
interrogative) sentence.
__ 8 8

95. The word "at" as used in "at
home" is (1 a preposition 2 an
adjective) .
__ 9 5

87. Every evening we saw her
ting 2 sitting) there alone.

Page 41

e set-__

TEST 5 - SECTION C (Continued)

96.

In "Dancing is fun," the word
"Dancing" is a verb 2 noun) .- -

e

e

97

e

can't 2 can) hardly see
the road in this fog.

99. The word "group" is a
lective 2 proper) noun.

96

lOS. The posseSSIve case of the
pronoun "they" IS (1 their
_ _ 10 8
2 them).

97. An adjective clause which limits
the meaning to a particular
noun or pronoun is called a
restrictive 2 nonrestrictive)
clause.

9S. You

107. In "Long live the King," the
word "Long" is an ( 1 adjective
_ _ 107
2 adverb).

98

e col-

109. An infinitive is a form of (1 an
adjective 2 a verb) .
_ _ 10 9
110. In "an able man," the word
"an" IS
an adjective 2 a
conjunction) .
__ 11 0

e

99

Ill. The snake raised (1 its 2 it's)
ugly head.
__ 111

e

100. He asked what had
become
2 became) of the old school.
__ 1 0 0
101.

(1 Whom 2 Who) is going to be
the speaker at the banquet?

__ 101

102. In "among the ancient ruins,"
the word "ancient" IS an
_
(1 adjective 2 adverb).

112. "Me" is the (1 direct 2 indirect)
object in the sentence below: __ 112
Walter gave me a ticket.

e

113. Neither of our dogs
has
11 3
2 have) ever won a blue ribbon.-_ 10 2

103. A participle is a form of (1 a
verb 2 an adverb ).
_ _ 10 3
104. Every dancer knew (1 their
2 his) place on the stage.
__ 10 4

114. A clause that expresses a complete thought is called (1 a dependent, or subordinate 2 an
independent, or principal)
clause.
__ 11 4

115. The nominative case of the pronoun "me" is (1 my or mme
2

105. It will be divided equally be_ _ 10 5
tween you .and ( 1 I 2 me).

106. A pronoun agrees with its antecedent in number, gender, and
(1 degree 2 person) .
_ _ 106

Paae 42

I).

116. The sentence below is
pound 2 complex):

__ 11 5

e com-__

11 6

He visited his friends who live in
the country.

Mal.bli. ~

TEST 5 - SECTION C (Continued)
117. In the sentence below, "when
you will arrive" is
a clause
2 a phrase) :
__ 117

e

Regarding your proposal, we
need to know when you will
arrIve.
118. Neither he nor the quarterback
(1 were 2 was) to blame.
_ _ 11 8
119. The past participle of "blow" is
(1 blown 2 blew) .
__ 11 9
120. The possessive case of the pronoun "I" IS (1 me 2 my or
mine).
__ 120
121. A phrase (1 does not 2 does)
need to have a subject and a
_ _ 121
predicate.

e

122. Give this to
whoever 2 whomever) you see first.
_ _ 122

e

123. He has already
drunk
2 drank) more than his share. _ _ 123
124. The word "they" is a (1 relative
2 personal) pronoun.
_ _ 124
125. In "The diamond sparkled," the
verb "sparkled" is
transitive
2 intransitive) .
_ _ 125

e

e

126. He ought not 2 hadn't ought)
to go if he?s sick.
__ 126
127. The superlative degree of "bad"
is (1 worse 2 worst).
__ 127
128. Degree is related to
tives 2 pronouns).

Page 43

e adjec-__

12 8

., For each statement given below that is a
complete sentence, mark YES; for each that
is not, mark NO.

129. Realizing that his capture
was inevitable and being
too weak from lack of food
to sustain his flight much
longer, the escaped criminal, whose heart was beating with fear.

YES

NO 129

130. The familiar way the plot
was constructed gave us
the impression we had
seen the movie before.

YES

NO 1 30

131. Remembering the statement of our friends in our
endeavor to overcome the
difficulty.

YES

NO 1 31

132. The feeling that he had
been there before haunted
his every step.

YES

NO 132

133. In the laundry room, with
tubs and clothesbaskets
piled full of clothes all
ready to hang out as soon
as the sun came out.

YES

NO 133

134. In the anteroom, with the
prIsoner impatiently awaiting the appearance of
the jury in whose hands
his destiny rested.

YES

NO 134

135. According to one of our
greatest actresses, to run
the gauntlet of emotions
before an unsympathetic
first-night audience in a
play of little consequence
requires not only a wealth
of acting ability but "a lot
of nerve."

YES

NO 13 5

TEST 5 - SECTION C (Continued)

136. Like all fairy tales which
begin with " Once upon a
time" and end with " they
lived happily ever after,"
the story being read to the
orphan children, in spite
of a certain air of origYES
inality.
137. Making sure that all the
windows and doors were
locked before they said
farewell to the house that
had been their fami ly's for
YES
fjfty years.
138. To enjoy most fully riding
through the country fo r
days without stoppin g
calls for a keener interest
In widespreading fi elds
which vary with the seasons, in trees which shed
their leaves or are budding, and in the sky, sometim es clear a n d agam
cloudy, than most weary
travelers possess.
YES

Pa~e

44

NO 136

NO 1 3 7

NO 1 38

139. The Latin passage which
begins with "All Gaul is
divided into three parts,"
h avin g been transla ted
with varying degrees of
accuracy by language student s throu gh out the
YES
years.

NO 1 39

14 0. When new subjects are
presented without a satisfactory b ackground of
skill, knowledge, or experi ence so that the pupil
must hope to succeed not
by intelligence, study, and
application, but by rote,
memory, guesswork, or
devj ces which deceive
teachers as to the true
state of affairs.
YES

NO

STOP

140

NOW WAIT FOR
FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

Test 5 - Sec. C Score

TEST 6
DIRECTIONS: Each line in this test contains four spelling words and the word, None.
These words are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and the None is numbered s. In some
of the lines, one word is misspelled. In others, no word is misspelled. If
there is a misspelled word, mark its number. If no word is misspelled,
mark the S.
Correct Answe r
Sheet Mark

Correct Test
Booklet Ma rk

SAMPLE:
SAMPLE:

14l.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
lSI.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
16I.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.

F.

1 now

G. 1 go

1 offense
1 approved
1muzeum
1 successor
1 millinery
1 federal
1 apologize
1 sensus
1 mortal
1 wobbly
1 uncertain
1 proposal
1 pierce
1 conseption
1 admiral
1 invalid
1 apparently
1 salaries
1 sorority
1 vomit
1 existence
1 warranted
1 possesed
1 fraternity
1 undoubtedly
1 facinating
1 voluntary
1 commodity
1 unanimous
1 abandon

Page 4S

2 just
2 see

3 come 4 ron
3 do

2 reseipt
?
•
- surprIse
2 malice
2 prinsiples
2 messenger
2 drama
2 herald
2 judgment
?
•
- postSCrIpt
2 magnificent
2 wearhouse
2 tract
2 scandal
2 spineless
2 fragrant
2 ocassional
2 squirrels
2 regretting
2 rheumatic
2 infinate
2 itimized
2 continous
2 whither
2 kindergarden
2 vouchers
2 unconscious
2 competent
2 declension
2 cancelation
2 expenditure

4 may

5
5

None
None

F

~F
~G

G

4 deem
3 emphasis
3 dreary
4 tractors
3 comparative
4 principal
3 parole
4 recognition
4 innacent
3 assignment
3 bandit
4 proffesion
4 forfeit
3 initeate
3 merit
4 liking
3 differed
4 patriot
3 eligible
4 fasilitate
3 linen
4 exciting
3 folkes
4 cucumbers
3 recitation
4 elliminate
3 obedient
4 together
3 crocheting
4 chemestry
3 bankrupt
4 ambassador
3 representitive 4 irrigation
3 confermation 4 phase
3 requesition
4 procedure
3 criticism
4 competitors
3 apricot
4 impede
3 epistle
4 voluntary
3 accounted
4 substantial
3 reckon
4 acutely
3 duely
4 transferred
3 tonnage
4 tuberculosis
3 fragrance
4 aquaintance
3 benificial
4 antitoxin
3 technical
4 strenuous
3 mercantile
4 greatful

None
5 None
5 None
uNone
5 None
5 None
5 None
ri None
5 None
u None
ri None
u None
u None
ri None
5 None
uNone
uNone
u None
u None
uNone
u None
5 None
5 None
5 None
5 None
u None
u None
u None
5 None
ri None
5

Test 6 Score

1

2

"

"

"

I

"

2

3

4

5

3

4

"
"

"

5

I

__ 141
__ 142
_ _ 14 3
__ 144
_ _ 145
__ 146
__ 147
_ _ 148
__ 149
__ 150
__ l uI
__ 152
__ l ri3
__ 154
__ 155
__ 156
_ _ l u7
__ l u8
__ 159
_ _ 160
_ _ 161
__ 16 2
__ 163
__ 164
__ 16 5
__ 166
__ 167
__ 168
__ 169
__ 170

(The quick brown fox just came over to greet the lazy poodle.)

STOP

NOW WAIT FOR
FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS

'·'
If

..S:.

'<

,

:

.
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Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes
DIRECTIONS
The purpose of this survey is to furnish an inventory of study habits and attitudes
to serve as a foundation for self-improvement. If taken seriously, this inventory can help
you obtain a better understanding of how to study properly. If you will honestly and
thoughtfully mark all of the statements on the pages that follow, you will be able to
learn many of your study faults. The value of this survey to you will be in direct proportion to the care with which you mark each statement. Since your answers will be
treated with the strictest confidence, feel free to answer all questions frankly.
You will mark your answers on a separate answer sheet. Make no marks on this
booklet. There are 75 statements in this questionnaire. For each statement a five-point
scale is provided for indicating whether you rarely, sometimes, frequently, generally,
or almost always do or feel as the statement suggests. You are to rate yourself on each
statement by marking the space on your answer sheet that represents your answer
choice. Thus, for example, you would mark space R on your answer sheet if you rarely
follow the procedure described or if you feel that the statement is rarely true for you. In
marking your answers, be sure that the number of the statement agrees with the number
on the answer sheet. Make sure that your marks are heavy and black. Make no stray marks
on the answer sheet and erase completely any mark that you wish to change.
To aid you in answering this questionnaire, the terms have been defined on a percentage basis as follows:
R-RARELY means from 0 to 15 per cent of the time.
S-SOMETIMES means from 16 to 35 per cent of the time.
F-FREQUENTLY means from 36 to 65 per cent of the time.
G-GENERALLY means from 66 to 85 per cent of the time.
A-ALMOST ALWAYS means from 86 to 100 per cent of the time.

Remember, you are asked to rate yourself, not in accordance with what you think
you should do or feel, or as you think others might do or feel, but as you yourself are
in the habit of doing and feeling. When you cannot answer a statement on the basis
of actual experience, mark the statement according to what you would be most likely
to do if the situation should arise.
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers to these statements, and there is no time
limit for this questionnaire. Work as rapidly as you can without being careless, and do not
spend too much time on anyone statement. Please do not omit any of the statements.
Copyright 1953. All rights reserved.

The Psychological Corporation

R-RARELY

S-SOMETIMES

F-FREQUENTLY

1. I feel that teachers do not understand the student's problems.
2. My dislike for a certain teacher causes me to
neglect my school work.
3. I feel that I would study harder if I were given
more freedom to choose courses that I like.
4. Whether I like a course or not, I still work hard
to make a good grade.
5. When my assigned homework is extra long or
unusually difficult, I become discouraged and
either quit in disgust or skip hurriedly through
the assignment, studying only the easier parts of
the lesson.
6. In preparing reports, themes, term papers, etc.,
I make certain that I clearly understand what is
wanted before I begin work.

G-GENERALLY

A-ALMOST ALWAYS

19. When I get behind in my school work for some
unavoidable reason, I make up back assignments
without prompting from the teacher.
20. I feel confused and undecided as to what my
goal in life should be.
21. Some of my courses are so uninteresting that I
have to "force" myself to do the assignments.
22. When I am under pressure, my work is inferior
in quality.
23. Daydreaming about dates, future plans, etc., distracts my attention from my lesson while I am
studying.
24. I believe that having a good time and getting
one's full share of fun out of life is just as important as studying.
25. Even though an assignment is dull and boring,
I stick to it until it is completed.

7. Difficulty in expressing myself in writing slows
me down on reports, themes, examinations, and
other work to be turned in.

26. In taking reading notes, I tend to take down
material which later turns out to be unimportant.

8. My teachers criticize my written reports as being
hastily written or poorly organized.

27. In taking class notes, I try to copy down the
teacher's exact words as closely as possible.

9. I feel that teachers allow their personal like or
dislike for a student to influence their grading
unduly.

28. I keep all the notes for each subject together,
carefully arranging them in some logical order.

10. I lose interest in my studies after the first few
days or weeks.
11. I memorize grammatical rules, definitions of technical terms, formulas, etc., without really understanding them.
12. I give special attention to neatness on themes,
reports, and other work to be turned in.
13. I take it easy and let my assignments collect for
the first two or three weeks of a new semester.
14. I hesitate to ask the teacher for further explanation of an assignment that is not clear to me.
15. Lack of interest in my school work makes it difficult for me to keep my attention focused on
assigned reading.

29. When I am having difficulty with my school work,
I try to talk over the trouble with the teacher.
30. I feel that my grades are a fairly accurate reflection of my ability.
31. I feel that it is not worth the time, money, and
effort one must expend to get a college education.
32. Difficulty in assembling ideas with order and
clearness within a brief amount of time results
in my doing poorly on examinations.
33. Some of my classes are so boring that I spend
the class period drawing pictures, writing letters,
or daydreaming instead of listening to the teacher.
34. I lay aside returned examinations, reports, and
homework assignments without bothering to
correct errors noted by the instructor.

16. Unless I really like a course, I believe in doing
only enough to get a passing grade.

35. I keep my place of study business-like and cleared
of unnecessary or distracting items such as piCtures, letters, mementos, etc.

17. I get nervous and confused when taking an
examination and fail to answer questions to the
best of my ability.

36. Telephone calls, people coming in and out of my
room, "bull-sessions" with my roommate, etc., interrupt me while I am trying to study.

18. I have trouble with the mechanics of English

37. I_t take~ a !ong time for me to get warmed up to~

R-RARELY

S-SOMETIMES

F-FREQUENTLY

G-GENERALLY

A-ALMOST 'ALWAYS

38. I am unable to concentrate well because of
. periods of restlessness, moodiness, or "having the
blues."

58. When reading a long assignment, I stop periodically and mentally review the main facts and
theories that have been presented.

39. I put off writing themes, reports, term papers,
etc., until the last minute.

59. I seem to accomplish very little in relation to
the amount of time I spend studying.

40. I feel that I am taking courses that are of little
practical value to me.

60. I prefer to sit in the back of the classroom.

41. When I sit down to study I find myself too tired,
bored, or sleepy to study efficiently.
42. I strive to develop a sincere interest in every
course I take.
43. The prestige of having a college education provides my main motive for going to college.

61. With me, studying is a hit-or-miss proposition
depending on the mood I'm in.
62. I study three or more hours per day outside of
class.
63. Before each study period I set up a goal as to
how much material I will cover.

44. I think that maybe I should drop out of school
and get a job.

64. I can concentrate on a reading assignment for
only a short while before the words become a
meaningless jumble.

45. I carefully study the figures, graphs, and tables
in a reading assignment.

65. I am interrupted by distracting noises while I am
studying.

46. Prolonged reading or study gives me a headache.
47. After reading several pages of an assignment, I
am unable to recall what I have just read.

66. I copy the diagrams, drawings, tables, and other
illustrations that the instructor puts on the blackboard.

48. I cut classes whenever there is something I'd
rather do or whenever I need to cram for a test.

67. I keep my assignments up to date by doing my
work regularly from day to day.

49. I waste too much time "chewing the fat," reading
magazines, listening to the radio, going to the
movies, etc., for the good of my studies.
50. My studying is done in a random, unplanned
manner and is impelled mostly by the demands
of approaching classes.
51. "Extracurricular activities" - dating, clubs, athletics, fraternity and sorority activities, etc. - cause
me to get behind in my school work.
52. I utilize the vacant hours between classes for
studying so as to reduce the evening's work.
53. Problems outside of school - financial difficulties,
being in love, conflict with parents, etc. - cause
me to neglect my school work.

68. I prefer to study my lessons alone rather than
with others.
69. I lose points on true-false or multiple-choice examinations because I change my original answer
only to discover later that I was right the first
time.
70. When preparing for an examination I arrange
facts to be learned in some logical order - order
of importance, order of presentation in class or
textbook, order of time in history, etc.
71. I am careless of spelling and in the mechanics of
English composition when answering examination
questions.

54. I am on time with written assignments.

72. Although I work until the last possible minute,
I am unable to finish examinations within the
allotted time.

55. I have difficulty in picking out the important
points of a reading assignment - points that are
later asked on examinations.

73. If time is available, I take a few minutes to check
over my answers before turning in my examination paper.

56. When in doubt about the proper form for a
written report, I refer to an approved model to
provide a pattern to follow.

74. When test papers or written assignments are returned, I find that my grade was lowered by
careless mistakes.

57. I like to have the radio playing while I'm l:p:!:re~-:...._~7~,'5I.....LTJt;.tlhilJinilJkuthUil'l~t~ng.J.l,l1~p~:Wfi;!,l·()~n~n;&,j"iU;,l;jl'Pi::"i.":W'""ro;;.r;h~",i,".Jithlil.Wi;"."iJ.I1'~",.f"n~"li/il'Ii'"lIiIh_ _

APPENDIX II

SAMPLES OF THE MORE IMPORTANT FORMS USED IN THIS STUDY

A.

Data sheet, ORe of which was used for each individual

B.

Fortraa data sheet, which was used to su. .arize the
data for . .chi.e tabulatioa

c.

Two IBM cards, one used for recordiD9 the data aad

one to tra.s.it the computational instructions to
the computer syst••
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SAMPLE OF DATA SHEET US D
TO COLLECT INFORMATION
ON EACH INDIVIDUAL IN THE
STUDY
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AMPLE OF THE IBM CARD USED FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL IN THE STUDY.
AN EXPLANATION OF THE CODING SYSTEM IS IN CHAPTER III .
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SAMPLE OF THE IBM "WORD" CARD USED FOR THE TRANS MISSION OF
COMPUTATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE COMPU OR SYSTEM.

APPENDIX III

MACHINE LISTINGS OF DATA

A.

A _ . .ple

of the machiRe tabulatioD sheets OR which
the basic data for each iadividual waa printed

B.

A ...ple of the machi.e sheet liatiag the basic
statistical co_putatioRs
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SAMPLE OF MACHJ:D SHEET LJ:STJ:NG 'l'HB DATA FOR ALL INDJ:VIDUALS
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SAMPLE OF MACHINE SHIRT LISTING THE BASIC STATISTICAL
COMPUTATIONS
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rrespectiv'e of 'Mil' .o::ield
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Theology 101 102, 212, .313, 314., 1~09, Uo
(stj.dents who intern take only one quarter 0 ' Thea .. 409
and. thus earn only 7 8 11 .. jn upper biennium'rneology) ,
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13
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1s 18 hours of lan)~ue.ge)
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